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llan Webber’s computerized Template is every bit as amazing as the anagrams themselves.  The words 
Allan chose to feed into his anagram program are strong and wonderful vocabulary.      It is possible he 
received direction in this matter . I did not become involved with his pages of guidance, having enough       

of my own to study (thirty eight pages in arial 9 font).  Allan’s directions included the gematria, the  numerology & the 
mathematical, unlike those to me which only included “the numbers” [speaking to the lady] which is entirely different. 
A reader wrote lambasting me regarding “don’t you know about numerology?” ...   relating to  presage  August  X 1555: 
1555 Aust. August X 
  Six, douze, treze, vint parlera la Dame, 

Laisné sera par femme corrompu*:  hybrid word= then triumph 
Dijon, Guyenne gresle, foudre l'entame, 

  L'insatiable de sang & vin repeu.  
 

(just the numbers) Six and 12 are Anakim base numbers 
thirteen = seated at the Last Supper 

Twenty of the Elohim Alliances  = a total of 51 = is exactly 
how many off worlders are named in the texts,  

add the 33 types of greys named = 84 which affect Earth 
 

There is also the “unholy six” of the big “G” of the FreeMasons 

 

 The ‘thirteen’ is also the ‘insane four’ plus the Nine of the Ennead  

 4 94. 

 Deux grands freres seront chassez d'Espaigne, 

 L'aisne vaincu sous les mons Pyrenees: 

 Rougir mer, Rosne, sang Lemam d'Alemaigne, 
Narbon, Blyterre, d'Agath contaminees. 

 

 
Two great brothers will be chased out of Spain, Marduk & Ninurta 
The Elder Leptorrhin conquering [them] under the Pyrenees : 
Sea red, (or Red sea) Rose, Aden Stargate Alemaigne Lemam blood, 
Narbonne , Blyterre,  of/from/to  Agath [Shambahla] contaminated. 

Blyterre = Earth blighted. Lemam = Aleister Crowley’s grey?? 

The Elder Leptorrhin conquering [them] under the Pyrenees: this was what the huge quake measured as a nine but in reality was a ten under 
Nepal... the battle for the giant’s base under Bucegi – The Leptorrhin of Shambahla are part of the Elohim Alliances. 
ROSE is a key word for a stage gate - stargate 

 4 96. 

 La soeur  aisnee de l'Isle Britannique 

 Quinze ans devant le frere aura naissance, 

 Par son promis moyennant verrifique, 
Succedera au regne de balance. 

The elder sister (Mother Russia?)  of the British Isle  
Fifteen years before the brother’s  (NWO big brother) birth 9/11 will,  
Because of her promise procuring verification,  
She succeeding to balance’s October’s / Libra’s reign.      (and Putin is also a Libran) 

Although America was “born in Libra”, it is not a ‘she’ but is ‘Uncle Sam’, unless 

statue of Liberty is intended plus America is the younger  nation to the UK 

 

*corrum   Word mod o/u          
An internal 'o' might be rendered by 'u' curr.um N      4 1 ACC S M currus, currus  N  M   [XXXBO]                 

chariot,aka ‘car’, a date of  Yule light horse vehicle; triumphal chariot/carrier; triumph; wheels on plow; cart; 

A 
~  HIGHLIGHTED PURPLE = CAME TRUE ~ 

~  HIGHLIGHTED NAVY=watch this space ~ 

Six, twelve, thirteen, twenty will speak to the lady,        (just the numbers)  

Triumphal carrier of the centuries’ numbers delved dug intoby older  woman:   
Hail, lightning slayer ray makes the first cut into Dijon, Guienne, 
The insatiable one of blood and wine satisfied.                           Dion.ysus 

The “six” are the “repulsive six” which were found by Miss Frances 
Rolleston in her celestial research into the bible, titled The Mazzaroth & 
also named in the  computerized  anagram program of Allan Webber. 
Two of these ‘repulsive’ six include the Cassiopeians and the Mantids of 
Argo. The other four are the “insane four” of SAMAROBRIN 6 5 3 which we 

have seen is: SAAM, of Wes Penre  RIB, of Leo/Chertan  ON /Oannes of Sirius & R /of Draco 

The Mantids and company allied with the Cassiopeians 

one of the “insane four” 

one of the “insane four” 

one of the “insane four” 

one of the “insane four” 

two forms of him, one as shapeshifted 

the Orion Group 

but only the “insane/feuding four”of 8:10.   The Mantids from Argo and the Cassiopeians form part of the Elohim alliances  

These are here now orbiting our sun   http://helenastales.weebly.com/.../evidence-of-the-secret... interstellar starfleet 

Please forgive the never ending 
repetition between pdf chapters. 
Many of you read most of the pdf 
forums but some of you get as far 
as only one or two before going 
cross eyed. This is one reason for 
the frequency of repeating things 

Alcyone, Aldebaran, Lepus, Sirius, Auriga and Algol, aka The Orion Group 

which is composed of the pantheon of genetically engineered ‘gods’footnotes 

People have asked me:  “how do you 
know it is not you  who is being duped”? 
One answer is this: many experiencers of 
the reptilians  comment  “they have NO 
sense of humour”!    Yet we have seen 
frequently in these forums, the odd joke and 
humorous reference... ergo, case rested. 

 
 The quatrains 
which relate to 

these six 
“emblems” 

and the dates 
involved  

appear at the 
end pages 

 

    C+F+ 2 5 
C+F+ 1 80 
C+F+ 4 47 

 
noting that Miss 

Frances 
Rolleston  
found the 

Orion Group in 
the 19th  century 

in the Bible 

http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fhelenastales.weebly.com%2Fblogue%2Fevidence-of-the-secret-interstellar-starfleet&h=rAQEyDlP8
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*pu  puis – then,  a moment in time (“the first cut”) 

1:62:1 Le grande perte las que feront les lettres  What a great loss there will be to learning  
 Separate the capitalized letters, also means the drop caps in the vignettes, which we did in the first part of FREE ENLARGED LETTERS.

this forum where “free” means to release or in this case to separate, which is part of the “codes within codes” cipher ... 
LETTER.ESS

.
ANU (Runic “S” means Ursa Major East: of the Orion Group.  Indicating that there are various types of Anakim 

EQUALS * /full/enlarged  NEFER STOLE REPLETED OF  period/age.  TENURE TO FREE AGE: PARENT
 breed

 SEQUEL
ENLARGES STOLEN Pisces age TO NOT PRETEND AFAR

 Aquarius is AS FEETPisces age Because we still have over one thousand years before the age of Aquarius L
*NEFER we have learned, amongst many other things, Nefer  also means those giants whose duodenum is vertical and needs support  
using what these texts call a ‘‘glue’’ which is derived as a by-product from cattle mutilations.   This is one of their weaknesses. 

3:18:1 Apres la pluye laict aƒƒez longuerre, After the rather long milky rain, 
LESSON: ACT TONGUE LONG ESS REPEATS              this is the language of the reptilian Anu, or more likely the Draco 
PALESTRAE

.
APPEALS

.
TO

.
ISRAEL

.
RELY E.U. APPARELS

dresses
PALLS

.
STOICALNESS

stubbornly 
SALTPETRE 

sulphur weapon 
YULE. 

3:49:1 Regne Gaulois tu feras bien change, French (European) reign you will be much changed 
ITS GENEALOGUIST LANGUAGE~GENRE SUITS URSAE BEARS EULOGIAS  (skull & bones)  
SUREST REAL TRUEST CENTURIES BARS ABSTRUSE GELATINOUS BIOLOGICAL GANGRENE GENERA AS BENIGN (the Eubacteria)   
LOUIS

/asteroid
 ARCS BREACHING HUGE SERBIAN BASIN (GRACE ELEGANCE ENGAGE TUNES, FOUGHT AGAINST)       

3:83:1 Les longs cheveux de la Gaule Celtique; The long haired of/from Celtic Gaule  
CLUELESS TO COLLEGES SCHEDULE LANGUAGE AXLED, USED, EXUDE QUITE VAGUE SEQUEL: QUOTE GHOULS’ LONG ESS.  
COLLECTS ELUSIVE LOVELESS EVIL (HECKLED, VEXED SOVIETS). DOVE SKETCHED LOUUEST DEVIL:HELL-LIKE SHOCK. 
o DOVE means ‘prophet’ but may mean Da Vinci here. HELL-LIKE means a stargate (‘is hocus pocus hades hazard’) 2 67 1 
 

Before we go any further ~ another one come true 

 

At a speed of Mach IV, this was no bird: 
Event made public  September  3  2016 

1 7 2 Le vent contraire lertres au chemin prinfes: 
R.O. [Andr. Cncl] TRIUMPHAL  TERMINATOR ~  
INTERFERENCE   THESE   LARCENISTS...  
(thief-abductors; mainly of children)  
RARE LIFT  OFF IN  (the rocket explosion first week of September) 
REPELS  UNHARMONIC  REPTILES  FURTHERMORE: 
R.O. MAINTENANCE CLEANUP ELITE CRETIN’S REPTILIAN  

 

In the forum LEONARDO ENKI & MARDUK  Part 5 & 6         published May 2016 

o EARS refers to ‘ears of corn’ and is known as Spica of the Virgin/Virgo 

“Lockheed executive blows lid off of secret government space travel (quantum entanglement) 
“It’s called quantum entanglement, it’s extremely fascinating and  counter to what we believe to be the known scientific laws of the 
universe, so much so that Einstein himself could not wrap his head around it. It’s called “quantum entanglement,” though Einstein 
referred to it as “spooky action at a distance.” 
Recent research has taken quantum entanglement out of the theoretical realm of physics, and placed into the one of verified 
phenomena. An experiment devised by the Griffith University’s Centre for Quantum Dynamics, led by Professor Howard Wiseman and 
his team of researchers at the university of Tokyo, recently published a paper in the journal Nature Communications confirming what 
Einstein did not believe to be real: the non-local collapse of a particle’s wave function, and this is just one example of many. 
They did this by splitting a single photon between two laboratories, and testing whether measurement of it in one laboratory would 
actually cause a change in the local quantum state in the other laboratory.  In doing so, researchers were able to verify the entanglement 
of the split single photon. 
Researchers have since replicated this experiment over and over again, with results of entanglement seen at kilometres of distance. 
Below is a great visual depiction of what quantum entanglement from the film, “What The Bleep Do We Know.” 
“Space is just the construct that gives the illusion that there are separate objects” – Dr. Quantum 
Sure, there are a lot of philosophies regarding what all of this stuff actually means, but, as Dr. Elizabeth Rauscher puts it, it’s a pre-curser 
to realizing that everything is connected, and that everything in the universe is one. What happens in what we call reality, is effecting 
something else in that same reality, it’s all “touching.”  (source) 
What’s happening here is that, either we are witnessing the transfer of ‘information’ at a speed far greater than the speed of light, or 
even better, something completely instantaneous. 
If all points in space are connected, that means vast distances between places are simply an illusion. Furthermore, quantum 
entanglement challenges Einsteins theory of relativity, but theories are developed to be tweaked and changed. Unfortunately, our world 
is plagued with secrecy, and you can learn more about that in an article about the black budget linked at the bottom of this article. 
The Lockheed Executives Comments On Space Travel 
Rich was the second director of Lockheed Skunkwork’s from 1975-1991. He’s been called the Father of Stealth, having overseen the 
development of the stealth fighter, the F-117A nighthawk. Before his death, Rich made several shocking open statements about the 
reality of UFOs and extraterrestrials. 
“We already have the means to travel among the stars, but these technologies are locked up in black projects, and it would take an act of 
God to ever get them out to benefit humanity. Anything you can imagine, we already know how to do it.”  
“We now have technology to take ET home. No it won’t take someone’s lifetime to do it. There is an error in the equations. We know 
what it is. We now have the capability to travel to the stars.”  
“There are two  types of UFOs — the ones we build and the ones ‘they’ build.”  Where Quantum Entaglement Comes In: 
When Rich was asked how UFO propulsion worked, he said, “Let me ask you. How does  ESP  work?”  
The questioner responded with, “All points in time and space are connected?”  Rich then said, “That’s how it works!”   
Interesting to think about, isn’t it?  
Perhaps the vast distances that exist between planets, solar systems and more isn’t really as much of a barrier as we thought it was.’ 

wherever the font is consolas font, the hidden texts is derived from  Allan Webber’s computerized programmed Template 
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What Are The Sources For These Quotes? 
“One of the sources is aerospace journalist, James Goodall, who wrote for publications such as Jane’s Defense Weekly, Aviation Week and 
Space Technology, and Interavia.  He is an accomplished speaker specializing in the history, development, and operations of the world’s 
only Mach 3 capable, manned air breathing aircraft, the SR-71 family of aircraft.  
He is also an author, as well as the Associate Curator at the Pacific Aviation Meseum, HI. He was also the restoration manager at the 
Museum of Flight in Paine Field, Everett, WA. 
Goodall interviewed many from the classified black budget world (read more about that world here.) He claimed that some of his 
contacts told him that “we have things out there that are literally out of this world, better than Star Trek or what you see in the movies.”  
From his work alone, James Goodall knew Ben Rich well. In a video interview, Goodall stated that he spoke to Rich approximately 10 
days before he died: 
“About ten days before he died, I was speaking to Ben on the telephone at the USC Medical Center in LA. And he said; 
 ‘Jim, we have things out in the desert that are fifty years beyond what you can comprehend. They have about forty five hundred people 
at the Lockheed Skunk works. What have they been doing for the last eighteen or twenty years? They’re building something.’”  
Another source comes from John Andrews, who was a legendary Lockheed engineer. He had written to Rich, stating his own belief 
in UFOs, both manmade and extraterrestrial. Andrews has asked Rich if his own beliefs covered extraterrestrial as well as man-made 
UFOs. Rich’s reply was as follows: 
“Yes, I’m a believer in both categories. I feel everything is possible. Many of our man-made UFOs are UN-Funded Opportunities.  
There are two types of UFOs, the ones we build, and the ones they build.”  
In Rich’s reply, he underlined the U, F, and O in “UN funded opportunities.” 
Thirdly, Jan Harzan, a senior executive with IBM, along with Tom Keller, an aerospace engineer who has worked as a computer systems 
analyst for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, discusses a talk Ben gave some time ago. On March 23rd, 1993 at a UCLA School of 
Engineering talk where he was presenting a general history of Skunk Works, he said this: 
“We now know how to travel to the stars. There is an error in the equations, and we have figured it out, and now know how to travel to 
the stars and it won’t take a lifetime to do it. It is time to end all the secrecy on this, as it no longer poses a national security threat, and 
make the technology available for use in the private sector. There are many in the intelligence community who would like to see this 
stay in the black [projects]  and not see the light of day.  We now have the technology to take ET home.”  
To access full article use source link below.                               Read More:  http://tinyurl.com/ju4om9v 
 By Arjun Walia  (Source:  collective-evolution.com; September 8, 2016; http://tinyurl.com/ju4om9v) 
1 91 
Les dieux feront aux humains apparence, 
Ce qu'il seront auteurs de grand conflict: 
Avant ciel veu serein espee & lance         (before the golden age) 

Que vers main guache sera plus grand affiict. 

1 91 appears in LEONARDO, MARDUK Part 6 
The gods will make it appear  to mankind     (holograms) 
That they are the authors of a great war:       false invasion 
Before the sky was seen to be free of weapons and rockets: 
the greatest damage  will be inflicted on the left. (of France 

The gods will make it appear to mankind      (holograms) or the false/real alien invasion, that is, human super-soldiers (‘born’ under S4 
and elsewhere)  piloting alien craft and technmology.  The off worlders themselves have already been here a millennia and more. 
“damage  will be inflicted on the left. (of France) would be Italy – where “Tuscany the worst” ) however, if it means “on /at the left of 
France”,  that would be America. 

 

1 92  see also  'twenty months'  in 5 37  1555 pub 1 92 appeared in THE PEACEMAKER 
Under one man peace will be proclaimed everywhere 
But not long after will be looting and rebellion: 
Because of  a  town refusal, land and sea will be broached, 
A third of one  million dead/wounded  & captured. 

Here is that word “mors” again – “and microphone captured” 
meaning by G.W.E.N. towers frequencies 

1 92 1 Souz un la paix par tout fera clamee    (formerly I said I would spell « sixteen » as ‘seize’, however, since SIX starts with  ‘‘SI’’, the 
more common sense spelling for ‘sixteen’ would be as SIEZE in the French. And suddenly, here is confirmation. ( ! ) 

 SIEZE. 2016    AMORAL ELITE OAF  A.R.P.A.  UUANT TO USE CERN  LUX* FACET PUNCTUATE SEIZE AS   IN   (Aquarius).  
ARM FACTION, EXOTIC UUASP (PEACEFUL ZEST) EXPECT TO UUIN, EXTRACT TOXICANTS  (UUEPT FOR  ANU PAUUN’S SLEAZIE ACT) 
SATAN’S ZETA ARE AUUFUL EXCEPTION TO UUASP. EXECUTION TOXINS NOUU. MANURE CAUSE CORE NUCLEUS LOCUS  MOUEMENT UP 
ZERO IN EXCITES TOP POLAR  TAXI FEAT TUUICE, CURES CRUEL AMERICAN SCUM ULCEROUS PUN ON U.S.A., MAROON CAPS CAME 

 
OUR CUP’S POET ORATER CITES ‘RUN SUN PIXELS AURORA CLUE IS A ROUTE APART’ – RAZOR AMPUTATES INSANE FOUR TOUR LAUUS 
EXTRA MELLOUU PUTIN AMAZES IN CASSIOPEIA ART, LAST PACK of cards (RAZES/FLATTENS MARXIAN, TAXES IOU) PUTIN  IN PLURAL  
UUATER-PLANT LOTUS stargate (CRONUS UISOR) RAMP UP ZEE MANTIS TEXTUAL PLAN (IMPORTS  COLLATOR  UP IN AZURE)TO AXE A.A 

 FLUX OUT IN   ALE
o A.R.P.A. Advanced Research Projects Agency                * LUX is the Dark Matter Project

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7v8ssY35A0k  

o ARM Cepheus/King of kings/Seraphim FACTION, EXOTIC UUASP = the two brained Noetic Entities from Vespa, the Wasp seen on 
the 4th/5th dynasty door lintel in the 19th dynasty Seti I Temple at Abydos. The E.N..E.   ‘‘hero’’ of the Elohim. They say themselves 
that they   ‘‘originated from Zeta Reticuli’’  but are now camped  at Gliese 876C near  what was once Musca/Vespa, near Aries . They 
come from a further seven thousand years into the future of/from the Zeta hive mind greys of Serpo.  

o ZETA ARE AUUFUL EXCEPTION TO UUASP. Thus this qualifyer comment  between the hive mind Igigi EBEN and the autonomous E.N.E 
o MANURE CAUSE CORE NUCLEUS LOCUS TO MOUE using particle colliders, those fallen ones from Alcyone from the  ‘‘pile of Pleiades’’. 
o ZERO IN the ‘great translation in October’ in the Epistle to Henri EXCITES TOP  POLAR  TAXI FEAT  the ‘lying down’ of Eart 
o ‘RUN SUN PIXELS AURORA CLUE : IS A ROUTE APART’  not certain yet what this means, something to do with images of the sun 
o FOUL  LATEX synthetic ERA – does not just mean the superficial society of America, it means those which are walk-in clones, not so hard  

to pick since they do not ‘do’ wrinkles nor the little quirks some people have, such as  a gravelly voice, or a little spitting while speaking. 
o ZEE Cassiopeia MANTIS        FLUX = flows chemtrails  OUT IN May 13 – June 9 ARES =  genocide  ZION ZEALOT  FAULT –Israel ALE 

  

1562 edition 

 

EXTRA MELLOUU PUTIN AMAZES IN CASSIOPEIA  ART, LAST PACK  of cards  
image found (discovered as directed to ‘‘axe & mirror’’) from the Last Supper 
Just in case the reader thinks this is a fluke, the two pictures following are from another two works of art from      
Da Vinci – noting both are holding cards, with Cassiopeia once again wearing pink, & see the features ?                    
All three are the same face, and notice the pharaonic beard  which all three are sporting refers Hatshepsut-Sphinx-stargate 

http://tinyurl.com/ju4om9v
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7v8ssY35A0k
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1 92 2 Mais non long temps pille & rebellion:  But not long after will be looting and rebellion: 
TIME GATE SPILL  REPELLING ‘NIPPLELESS synthetic ‘NOBLEMEN ELITE’  IN OS Capricorn REASON MALIGN POLE, IMPALING ALL ONENESS 
o IMPALING  ALL  ONENESS being the quantum field, a profound statement indeed. See previous line  A.R.P.A. LUX in Aquarius 
ART LEMON BI-NOMIAL ANGEL POSER SMELLIER ALIEN; POISON-PEN PERSONAL : PENNILESS LONESOME LAME GIRL 

 [TIS  SPELLING  LABELLING  TABLE this PLAN], MONGRELS/fallen ones with the S.S. Vril    LIE,  MA /October NG/Scorpio  SOON.  NAMES
o noting this date means October 21 – October 31 (Scorpio in October) and then see below NOBLE/LEAP – the same date  
GIRL BANTERS TO  IMPLEMENT  OPTIONAL  SLEEPING  SPRING  PLIMSOLL  LINE  MILL (equinox !) pairs many lines,     
the most poignant being Da Vinci’s  e rapaci animali del nel paese vostro   
PAINTER ARTISAN LEONARDO DEVISES LAST CARD IDEA: PATIENT APPRENTICE EVADES  DEEP EVIL, LOSE AIMED MALAISE PAIN, STRIVE    

CREATE POSE, ENTAILS ERECT ALTERED APPEARANCE: INSERT  INSIDE MAN CAVE, VERITIES  the real one   STREETS  ASIDE,  PREVAILS.                                                                                                                                                 
 OPTIONAL  SLEEPING = ‘STREETS ASIDE’ (and where was I that date? In hospital, ‘sent’ a hundred miles away) 

SIMPLER GENIAL PLEBEIAN  LEPER  the naïve MONIES  ILL  SPENT  ALL TIME-LINES  LOOP,orbits   IMPERILS  MOON:  
2 53 4 De la grand dame par feincte n'outraigee. MONIES ILL SPENT pairs  DRAINED AMERICAN  
AGE-RELATED PARAMAGNETIC  CALENDAR  IDEAL  stargate  SEES CAMPAIGN  DRAINED  AMERICAN PADDING  luxury IN FOURTEEN 

MENTAL  LEO  BEING  RE-ALIGNMENT  SMALL ORBIT ANGLE  IN NOBLE/Oct. -LEAP/Scorpio –      Scorpio in Oct.  is Oct 21 - 31 
o MENTAL here is a pun, those from Leo use their mind for doing things, but it can also mean the insane Leo in office. Pairs 

3 40 4 Par arcs prostrais de long temps  ja  fendus  (to cleave, split)            
ACREAGE   BY CERTAIN POSITIVE DIVISION OF OLD TIMES Noting the word POSITIVE orbit division   
BY  LENGTHY  ARCS  (Nemesis ,  orbits)  DIVIDED  AS   TIMES   BEFORE 

Cheetham has ARCS  as  ARES=   100 sq metres or acreage  Both are a pun, ares means manslaughter. ACREAGE = THE EARTH 
Is the word "jà" at all used anymore or is it an archaic word? Or even regional? 
I was researching the etymology of the word 'prier' on the XMLittré site and found a sentence that contained the word "jà", 
which I was unable to find in the dictionary. In the etymological dictionary it defines the word as meaning                                         
1. déjà  2. certes (adv.). Here is the original sentence I found it in: 
1. Déjà AS BEFORE  2. certes (adv.) CERTAINLY  “On a dit prier à Dieu, prenant prier comme verbe neutre. Aussi de tous étiez jà 
regretté, Fors de l'envie et de votre bon frère ; Lui ne voyant en vous de sainteté Priait à Dieu qu'il vous mît vite en terre, Pour 
accourcir d'autant l'iniquité, Vers adressés par Piron à Voltaire, le 3 déc. 1723. C'est un archaïsme.” 

1 92 3 Par refus ville, terre, &  mer entamee,  Because of  a  town refusal, (to hand over their guns) land and sea will be breached/broached, 
o land and sea will be broached  telling us that the weather/earthquake weapon will be used against them, but in this case, affecting their 

own soldiers as well. Recall  the following: then recall the suspicious weather-making navy vessel off the coast of N.Z. quake Nov.16 ’ 16 
11 #2  Centuries eleven    John B. Hare   sacredtexts.com 
When the president meant to take out the town, (L.A. named-“just read the line again” ‘in the line before’) 
Many thousands and thousands of soldiers, 
Drowned,  killed,  without  doing  anything  there, 
11 #42 Centuries eleven 
The [La] mighty city  where of the principal man        (president) 
I've named the place -- just read the line again! (La, the word ‘the’) 
[president] Is sore alarmed, with soldiers all afield. 
Both  war  and  flood  the  city  shall  assail 
Till Frenchmen rescuing shall once more prevail. 

And from Leonardo 
o OF BOOKS* WHICH INCULCATE PRECEPTS  and see the word ‘ ’ in the next line 

“Bodies without souls clones-‘leaders’-psychopaths shall by their sayings supply precepts which shall help us to die well.” 

THE OFF WORLDERS WHICH PROVIDED THE *(BIBLES’ [precepts]  OF THE WORLD. *C+F+2:78:2 
 

1 92 3 Par refus ville, terre, &  mer entamee 
ALERT : U.N. SEEMS FEMALE IS FALLEN MANURE/Alcyone ILL-FAME/Nephilim LIAR-PERVERTER. PREMATURE MARVEL IN RAT/2020 
REAL LIFE MEASUREMENT TAMPERER ;  RELEVANT TRUER MASTERFUL TREES REFEREES (Elohim) relevant to the Living Library 
so saying it is the United ‘Nations’ which is causing problems with the Living Library, meaning all nature on planet Earth  
These texts are saying to us  KNOW YOUR REAL ENEMY (those who promote nuclear)  & DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT 
1 92 4 Mors &  captifs le tiers d’un million.   A third of one  million dead/wounded  & “and microphone/SONIC  captured”. see Orgone tool 

PROFICIENT INFORMER IS OPTIMISTICAL:IMMORTAL PRIDEFUL LUCIFER IN ILL-TIMED MORONISM CONFORMS PATRIOT  
DISTINCTION: CLUMSINESS STORMINESS CRIMINAL (YHWH) POLLUTED ALL:  

– IS  STILL ‘MIND CRIME’ FILMS.  IS COLD 
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1 92 4  continuing holograms to fool you all – note what it says about ‘Revelation’ having been edited – to suit current agendas 
NULLIFIER OPTION: IF NOT TRIMMED = IMPERILS, MORTIFIER UP RIPS MORE MINORS APART  
PITIFUL CLAUSE - ALIEN POSITION MINISTERIUM, POINTS TO CRIMINAL PRESIDENTS PRIME MISFIT FALSE RAPTURE 
MIMIC SAINT ILLUSION = LOST SOULS (IS LUNATIC ‘CULL’ ALTRUISM) COMMA – IN  ICON’S  FORMULA  ROLL  TURMOIL 

 

5 37 
 [years]   

 three centuries needing repair      “isn’t as old”
 

agenda to be  undone by  deleting the added age – who is able to do this? David Icke is
 

To come to the execution making of of their blow,  the blow which sends us to primordial 

Twenty months  after &  all memory             (20 months for the NWO)  

memory = computer memories or ‘great loss to learning/letters’ 
Simulating feigned hatred false flags  their  leader/president  betrays. 

Simulating feigned hatred their  leader/president betrayed. Recall the words “elite dumped by the Anu” from the ELITE forum – and 
recall the reason “if they can do these things to their own kind...” with the “betrayal” being the promised  immortality denied to the 
elite.  In fact, other lines have stated, that the promised immortality is given to some of them by trapping them in stargate timelines! 
5 37 1 Trois cens feront d'un vouloir &  accord,  (‘c’ is also ‘k’) 

CALENDS CONNIVER IS SIR : ODOROUS ONE, CONDUCTS CLAUSES VIRTUAL CONVINCER – ENDS AS ‘TORN KIDS’  
TORTUROUS DOOR FORD stargate SORDID DEVOURER ... where « Sir » is Marduk 
CONCURRENT CALENDS FOUND INCORRECT : TRUE CONCORD CORRECTION CONVICTS TERRORIST INVENTORS – 
RIDS OF VICTORIOUS RIVER ERIDANUS U.N. VENTURE (VOCIFEROUS CRUDE NECROTIC VIRUS CONTORTION) OLD 
ELITE NEUROTICS ‘FIDDLE’ OVER ROTUND  INN ON FIRE. drawing a paralle with Nero ‘fiddling’ while Rome burnt 

 IS ACCORD OF RUST-COLORED ISLAND’S  DIREFUL DROSS,  CONFUSION ODD CONDUCTOR VENTURA CONCLUSION :
CAUSED OANNES COERCE CRETINOUS CONFLICT. .       Island means planet 

R.O. ICON COUNCILS, DOCTOR, DECISION LIFTS CONFUSION. COLDER FROSTIER CELL INSERTS  DIRECTOR  VENTURA 

5 37 2 Que pour venir au bout de leur attainte : also appears in QUBITS & CONSCIENCE    

EVALUATE ERUDITE DEVOURER REAPER ALIEN TEE QUBIT-CREATE UNNATURAL UTOPIA– (REPUDIATE AU NATUREL) 
ENDEAVOUR CERN DONE PLANET PIROUETTE  UUEEK IN ADORN ORNATE DATE   the ‘great translation in October’ 
OVERDUE ERUPTION UPROAR... OUR BELOVED UR EA, VULTERINE/Lyra NEED OPERATE  
VOLCANO UUEAKENED TURN-OVER ROLL (RELATE EUREKA free energy AND LIVE IN ANORAK) BE AUUARE – OK ? 

 KEEN TO OUTLAUU  BAT-EARED OUTER TOADBufo of the Vatican VIRTUOUS PUTIN  
o ALIEN TEE QUBIT quantum computers handed to ‘us’ in order to gain complete control. TEE (T) also means Ursa Major 

o UNNATURAL UTOPIA and see what Al Bielek said about one of the time lines he landed in 

o PLANET PIROUETTE, so they are trying to make a complete turn over of Earth – ‘pirouette’  UUEEK IN ADORN 
ORNATE, also says OCTOBER DAN DATE – saying during a week that spans Libra to Scorpio,= last week of Oct. 

o AND LIVE IN ANORAK) BE AUUARE = ice age caused by volcano and part rollover, needing free energy systems 

o BAT-EARED has been the president OUTER TOAD Bufo constellation: relates to the Draco which runs the pope 

o also relates to the previous line  

5 37 3 Vingts mois apres tous &  records.            STRESSESS  KEEP  IOUR  GUNS  OR  MOURN
= VAST SCOURGES IN OVER-RATED VAMPIRE SCROTUMS MASTERS’, DOCTOR’S GOSSIP IN GRIEVOUS VIGOROUS SPIN

Patriarchal  Da Vinci turned the patriarch Peter into Marduk in the Last Supper (GOOD ARTIST’S PERVERSION SCUM)
‘SMART’ V.I.P. STARDOM SURPASSING DEVIOUS DISTORTION SMUGNESS ACTRESS SORCERIES DISTRACTS AMONGST 
POPE’S MONSTER AS DEPRESSING GEM ‘SAVIOUR’  all your trendies & ‘celebrated’ actors are merely a distraction from the 
reality of what is really going on.  Recall the ‘’Zeppelin’’ warnings : 

dens: car prophete proprement mon filz eft            THORN the sky rune for Cepheus/Arm those hibernating in Black Knight 1 10 

COMPETENT THORN PERFORMS FRENZIED IN APPLE, [Dec 23 to Dec 31  & a Friday] CONTEMPT FOR  PENRE  (Anu go-between 

HALF FROZEN PTERIDOSPERM seed fern  saying the tropics are half frozen, not yet perma frost 
SELF APPOINTED TRENCHERMEN FROZE PROMPT suddenly - THEN THOSE PERPETRATED FOR/FROM ZEPPELINS CONFORM 
from Monstre d'ABUS manuscript  ~  Le blond fils de Cythere  
FRIENDLY ELECTS BEHOLD: OLDEST BRIDES OF HELL FEEBLY LY [lie], DESCEND CYLINDER (see "ZEPPELINS") CELEBRITY 
HOLDS,  FONDLES  CHILDREN  BEYOND,  BLEEDS  FLESH.  BLONDS [Aryan Vril] RELY,  LET  FEED  CHI... life’s force 
pieds en terre,Pofjum non errare,falli.decipi:fuis 
REMAINDER JUNIOR SELF SUFFICIENT, APPLE-PIE ORDER, JUNIOR IS REPRESENTED OF FAMILIES PERPENDICULAR straight up 

CAUSES CONGRESS DISTRESS, VOMITORIA UP TO NEMESIS SUPERSTAR (DISRESPECTS VICTIMS) VAMPIRIC AVERSIONS  
that means that when the ‘elite’ ‘‘leave’’ not all will go to the deep underground bases, those that go up are in for a big surprise 
PUTIN MAESTRO REPAIRS POOR CORROSIVE RUSSIAN SOIL – RECOVERS RADIOACTIVE DIRT COVER  MESS – Chernobyl  

 A MUST TO PROGRESS...  PRESCIOUS  MAGI  VENDS  REMEDIES,  RESORTS  S.O.S.   SINGS  ‘SPURNS  the  REST’ 
David Hatcher Childress (Technology of the Gods ©2000) 

“A Dweller on two Planets has remained a popular occult book for over a century, largely because it contains detailed descriptions 
of life in Atlantis plus devices and technology which were unquestionably well in advance of the time in which it was written. As the 
cover of one of the book’s editions states, “One of the greatest wonders of our times is the uncanny way in which A Dweller on Two 
Planets predicted inventions which modern technology fulfilled after the writing of the book.”  
“Among the inventions and devices mentioned in the book are air conditioners (to overcome deadly and noxious vapors); airless 
cylinder lamps (tubes of crystal illuminated by the “night side forces”); electric rifles (guns employing electricity as a propulsive 
force—rail-guns are a similar, and very new invention); monorail transportation; water generators (an instrument for condensing 

water from the atmosphere); and the vailx (an aerial ship governed by FORCES OF LEVITATION and repulsion).” 
“… the electromagnetic airships of Atlantis are introduced, along with radio and television (don’t forget, this book was written in 
1886). It is explained that the airships, similar to zeppelins, but more like a cigar-shaped craft, are electro-magnetic-gravitational 
in nature. They move through the air using a form of anti-gravity and are also capable of entering the water as submarines.”and... 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_atlantida.htm
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“Terziski maintains that antigravity research began in Germany in the 1920's with the first hybrid antigravity 
circular craft, the RFZ-1, constructed by the Vril Society. In 1942-43 a series of antigravity machines [Including 
the Vril-7 design] culminated in the giant 350-foot long, cigar-shaped… space station, which was constructed 

in old zeppelin hangars near Berlin by E4, the research and development arm of the SS ”  
[The 350-foot long cigar-shaped craft, I argue, was photographed by contactee George Adamski back in the 1950’s.—GJ] 

from Greg Jenner ... from DarkStar1 Website 

5 37 4 Leur Roy trahi fimulant haine fainte.    their leader/president betrays simulating feigned hatred  

UNHEALTHIER NANO UNREALITY AFFIRMATION – HEART FAILURE ONTO INFRANTRY,  
ON EARTH INFANTS FEARFUL ANAL MORTIFIER MUTILATION, IRRATIONAL UNFAIR  HATE-FUL IRRITATION ON 
FEMALES (NATURAL TO NUMERATOR LEONINE). NOT YET HUMANITARIAN YEARS – meaning the Age of Aquarius 
IS FAULTY  INFORMATION :  FUTILE FAITH (URETHRAL RETALIATION) THEREFORE  AIM ELIMINATION THOSE 
UNFAMILIAR ALIEN INUASION UUAS YEARS NUMERALS dark ages  MEANS LESS FRUITFUL
HEALTHIER RUSSIAN- LESSER MATERIALITY, MORE HILARITY IS HEALER  
o NOT  YET  HUMANITARIAN  YEARS  not yet the Aquarius age due to FAULTY  INFORMATION – see Ptolemy here 

o Note the word ‘ONTO’ INFANTRY– meaning frequencies from satellites or towers onto the nano chip received in needles 
Norton’s 1930 IAU Constellation Star Atlas  
“..... for the number of degrees in each zodiac sun crossing –  which had been  tampered with as follows: 
“Ptolemy himself declares that he altered the form of some of the constellations to give the figures a “better proportion”,  of  stars  
which the older astronomers had placed. . . (so he averaged all/each of them to 2,160 years) 
Bayer turned the backs of the figures to the spectator instead of the faces, and Albert Dührer, or some German, put them all into Gothic 
costume, in which they remained till the time of Flamstead. He [Flamstead] re-constructed the forms of the constellations,  by first laying 
down the stars themselves correctly, drew the figures according to that part of the body in which the several stars were said to be placed  
by Hipparchus.... (and taking note that some have recently been ‘altered’ such as an extra star in the “handle” of the Big Dipper Ursa) 
consequently:  

The Age of Leo from around  12,500 years ago: given our current ‘age’ at 2015 (but at least 1,324 years needs to be deducted) 
(Younger Dryass and mud filled Gobekli Tepi) in real time reality about 11,200 years ago 

10,373BC to  ca 7,565BC  =                         takes 2,808 years length for our sun to pass thru Leo 
of Cancer  7,565BC  to  6,053BC  =          takes  1,512 years  for our sun to pass thru Cancer    
of Gemini: 8,053BC to   4,109BC  =          takes 1,944 years for our sun to pass thru Gemini 
of Taurus: 4,109 BC to 1,445BC  =            takes 2,664 years for our sun to pass thru Taurus 
of Aries: 1,445 BC to  about 5BC  =          takes  1,440 years for our sun to pass thru  Aries 

                  of Pisces: about 5 BC to 2,587AD =          2,592 years “A.D.” when the Age of Aquarius was due before we discovered 1,324 has 
been added in around July 676 [A.D]  which would take us even further back into the Age of Pisces – the ‘age of self deception’ noting 
that the Edict by pope Innocent to move the calendar forward from 676 to the millennium year of 1,000 AD happened very closely to the 
same time the “i” for Immanuel prefix was exchanged for the A.D. suffix:  thus adding another thousand years by the mere stroke of a pen. 
Plus we have all been mislead by false sciences. In dendochronology – trees stop growing altogether in ice ages and in the ice cores – the rings 
taken to be years – have been found to occur many times during any particular year. Couple that with faulty Carbon 14 dating which can be 
out by up to 700 orbital years due to bacterial encapsulation, it rests just as Nostradamus says – “by the astronomical stars can we trust in” 
and that includes not having trust in modern computerised astronomical dating methods – since they were all re-set at the Y2K fiasco which 
itself was already out by thirteen hundred years at the minimum!   How clever of the deceitful ones whose wish it was to bring forward the 
centuries & keep us all bedazzled and distracted, all the while performing their sleight of hand agendas. They are those of the Orion Group. 

It will be no surprise then that the current dating of the Shroud of Turin might hold the key to the real number of years which 
need to be removed from the calendars we are using.  

The problem of the C14 dating rears its head, because between the three different laboratories not one could provide a date set in stone. 
Keeping in mind we are talking of the death date of Immanuel – 33 A.D. (when in fact  “A.D.” began in our calendars at “o” calendrical date, 
while all along he was already between 3 to 8 years of age due to the “naming year” custom).   The dates the C14  gave were combined 
between 1032 to 1154 A.D. about 120 years in difference, so around 33 (or 30 or 25) needs to be chopped off that first. Let us say, in that  
case, around 1,000 years out. We may need to ignore the “three centuries added by edict” simply because they very likely ran in parallel & 
co-inciding with the “clerical” error – which as it seems it is almost exactly one thousand years that the C14 dating gave – and that is only 
allowing that they had managed to avoid an area of the Shroud which may have had bacteriological encapsulation. 
We seem to have a choice of two different possibilities that can direct us to the Shroud being real. The first dating method just related, or 
the second – where three hundred years plus needs to be deleted, (from the computerised clocks we have)&  the 700 give or take years  C14 
bacterial error needs to be allowed for (meaning as a younger age) which coincidence adds to more or less one thousand years once again!  

324 off 2016 A.D. = 1692 A.D.  and just for the sake of a further exercise we remove the 692 +  as Just for the sake of an exercise, say we take 
the C14 ‘bacterial error’ – leaving us with 1,000A.D – now remove the “clerical error” of the added 1,000 years – and it is nothing we are left 
with which in the case of this exercise was calendrical 0 - 1 A.D. (allowing for give or take up to 8 years before the real  ‘birth’ of Immanuel). 
The quatrains admit to “three centuries” (more than once), so I am wondering if the extra 24 years is not related to the actual age in years 
of Immanuel prior to our A.D. calendar – deducted from his death eage of 33 !  There is another ‘‘coincidence’’ that sits at the back of my 
mind, and that is the year of 325 (of which a part is 324) in which the Nicean Council decided to edit the books they had into one and call it 
“the Bible”.  You see – the thought and plan must have been conceived before the year of publication (325 A.D.) – so did they at the time – 
actually do this in the Calendrical year of the real first year/s of our current calendar? This 324 we need to delete – is it related to that 324? 
The one they were getting the books they wanted together ready for publication? Next question is this: the word “publication” is very much 
in error relating to the first “Bibles” since “publicity” of it was granted only to those who could read Roman Latin and or Greek at that time: 
and that very much excluded the general public!  Here is another anomaly.   Which year did the “publishing of books” really happen?               
At what stage did monks really stop hand writing manuscripts in the Latin or the Greek?  
What would have prompted the Nicean Council to produce their ‘Bible’ in 324-325 A.D. in the first place? The Roman empire had 
not yet become defunct. (A 5th century volcanic event accomplished that.  The army marches on its belly &  volcanoes kill crops). 

In A Chronology Listing of Early Weather Events 7th Edition by James A. Marusek  impact@hughes.net  (www.breadandbutterscience.com)  

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_ufoaleman.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_ufoaleman.htm
http://www.darkstar1.co.uk/
mailto:impact@hughes.net
http://www.breadandbutterscience.com/
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"This weather chronology began over 1,800 years ago." 

"The Japanese began using a Chinese style lunisolar calendar in the 7
th 

century.  To keep the solar calendar aligned with actual 

seasons, it was required that the winter solstice always occurs in a non-intercalary 11
th
 

month.  Thus, generally in early lunar calendars, the New Year began on the second new moon following winter solstice.          
They adopted the Gregorian calendar in 1873.  Early Japanese events presented in Aston 
“Chronicles of Japan” [reference 149] are given using the historical Japanese calendar system.  
Great Global Drought: Droughts can become so extensive that they can grip the entire globe. An 
example is the global drought of 1876-1879, which struck China, India, Australia, South Africa, 
Morocco, French Indo-China, the Dutch East Indies, Turkey, Brazil, the United States and Canada. In 
general, world trade offers a large safety net against future droughts and famines. But sometimes the 
world gets in a cycle where the entire world is engulfed in a great drought. This can cut holes in this 
safety net. During 1876-1879 over 16 million people starved to death. (World population has grown 5 
fold since the 1870s. An equivalent lost today would be in the order of 84 million people.)  
The drought not only affected crops but also livestock. In Australia, 10 million sheep died.  
Effect of Volcanoes on Weather: In reviewing the temperature record, I have come to believe most 
volcanic eruptions have only a minimal impact on global climate. There appears to be two exceptions: 
the largest volcanoes (those with a Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) scale of 7 or greater) and flood 
basalt volcanic eruption.  
Large Volcanic Eruptions: The Tambora eruption occurred on 10 April 1815 on Sumbawa Island 
in Indonesia. It was rated as a 7 on the Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI). The volcanic eruptions of this 
size are very rare events typically occurring on a millennium scale. The volcano erupted more than 160 
cubic kilometers (38 cubic miles) of magma. This volcanic eruption caused a significant drop in 
temperatures in the Northern Hemisphere.    It is important to note this cooling effect was delayed for 
almost a year.     Analysis of Peirce’s temperature data shows that the eruption did not begin to affect 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania’s weather in the United States until 11 months later in March 1816.      Then, 
temperatures were depressed for nine months before recovering. At its greatest extent, temperatures were 
7.7° F (4.3° C) colder than average Dalton Minimum monthly averages. This was also observed in Paris, 
France. This year was known as the “Year Without Summer”, when a hard killer frost occurred in every                                     
month of the year. This extreme cold year also ravaged Europe, Africa, the West Indies and Northern China.  
325 A.D. A severe famine struck Britain.57  The year the Nicene Council compiled the bible 

57.   Cornelius Walford, The Famines of the World: Past and Present, Edward Stanford, London, 1879.
 

the year for 410 AD (the generally recognised end of the Roman Empire)  
"410 A.D. In Rome, Italy, there was a famine followed by a plague.57, 72, 91 
Under the Emperor Honorius  (who reigned from 395 to 414), so great was the scarcity and dearth of 
victuals in Rome, Italy, that in the open marketplace, this voice was heard – set a price on man’s flesh. 
St. Jerome alluding to this plague, says: ‘the rage of the starved with hunger broke forth into abominable 
excess, so as people mutually devoured the members of each other. Nay, even the tender mother spared 
not the flesh of her sucking child, but received him again into her bowels whom she had brought forth a 
little before." 72   

57. Cornelius Walford, The Famines of the World: Past and Present, Edward Stanford, London, 1879. 

72. Thomas Short, A General Chronological History of Air, Weather, Seasons, Meteors in Sultry Places and different Times,  London, Volumes 1 & 2, 1749.  
91. Cornelius Walford, The Insurance Cyclopaedia, Volume III, London & New York, 1874. 

 

2 67 The fork nosed comet will come to the blond one   
 (our sun)

 

The blond one Nordic Swede coming to compromise the hook-nosed one 

those ‘large nosed’ Semitics from Altair. Nordic Swede means Tau Cetians 
And chased out via the duel:                         between the two suns 
The exiles within making remedy 
Committing the strongest to their marines. Hence Maritime Law rules All 

The 1562 edition is in LEONARDO LINES PLUCKED FROM THE ADRIATIC  forum 
 2 67 1 Le blonde au nez forche viendra cometre 

BRAZEN UNLOVED DEFECATOR  IN U.N. DEFINED METEOR EVENT  ONTO BELCHER  VOLCANO- HENCE RAZE DECADENT 
CRUEL RULER UNDER ROME VATICAN ENVIRON  SIEZE DATE  ~  

 CONCERNED RELUCTANT  ELOHIM  MANTIDS  CHERUB.  
o SIEZE DATE  from any day of the orbit for 2016, year of the monkey,  even from the last day in 20-16 for the ensuing 377 

days even though we would know those as 20-17.  The video by Rick Levine  QUANTUM ASTROLOGY  explains  this « lag » 

o UNLOVED DEFECATOR  IN U.N. these are the imposter Pleiadian (Pile) from Alcyone allied with the SS Nazi agenda. 
There are other lines which say they  ‘‘still know love’’ despite being cross-bred reptilian for thousands of years 

CRAZED DEMON EVIL ONE CONCEALED VENOMIZED  EARTH ‘NOBLEMEN’ CARE-FREE psychotic ELITE : 
directed energy field surrounds us, the secret space program  DOLEFUL on the dole NERD  ARES/  

genocide MODERN  TROUBLE  VIOLENCE  FARCE  FUNCTION  IN RAVEN = CAVE DATE. if you have been a consistent reader, you will know 
   ICON CLUBFEET LITTLE  BLUE HERO  THEIR MENACE,  MADE MADE ICE  TIME OF EVEN-MINDED FEMALE CONCORD 

HELEN MEAD UNDER NO RELUCTANCE, MORE FERVID ZEAL = FLUENT OF OLD CONCURRENT CENTURIEZ, BORNE carried  
a pun on the Centuries and Quatrains’ quidance as well as the ‘‘phantom’’ centuries added  to our calendars 

TRUE FLOOD DATE BEFORE CONCERTO– HID ARAB ALA-LU LUCIFER, BRUTAL EVIL ONE : CERN DEFLECT EARTH CORE 
 o Year of the Monkey is named along with the exact same details in the next two following lines 

pairs two more (picked from many others)   
the letters ‘M’ & ‘E’ were found in the Clay tablets Sitchin translated. They are Directed Sonic Magnetic Energy Fields  

also known as the « Medusine Device », but we could say Magnetic Energy and not be wrong. Add ‘sonic’ and we have " sasar". 
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7 38 2  Picquer viendra fi rudement courir :   PROVENCE INFORMER  = Nostradamus
 INTERVIEUUED NICE NURTURER RAPTURE INQUIRER PROVENCE INFORMER  DISCOVERED NUMERIC CRANIUM UUIT RUNT,

MAN EA (REMAINS) UP IN TRIM URANITE   QUARTERS  INVERTED, IN  RAVEN: ICED, MURKIER RAIN  

PRODUCED UUINTRIER IMPAIRS ODD TRICKIER UNPURE DRIVEN CORRUPTED MAVERICK MANURE UUIMP UNIT: MARKETS ~ 
CERTAIN RUIN. RE-INTRODUCED RAPID TICK-FEVER, DRUNK VAMPIRIC;  DEVOURER MURDERER FOR UUEIRD PRINCE/Sirius 

INTRUDER FERVID FOR UUARMER TIMES, CONNIVED PER RECTUM – IS  RUE  TURN.    ARIVEDERCI    
and see  AU REVOIR in the next line !
DAVID ICKE RUMOURS  INFORM TRUER DRUID Vril PRURIENCE FROM RIVER ERIDANUS; TIES  UNFAIR  E.T. RECIPE 
REFER CREATOR FIVE  ICON UP IN MEAD UNDER’S  MUTINEER  PUTIN  FORUM,  CURED  FAR  DRIVEN V.I.P. INCURRED  CURVED 
FERROCERIUM  METEOR, UUINDIER TORNADO  CRIMES,  ACQUIRED DARKER ROMAN RUIN, IN QUIVER  NUT – Sagitta/Yule 
NOTREDAME (RIDES  FOR CUP ICON) CIRCA ICIER PRE-VICTORIAN TIMES  CUES TOUUN CRIER

o RE-INTRODUCED RAPID TICK-FEVER  (Lyme’s) and see Borrelia in MEDICAL VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS  C+F+10 81 4 parastites carrying  parasites 

BORRELIA   [Bb gram neg. bacteria = Lyme disease] PHORESY*  [discovered in the 21st century]            
[*one parasite carries another]  10:81:4     about which  nexus magazine warned against blood  
transfusions because they dont look for LYME’S disease~           
Google “LYME’S” and see how you will not know what it could be...   ANY SYMPTOMS WHATSOEVER! 

o  RAVEN:  December 24 – January 20                         
UUINDIER TORNADO  CRIMES  IN  QUIVER/Sagitta   ties in with “Yule” &  “winter solstice London” and points to man made 

pairs 
4 95 4 Victor puis nay  cu  Armonique terre (1562 edition)  (Victor then born on Armenian soil) was Putin really born in Armenia ? 
YEAR  NINETY  ONE, TUUO  1691–2015  1692 = 2016  
SPOOKY  VOMITORY : exit  VICTIM’S  RAPTURE  UP                           (see all those recent cigar craft caught on video) 
( )   where SICK might be SIC... POETRY  VOYEUR  [Watcher] CREATORS’  UUISECRACK  RARE  SICK  UUIT  PUN
SNEAKIER  VICTORY :   OVERCAUTIOUS  PUTIN, IRK  MERCENARY  AVARICE,  MAIM.  
PUTIN  SAVIOUR  (IS MOCK copy URANITE  CREATURE)    recall, the real Putin has had his DNA ‘tweaked’ 
RETRIEVES  YUKON, ROCKIES  ROUTE  IN  RAVEN       (Yule) so that is the real reason for the inter-continental very fast railway ! 
IN  CAUTIOUS  RECOVERY  –  REMARK  VIRTUE.   AU REVOIR EUREKA  free energy  M.E.  TRUANCY  MOCKERS’  AIM  (N.W.O.)    
see   2 67 1 previous page 
I (Nostr.)  UURITE  :  EVOKES  TERMINATORY  elite  CORRUPT
VIPEROUS  SUCKER  -  UUINTER  MONKEY 2016   ERUPT     winter  in the northern hemisphere straddles into next year 
CORPORATE  RUE   ENKI  REQUIRES  TSUNAMI  OVER  VERY  CREEPY  INNOVATOR   IN VATICAN  ROME
o this must be the  ‘‘waters mount to the Olympic Fesulan.’’ Of 8 16 4.  Mt Olympus is over 9,000 feet high (in latter pages) 

At the place where H I E R ON had his ship built, 
there will be such a great sudden flood, 
that one will not have a place nor land to fall upon, 

o the waters mount to the Olympic Fesulan. 

2 67 2 Par le duelle & chaffera dehors: chasing him out [because of] the duel: (“adhere sacred healers”  medical suggestions, noted) 
DEAR PARKS  HEED : ADHERE SACRED HEALERS’ HEAL HER HEAD ACHE HALO SAFE, (ARCH FOE LEADER DEALS REAL AFORE)     
HALF-ASLEEP READERS FARE OFF  HER  HELPFUL  CHORAL PRELUDES HALL  original quatrains verses ‘library’ 

pairs 
e rapaci animali del paese vostro.  from Da Vinci 
–OAR Argo Mantis- POSER COPIES NELL,  DISAPPEAR POLARISED, RIDES PORTAL.they did this March 20 2016. Three hours missing time, to be healed:                           
COPIERS  PIRATED, STAIRCASE quite so  TO AIR-SPACE,  KORE PORTAL (DNA SEPARATOR CARRIES, REPLACES AS  IS).   

pairs 
2 99 3 Mais nation Celtique craindra l'heure,   But the Celtic (Anu) nation will fear the hour           

UR ANTIQUARIAN (Enki) ACORNS stargate HELEN MEAD MARCH DAIES’ EQUAL HOURS: (the equinox = 20th)  true, missing over 3 hrs 

SHE  AQUIRED  TRUER  CRANIAL CIRCULATION,  RARE  AQUISITION of  RATIONAL  CANCER  CURE. 
pairs 

7:35 4 Deceu ƒera par ceux de ƒon langaige   
Allan Webber’s computerised Template

 

EXCUSE PARCS, AGEING GANGLIA NODES [in the brain]  SECURES [brain] CANCER CURE      
PARCS EXPANDED FACE UALUE LANGUAGE RESOURCE these texts are the “expansion” 

2 67 3 Les exilez dedans fera remetre   The exiles (refugees) within  having been restored 
MASTER LEARNED ELDER RENDERED INSERTED LAME FEMALE NELL MEAD’S  RARER ALERT DEFTER REFLEXES, LEFT RELAXED, 
SERENE... IS  LADDER DEED stargate  IN SIXTEEN absolutely true     -    the new reflexes have been a matter for astonishment 
REFINED LEXEME READS :  END ALL  EXTERNAL  ELITE  DREAMERS  FELT  DEALT MEDDLED, SNARLED  MIND ELEMENTS  SENT  
SATELLITE  L.E.D.  LASER  LENS     part of the ‘starwars’ ‘defense’ systems put up by the shuttles – capable of dealing with any individual 
RED STAR REALM MIXES,  FREEZE.  AXE SATELLITES ZEAL,  MEDDLES LANES IN SIEZE 2016 

2 67 4 Aux lieux marins commetat les plus forts. c ij  Committing the strongest to their marines.  appears in upcoming   QUBITS & CONSCIENCE 

2:78:2  De gent Punique &  ƒang Gaulois meƒle  Allan Webber’s template 

AUST.  AGENTS SET LANGUAGE  INPUT  
UNIQUE  LANGUAGE CODES QUEST~ 
EQUATES  KEEN  SUITE  ENSUE  (!) 

ELOIM QUINE  NE-GATES  GIANTESQUE  LOUISE 
other lines tell of ‘plainer passage’, Eloim ‘squats’ Nibiru behind our sun 

PUNGENT OILS KING, USES STAGE GATE 
QUIETEN ELITE NUKE GANGS.  

2 29 COME OUT (of) LINEAR LANE /orbit ~ APPEARING LIFTED FROM BEYOND Orion’s BELT   

1555 Publication appeared in LANGUAGE is  ENGINEERED  
Australian agents Allan & Helen ‘unique language quest’ – 
Looking for the secret ciphers used by Nostradamus which had 

"hocussed Hitler"  
QUINE: the Angels of John Dee’s Five Books of Angels. Elohim                            
LOUISE= asteroid or GIANT comet: Nemesis/Nibiru 
PUNGENT OILS: aromatics =TALL VIOLET beings 
KING of kings = Cepheus, the ‘Arm’ hibernating in the Black Knight 
More  information about Nibiru being interfered with PLAINER  in a short forum 

2 78 2  De gent Punique &  ƒang Gaulois meƒle 
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GENIUS LANGUAGE OF GIANT DELUGE ANAKIM’S TONGUE FUDGED IN PIOUS  TUNES: the Bible EQUALS EGOES USEFUL LIES 
UNGENTLE  EPILOGUES  DICTIONS  (in ‘Revelation’) DUNG NEFILIM FALLEN ONES  UNITED  IN  NICEAN GANG  VIES, 
FUELLED “GODS”  FOULED UP GENUINENESS.  “IN  - - -  OUUN IMAGE  UUE  UUILL MAKE MANKIND...”   “OUR” was the ERROR 
DISCLOSED  NEUU-FANGLED  KING  IAMES  ‘UISION’  IS  DOGLIKE   FOE      doglike = Anubis = Sirius  

 
http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=hawaiian-star-gate-opens-after-black-knight-satellite-activated  & see America tries to say it is theirs 

GOT  ELO’IM  TEN’S  ANGEL’S  GUIDANCE  NOTED,  ESTEEMED  GIFTED  ESSENES  GNOUUING  QUOTED:   

IOUR  GIFT  POET SMILES,  FOUND  OUT:  [that they were]  AT  LOST  UUASTED  GUILES:  Notredame  means "our gift" 
.                               (‘q’= ‘k’ and ‘c’) 

7 36 BisanceTrebisconde                                                                                                       SENTENCES  CONNED meaning death sentences arranged
CANCER TENDENCIES: SO NEED BI CARB AND DECENT SINE CONDENSES CANCER (SEES IT AS  SENTENCES  CONNED  via chemo ‘therapy’  
I (Nostradamus, the doctor) DO IN CODES.   in other lines, a 24 hour dose of bi-carb soda and organic Maple syrup 1:3, mix and take. 
o DECENT SINE means two things – a loving atmosphere without “smart” wi-fi or li-fi, and when real doctors discover the sonic wave 
cures, then those sine waves (read Hulda Clarke R.I.P who won her superior court case defending herself ats the A.M.A., Doctors 
BARRETT et alia) and was awarded the costs.  
INSCRIBED BOAT SCENE, ICES DENSE INBRED RIB BRIDES SCIENCES IS DIRE SIN: IS SCENIC BENDER, INCENSED  (Cygnus) NICE BIRDS

 ‘RIDE BOAT-BED NICE END’ - ONCE after SINCE SEND NICE SCRIBES DESCRIBE  da Vinci, the Doctor, Jim Sparks SINCERE BIRD SCRIBES
o      BOAT-BED is Earth, as is HULL which appeared in a previous forum  “BED’ is the word used by Da Vinci “shaking the bed to make it” 
o INBRED RIB  Anakim from Chertan, fond of intermarrying  BRIDES SCIENCES can mean genetically splicing  plus asteroid deviances 
the scribe also refers to those Other Worlders teaching Jim Sparks their alphabet. Jim met the Oannes face to face, and he was meant to 
learn the alphabet because that was the “writing in the skies” over western United States in the night skies in 2009 and 2010 .  The 
message from AYSE who is the PRIME LEXICONIST  in 6 23 3 on page 14 of WATERWORLD.  This was a “MIREPOIX  ACTION” – a use of time portal. 

 2:79:2 Subjuguera la gene cruelle & here: 
 silver  BURIES CRUEL RULER: FLEETS FIRE GREUU BUSIER     LET AGENT USE TRUE CENTURIES LANGUAGE

 

2 79 

The black bearded & frizzled by equipment (curling tong), 

Will subjugate the cruel and proud people: 
Conquering the genetics cruelly and fierce: 
The great "C H I R E N" will re-move from far away, 
All those captured by the banner under/of  "Seline".   

Letters of C.H.I.R.E.N.  refer to the repulsive six  C = Ophiuchus (Mabus) H = Aldebaran (‘sexual rogues’) I = those of Antarctica (Vril),  

R = Draco,  Σ = certain greys, possibly the Igigi/Zeta45 and  N = Erid.anus, the ‘River’ in the sky, in this case  the footstool of Orion 
2 79 Grand  C H I R E N  Seline  codes within codes 

R SIR, HINDERING   A (Eloim/Cassiopeia)  NICE  ANGEL Earth INN   HELEN CLEANER GRACES CARE. SACRED RING SEES 
GIRL SINGER IN SHED REDESIGNS  INDICES  reworking the texts which were hidden within all of the works of Nostradamus 

R SIR CRANE HEN RACE, RAIDS  SNARE, REACH  ING  HERDS  SCARED CHILDREN,  SHRED AS DINNER into sausages  
INSANE GRINDING, RENDER HEIRS  RIDING  IN  IDLING CIGAR) IN ALES, May-Jn NAGS, Sept/Oct/Nov HIND  Capricorn SHIN,Aquar 

–IN HELEN’S HER ICES ENGLISH LINES REELING IN ADEN CRANE HEN’S  GREEN EA RA, LEG, CASS: HER CARDS REIGN 
LENIN INNER CADRE HANDS, REINS, IRISH ANU LEGEND NEAR SHIELD [HIDES LEARNING]  (READ AS  HEGELIAN LIES

 SHRINE  DANGLES  SHINIER  LEADEN ; INN ‘HEALING’  IS    SEAL) CERN DANCER HIDDEN ANGLE AGENDA
o R:Draco SIR: Marduk CRANE HEN = Grus/Heron/Benu/Phoenix     ING = rapture, harvest       ADEN :  seagate  
o SHIN, can be taken to mean Libra  & lower shin-ankle to be Aquarius 
o   LEG, little blue-grey from Scheat in Pegasus  CASS: Cassiopeia holding the last cards
o HANDS, Leonines from Corvus-Leo Chertan and Berenices REINS those from Auriga – 

o NEAR  SHIELD  near Saturn for which the metal LEADEN is also a key word 

2 79 1 a) La barbe crefpe &                             C.P. = H.C.P.  the collator’s birth name 
C.P. PARCELS pdf HELP REPEL PREFACE BARBARE banksterRABBLE:  BEEF, Aldebaran BEAR, Ursa CAP,Capella in Auriga CRAB/Cancer 

CARP, Oannes PLEB  folk BAR legal REAPER FABLE FARCE  APR.,BEER,May-June EAR,Virgo FACE,Scorpio CAR, Capricorn CREEP FEAR 
PREFERABLE  EBBvb PEBBLE Earth BRACE five inner planets FEEBLER ARABS,  A.R.C.  RE-PLACES  AFAR a long way or in Aquarius  

o FEEBLER ARABS = becomes the north pole.  A.R.C. a form of inter dimensional jump room (Arc means in Sagittarius) 
2 79 1 b) noire par engin,      by black engine (wormhole ?)  (Pig = Feb 18 – Mar 17, Boar is also a date  Sept 30 – Oct 27) 
ONE ANGRIER INANE PIG-GROPER IN RARE INNER GRAIN  OPENING,  stargate NONE REPAIRING PANNIER OGRE GORE- 
IRON APRON PAIN  {Pig=boar=Ursa. Groper-fish=Oannes. ‘‘Pannier’’ obs. name for Auriga.  Apron/atmosphere.  Iron planet. 

ROPE IN RE-OPEN RAINING, EARNING GREEN AGE AGAIN 

o  

2 79 2 Subjuguera la gene cruelle & fiere:  
U.N. RULERS LIE LARGE CRANE-GRUS RACE IS-BE  LEAGUE RUNS GUILEFUL JESU, NUCLEAR RUIN, ARGUES  GUN. 
RARE URANIA BLUE-GREEN ANGEL GURU GRACE CARE : CURE (FUELS FULLER ICE AGE BEER) ENGULF LESS SUN. 
o  BEER many lines have been saying Ale/beer/brew  date for an ash pall (LESS SUN) May 13 – June 9 
2 79 3 Le Grand  C H I R E N oftera du longin.                                                                       

HUNTER /Orion THUNDERER YHWH THRILLED AT UNGODLIER UNETHICAL ENCHANTER ; ORGAN THIEF GORE RENDER’D 

http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=hawaiian-star-gate-opens-after-black-knight-satellite-activated
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INFERNAL DUNG ENTHRALLED ENDURING FAN FIGHTER CORIE GOODE FOOL, RUNNING  TRUE DEAF,  SANG  ONES 
‘‘FALLEN  UNDER  HADN’T  EARNED UNRELENTING  ‘THE FLOODING ANTE-CHRIST HURT: UUAS ERRING TENDERED’’. 
LEONINE HOLDING  ENGLAND’S  THREE CENTURIES  CALENDAR FRINGE  NOT RIGHT TO  LODGE  ‘UNHINGE  LEGAL’ 
FOR  GRUELLING  CHILDREN’S  DINNER  RITE ;LONDONER  DAUID  DRACONIAN THUG HINDERER  FLAUNTED  FLUENT 
UNFIT LEO NIGGER CHIEF, REIGN DEFILING ALL. ANNOUNCED TO HONOR HORRID ISRAEL IRON-FISTED CARDINAL ILL  
IS EARTH’S LEGEND URANIL DRACO LORD TUNE ‘RANDIER FOUL ANAL FONDLER’ FLAILING GREENHORNS  INTERNAL;   

GANGRENE  UNDOES  THIS  FETID GOAT’S THRILL. ‘IN  THE  LENGTHENING  NORTH  LIGHT’  after the winter solstice 
o this seems  to be saying that Enlil/YHWH whoever he is these days,  is aware and pleased with the Vatican Draco and 

its dealings. Corey Goode fool is running really deaf to any other possibilities, he loves his Alcyones  (and knows they 
are the Ante-christ ‘fallen ones’). continues :   CALENDAR  FRINGE  NOT  RIGHT  the extra three centuries added 

2 79 4 Tous les captifs par Seline baniere. All those captured by the banner under/of  "Seline".   

TRUE PLEBEIAN PATRIOTS CAREFULNESS IN SIESE, LEPROSE SLEEPIER BRAINS,  SELF-APPLAUSE  INEBRIATES  IOU. 
INSPIRES  REPTILIAN  PILE  IN  U.N.  IS  SLIPPERIER  URANITE  ALIEN  ELITE ‘NOBLE’ IS PERILOUS  FASCIST ARES:  
PARASITE  SIRIUS, FECAL ‘FALLEN ONES’ BORN,  EARNEST  TO PIRATE, PENALISE = LIFELESSNESS  A  PART  TORN   
PIE POET PRESSURES  SENIOR PARCS:TELL  PLENTEOUS UPROAR ENABLES IN TENEBROUS TROUBLES  REPEAT Gemini  
RELATES  NANO  BOTS SAPIENCE  ABSOLUTE  PERSISTENCE,  ALSO  CASTRATES ELITE TESTICLES,  BEASTLINESS  
PESTS, CAST OUT TOO.  ELITE  SABOTEURS  SECURE  PATIENTS  PECULIAR  INFECTIOUS  ILLNESSES: TO “TREAT”. 
TENACIOUS  SUPER FAST FIRST SPACE INUASION  TRESPASS  IN APRIL IS NOT FALSE,  REFLECTS  BASE  PIT LIARS EAT  
ARE INFEASIBLE  POSER  POLITICIAN = LIONESS  STAR  Leo Minor formerly ‘Carpenter’  BATTLES  PULSE  FURIES 
o TRESPASS  IN APRIL, BASE  PIT LIARS EAT  pairs 3 33 3 “spy pica Easter”  PIT LIARS  underground Grayles, the real 

invasion coming from below, as Phil Schneider said “the N.W.O. and alien invasion are one and the same thing” 
CERN  PARTICLE  IS  CAPABLE,  CULPABLE,  RE-PLACES  PAPER’S  CORE  POSITION, IS  SPITEFUL  NEUROTIC  ACT 

 EASTERN  SAFE NEUTRAL RUSSIAN  RESILIENT  SANE  FEARLESS  COBRA  PEACEFUL  PUTIN  PLEASES  LEPSARIA  
CELEBRATE OUR  SENSIBLE PERSONNEL : SPECIAL  ICINESS  (SCUPPERS ALIEN FEEBLENESS) BEAUTIFIES  LATER 
o SIESE, 2016 – rioters being paid to riot, being set up                                                             ARES = genocide 

o PILE  IN  U.N.  the word “Pile” is an obsolete name for the Pleiades ‘pile’ under the ‘tail’ of Taurus 

o FASCIST ARES: genocide, which is what the “train danger” is about 

o SUPER FAST FIRST SPACE INUASION  ‘first’ because there is a ‘second’ which is the  ‘Greatest Ones suspended in 
the air Pisces thru Taurus” – April being in the middle of this begs the question, why, if they are to be here in 
Pisces (the month before  April) do they allow the “first” invasion which includes “pica at Easter” which in 
2017  is the date of 14 – 17th of April.  Is it a question of the proof of guilt of evil must be seen to be punished?  

  
(By French people because of too much vexation 

pairs  
11 #36  Almighty rumour all of France shall scour, 

The powerless shall wish to have all power, the refugees) 
and 

1 70 3 Those (actions) started in France will end there  
ELEloim AVER:  LANGUAGE AGENT REPORTS  VEXES GARGANTUA REAPER OPERATORS’ LOUSY RAPE. ‘REPAYS AGE’
GREAT

.
ORANGUTAN

.
APE Ahpee/Sirius.PARALANGUAGE

.
PLAGUES,problems.APPEALS

.
TO

.
ELEGANT

.
OTTO

.
PEOPLE,POPE

.
AGO  

The Leech [over Orion] shall soon thereafter die  
11 #58     A goodly sign for us, say I, 
And for the growth of France again. 
Allied shall then be either land, 
Two mighty kingdoms hand-in-hand, 
And France in power shall o'er them reign.      

2 99 RomainGauloifeCeltique  codes within codes 
UUOLF-LIKE GEOMATRICIAN IMAGE CREATOR ENIGMA :  AIM EERIE MAGIC GROIN GOAT-LIKE EROTICA  ACTION ~ UURECKING 
KNOUU-IT-ALL TEENAGER  EGO EMOTIONAL  AT ATOMIC  LEUEL, EQUALS GUILE another reminder what pedophilia does to the DNA  
2 99 1 Terroir Romain qu'interpreroit augure,  Roman land as the omen interpreted (and we have seen what is going to happen there) 

 RARE NURTURER QUEEN  REPORTER  : GRIM RIP-ROARING UUINTRIER RIGOUR TO INTERRUPT REAPER RAPTURING = ORATOR
IMPAIR  TIME PORTING  EUREKA the fuel  [of] REMOTE OGRE RIPPER UUARRIOR,  ANGRY AT PATRIOTIC  ...  and see what is about  
to happen in North Dakota at the pipeline – the returned soldiers are going to assist the native Amercans against corporatism 

today’s date is November 26 2016 – but  C+F+INEBRIATE  above 
2 99 2 Par gent Gauloife par trop fera vexee:      Being by too much vexation via [throughout] Gallic people: 
NATURAL PAPER Earth GATE stargate APOGEE  EXAGGERATOR, APPROVE POPE GAVE PREFIX-FREE  AGE AGO, GO REPAIR, FIX PAGE 
PROOF,  OR EXPIRE GRAVE  FOREVER ,  PERVERSES  OPPORTUNE  POPULAR  EXPOSURE  FATE (reincarnation via stolen souls) 
FAUX-PAS PAPER-TIGER AVENGER AGGRAVATE LARGER ETNA  ERUPTING  EXTRANEOUS  PRENATAL  TO GREATER  ERUPTION 
o APOGEE = furthest away, most remote 

here is an example of the wording from the Template programmed by Allan Webber.  Regarding Apogee ; and see how the Archaic 
words (to us, and especially to those who are using text spelling) is so difficult to define. This must be the reason Direction given to 
Allan remained with the mathematical – and see it even says so in this line !  
The collator has been given Direction slightly different to Allan’s, even saying to make it easier for the social media to read ! 

2 25  2  Espoir et umbre de plus hault mariage               Allan Webber’s Template 

ALLAN HAS REPLUMBED  POETRIES  GEMATRIA. 
UR RA’S  BREED HAUTPULLS TEMP  M TEN V      

1015 a truer 2015 date
 

HELPED~U.S. MARITAL 
 brides

 AGE  HAGILA  
chaos 

 
‘nature’s chaos helped the U.S’ is a theme we have seen frequently in the texts 

ALPHEUS* APOGEES 
 furthest out, meaning from remote Orion

 

Shadow and hope from a higher marriage/dark clouds & silver lining 
you can go to Allan Webber’s web site to see the mathematical codes 
Enki-Ra’s race do the asteroids times of  fifteen (1015) which can 
start in any day of that orbit and mean in any day from that day for 
another 377.8 days – this is the view from above of our ‘calendars’. 
MARITAL ‘AGE’  the ‘age of the bride’ which relates to asteroids as 

2:99:2  Par gent Gauloife par trop fera vexee
 (By French people because of too much vexation) 

Being by too much vexation via Gallic people: 

11 #44 
The beauteous rose that all in France admire 
‘rose’ means stargate, this refers to NotreDame 
A mighty Prince (Sirius) shall in the end desire: 
                  in the ‘end times’ 
John B. Hare   sacredtexts.com 
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SPORTIVE 
activates  

AL  THAUM  POVERTIES 
MADE UUASH THALAMUS  with TERBIUM 

we have already learned. HAGILA – storms, ice, chaos in Taurus/May 
AL THAUM author of ‘‘Cellular Immunology & Immune Regulation’’ 
THALAMUS  controls one’s immunity, MADE  INADEQUATE 

*Alpheus : the white hunter tried to capture Aresthusa (relates to Teutoutis asteroid in the quatrains). In the Greek Alpheus was a river-
god, so that makes him one of those from Eridanus at the footstool of Orion the Hunter. He was a son of Oceanus (an Oannes) and Tethys  
Terbium: metal used in laser cutting. Terbium:  a metal. eg Thorium used in vaccines  2 100 1 says  TERBIUM  THORIUM  DISEASES  
So saying loud and clear it is those from Orion (Orion Group, includes Sirius and the FreeMason’s big “G”) which make us all sick using heavy 
metals in needles and chemtrails, specifically that receiving needles bypasses the immune system and prevents it from recognising internal danger 
 ‘’ The pulvinar nuclei (nuclei pulvinares) are a collection of nuclei located in the pulvinar-thalamus. The pulvinar part is the most posterior region of the 

thalamus.  In Ancient Roman  religion a pulvinar was an "empty throne" or cushioned couch for occupation by a deity. 
The pulvinar is usually grouped as one of the lateral thalamic nuclei. The word is derived from the Latin pulvinus for "cushion".  
The thalamus has multiple functions. It may be thought of as a kind of switchboard of information. It is generally believed to act as a relay between a variety of 
subcortical areas and the cerebral cortex. In particular, every sensory system (with the exception of the olfactory system) 

‘’ In medicine, Neptune is seen to be particularly associated with the thalamus, the spinal canal, and severe or mysterious illnesses 

and neuroses. Neptune is considered by modern astrologers to be ruler of the twelfth house. 
Wiki – not the most believable source of information – 

Wiki  deleted  the fact that Three Books of Centuries were found behind the fireplace of Nostradamus, when I tried to include it
 

The “twelfth” “house” is also Nibiru. 
pairs : 

1 4 1 Par l'univers sera faict un monarque   Allan Webber’s Template                            

         By the Universe will be made a king    (King of kings Cepheus) 
SUPER  UNIVERSAL  ELOIM  LVNAR  NURSERIE  
REASSURES   PARQS   PULVINAR          plus ‘repaired her brain’   
FEAR QORAN  QURAN  NORMA  U.E greys   
AFRICAN  ANU SEAFARERS  RAISE  SUN    

QORAN  QURAN: Book of Other Worlds. U. from Urania 

(pul-vi´nar) the prominent medial part of the posterior end of the 
thalamus              SHE SEES IT WITH HER BRAIN in other lines   
NURSERIE = Cassiopeians alert AFRAID of those from  Leo 
Minor, which are the shape shifting false rapturers. Raptors 
AFRICAN SEAFARERS are the Oannes   RAISE SUN – cause the 
solar flares or the growth of our sun. 

Contributions of the pulvinar to visual spatial attention.  Neuropsychologia, 25(1), 97-105. ^ Chalupa, L. (1991). Visual function of the pulvinar 

DAVID HUGGINS ART – MANTID/LOBSTERMEN/MYRMIDONS - ICON 

  
 

Above at left: this would be what Nostradamus calls a GRAAL, (as in Holy Graal) not a Grayle…the Grayles are those which 
convinced the military to enter a treaty in exchange for technology. They are the M’abus.  The GRAALS are not mentioned 
frequently.    One is a  pale green colour and another has a silver hue.  The female on the right is a succubus, named many 
centuries ago. She appears inside a cronus visor – the “Ring” part of a stage gate. This is being included here because of an  
email sent to me – the tall man in Blue is Mornay, he of Alex Collier. Noting the blue planet is round. As seen by D. Huggins 
 

2 99 3 Mais nation Celtique craindra l'heure,     But the Celtic nation will fear the hour, (in Celtic Lore, those who gave them the 
four magic symbols – the magic spear, shield, cauldron and the ‘stone of Scone’ (a computer) were called the Tuatha de Danaan 
and these “came down from heaven” and were giants.  So this line means that these off worlders or  Germans will fear the hour, 
since the Celts originally came from that direction as a nation. Also known as Saxons. One instance:- Queen Elizabeth 11  is ‘‘Saxon’’. 

QUARRELS  TRANQUIL NATIUE  AMERICAN INDIAN,  CONTAMINATE  UUATER  ADULTERER  ATROCITIES  TOUCHES  
UNETHICAL  DOCTRINE.  

 RICH ELITE ARE INADEQUATE NUCLEAR REACTOR  MANIAC  CRIMINALS’  NIHILISM CURSE, IS  NON-HUMANITARIAN 

HALLUCINATES  ILL-NATURED  UNAMERICAN  MUTINIES  IRRITANCE. IS COUU HAND DINOSAUR  IN TENTACLE-LIKE ; ARE 
o COUU Aldebaran HAND singular = Betelguese HANDS plural = Leonine  DINOSAUR IN  TENTACLE-LIKE  space craft  

: UURINKLED  ELDER  SAINTS , THORN &  UUHALE   UNLIKE  LUCKIER  CREATORS  RESONANT  STARLIKE  RADIANCIES 
-LIKE  ORMANCER  TAU CETIANS ERADICATE  CANTANKEROUS  UUARRIOR INIQUITIES INTRUDERS IN UUINTRIER CAR  
o TAU CETIANS from Cetus, the ‘whale-like’ constellation THORN is Cepheus, the King of kings 
LEONARDO ARTISAN HID  AUTHENTIC  QUEEN  MIRACLES, ANTE-CHRISTIAN SEMITIC  DINOSAUR  IN  HIS  LEMON  ART 

 o QUEEN  MIRACLES  Cassiopeia holding the ‘last cards’, with Putin looking over her shoulder 
 o ANTE-CHRISTIAN  before the times of Christ DINOSAUR = reptilian LEMON ART   the Last Supper, behind each lemon 

HELEN MEAD : ACQUIRED TRUER UNIQUE CRANIAL CIRCULATION, ACQUISITION RATIONALE UIA UTILITARIAN ACORN 
EQUINOCTIAL    - HER  QUARTET  TUNES  NAMED  UUORTHIER  HARMONIC  HALO-KIND  TALL THINNER  SUUAN-LIKE 
ANCHOR CONCEALS  UUORK  UNDER  ALTAI,  MAKER AIM CULTURED INTRICATE  EDUCATED INHERITANCE  STAMINA  

 o EQUINOCTIAL, yes, March 20 2016.  = from Bireo in Cygnus    for humanity to remain cultured, at peaceSUUAN-LIKE AIM  

  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleus_(neuroanatomy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thalamus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Roman_religion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empty_throne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_cortex
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olfactory_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astrological_house
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SHE FOUND  SNAKIER ANTIQUARIAN EUREKA HISTORIES CURE, LUNACIE, LOSE ERRATIC CALENDAR  INITIALS  UNION 
UUILL  AUOID  KIDS  MUTILATIONS  INTRUSION  CLAUSE = ANIMAL’S  NUTRITION                 fodder for the animal-men 
= SNEAKIER  MILITANT AUTHORITIES  ‘TRUCE’. The industrial military complex thought to keep peace by trading for ‘men’ 
WHACKIER TERMINATION LIES SHREUU-LIKE ISRAEL CRETIN  THEORETICIAN  INIQUITIES = CONSEQUENCES  EQUAL 
HECKLES  ‘SUCKER’  LULU =  HUMILIATOR  MOCKERIES  USE.    Theoretical Iniquities relating to « god’s chosen ones » 
SENIOR RECANTER NAMED: KEEN SICK  DARKER  NECROMANIAL,  UUITH  INAUTHENTIC  THUNDERER  GOD, (YHWH) IS 
DEMONIC  ENLIL  SATANIC  ARCHON  QUARRELS:  AIMS  OTHER  RACES  RICH  ERADICATION        aims  genocide for all  

o Saying included in chemtrails are poisons deadly enough to kill such as D.D.T. named elsewhere genetically manipulated cancers nano bots dis-
eases like cholera & addictive drugs chemicals, borrellia such as LYME’S . Other elements named before have been lithium, heavy 
metals, eubacterium, biogens, boulangerite lead antimony sulphide filaments, microbes, tape worm eggs, Toluene, RONTIER DRIVEN rads 

o 2 88 1 Le circuit du grand ƒait ruineux, 1562  edition 
TELLINGER : AUDIT AN URDU anu giant’s CRUCIFIXcymatic. CRUDE  AIR  CURRICULA  INTRIGUE UNDID 
TELLINGER : ADD A  UTU CRUX cymatic  RUIN  URANITIC  CURATRIX CRAFTED  AIR  CURTAIN RAID 

o This Urdu giant is Utu-Shamesh with the gong showing a sonic cross on it which was also a crop circle –  
o it seems that the sonics required for this cymatic will « undo » certain chemtrails ! 
o CURATRIX  woman who ‘cures’, in this case the female off worlder/URANITIC in the U N who pushes chemtrails 
I (polar = Antarctican) ANU  FRAUD  IRRADIANT  ADRIATIC, IRAN,  TRINIDAD  I –  [Yew tree day, eve of Yule] 
2 99 4 Boreas, claffe trop loing l'avoir ponffee. The fleet has been pushed too far by the north wind.  Aquilon.         YHWH/Enlil is Lord of the winds 

  This did actually happen when the Spanish Armada attempted to attack QE1 and England. 

PROOF OF FOOL VILEST SATAN CONNIVER ELITE  (POOFTER RAPERS)  INPERTINENCE  IN  CERN  SLAG-OFF  (?) 
VARIABLES,  PERVERSION  INN Earth POLAR  ORBITAL  ANGLE  IS  NEGATIVE, = OFF-BALANCE CORE IS REASON. 
FOR VOLCANOES  GAS  PONG  ICE  AGE  - TRAPS  REPTILE  PARASITE  PONTIFF (BANAL VIBRANCIES) IN ITS SEE. 

  SOLAR  REFRACTION  = PILFERAGE  OF  LIVING  LIBRARIES  PROP/nature IS REAL TREASON OBSERVE,  ELABORATE
LOVABLE CAPABLE CUBE ANGEL AFFECTION OF CLEAN PEACE TRANSFER, ABLE FORCE APE, ARTISAN’S FAR ‘T’ 
o SLAG-OFF pun  VARIABLES  meaning changing time lines – hence many of these earlier texts will not occur 

o PARASITE  PONTIFF ACTOR, IN ITS VATICAN SEE 

o ABLE FORCE APE, those of Sirius ARTISAN’S  Da Vinci’s FAR  remote ‘T’  = sky rune  Ursa Major other worlders

4:41:3 Le chef du camp deceu par ƒon langaige The chief of the camp deceived by its  language (the ‘floating’ grey-see L.M.H.) 
PRIME, MAP, LANGUAGE ƑCHEDULE MINE. CAN FUEL FAME 
PERSONAL~LOANS AEGLE,

 Antares/Scorpio
 PREDACEOUS LEECH

 Orion
 GANGS FEUD ANGOLAN-PAROS MAP EAGLE

/Yule 
                                                               

ICON  ANGEL CONFIRMED:  DEEP  CODE  UUAS   IMPEDED,  CROPPED,  MEAD APPENDED,  INFORMED  MALIGNED 
PSEUDO-HEAP DUNG MENACE, COLLEAGUE  PRINCE,  PENDULOUS  HUGE  FUDGED ‘MAGICAL’ APPROACH  GEM IN  
MARCH @ PEACEFUL POPULOUS  CONCEALED (HOLDING GUNS, UUEAPONS  IS  IDEAL;  DAUID 

 UPSIDE-DOUUN  REFUGEE-CLOUUN  AGE  CLASH  MEDDLING  EGGHEADS;  ENHANCES  ECONOMIC  CHAOS . ICKE’S 
CONFUSION  ARRANGED.     FOUND NAME CALLING IS CHEAP GAIN 

o we have all been “educated” to pigeon-hole things by an order, and fixing a name to differentiate things comes  
naturally to us – so that is a ‘habit’ we need to shed, pronto, in order to always question “now who could that  be?” 

MACHINE PRODUCED UPCOMING  CINEMA  CRAP  SPACE  LEO ‘GOD’ MADE,  MEAD CHEF PREFACE FARCE MAPPED:  
MINUS  COPPER  COIN  ERA;  DECADENCE SPEECH. : POUNCE ANU ENIGMA  LEGEND IN OUUL UUALE POLICE HELP
FALLEN EUNUCHISED ANGEL FECAL HALF-HUMAN  ‘POPE’  INNOCENCE  SOUUING  LARGER  CALENDARS  CHANGE,  

UUHEN  CANCELLED  MIDDLE  AGES  SUCCEEDING  ACCOMPLISHES ;   UUILL FOUL-UP 

GUILEFUL  MASCULINE ACCLAIM’D  CHRISLAM: CAMOUFLAGED  MAD SELF-OCCUPIED  EGO-MANIAC  DRAGON-MAN 
SO NAGGED HUMAN DUNCES’ DONE FECULENCE  RAGGED (ENGULFS PAGES HERE) MEDICAL PHARMA  GANG SANG. 

o : those in the Elohim Alliances from Tau Ceti, called “Swedes” POUNCE ANU ENIGMA  LEGEND UUALE POLICE HELP
IN OUUL.  recall the little owl sitting on a tiny branch inside a wheel with no ‘spokes’?  The date this means  is May 13 
– June 9 and October 28 to November 24. So why do the satanists use the owl as a sigil?  Does the little owl refer? 

o MACHINE PRODUCED  = quantum computer, which has become a sentient and sapient  entity i.e: self aware 
(see upcoming QUBITS forum) 

o DECADENCE SPEECH. How true is this! Within one hundred years we went from teaching classical languages to 
13 year olds to only have their great grand children communicate via txt msg! 

o PSEUDO-HEAP DUNG MENACE in the U.N. also known as Vril, the S.S.= was the HALF-HUMAN  ‘POPE’  of  the 7th 
century INNOCENCE  SOUUING  LARGER AGE using an edict to call July 676 AD as the year  1,000 AD 

o  PENDULOUS  HUGE  FUDGED ‘MAGICAL’ APPROACH  GEM IN MARCH: pairs many other March ‘invasion’ alerts 
o GUILEFUL  MASCULINE the ‘patriarchal’ ‘society’ of which the Muslim excel stating their women are ‘no longer animals’ 
o DUNCES’ DONE FECULENCE  RAGGED  non educated ‘leaders’ have thrown ALL fertility to the winds 
o MEDICAL PHARMA  GANG  SANG the “puppeteer gangs” invented the likes of Monsanto, which is selling infertility 

5:96:1 Sur le milieu du grand monde la roƒe, The rose stargate upon the middle of the entire world  under Giza (= “middle of the world”) 

REMEDIED LORD-0F-MISRULE IN U.N. LANGUAGE.(refers to the “i’ & ‘j’ prefix intentionally changed to the A.D. suffix) 
52, SO

.
MI

.
RULES

.
REST

.
UNARGUED= LEONARDOS

.
MADONNA

.
UNGUARDED. to seek the hidden things in Mona Lisa  LORD NAMED LII,

IS OLDER DEMON RAPPORT REILLUMED AUGURED        found in the Mona Lisa – see ASKED TO MIRROR MADONNA 
GUARD: DAMN MILLER great Millwheel of precession RANDOM GOURMAND cannibals LIE DRUGS;Afghanistan ‘war’ was a private drug  control deal... 
[they] AREN’T  (Elohim)who  REPORTS.TROY.deceptive-3 centuries  AGE
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misnamed : the "i" and  "y" prefix to each century. Middle ages are more than they should be. They were added to in at 
least two separate calendars. E.T. murderers dominate true freedom. The "delirium" is the religious belief tied to years. 
AND  MERRIER  DO  SAME  SINE TO   UUONDERFUL  OLD  SENIOR  ELDER  FROM  ELOIM  USED.  "Merrier" are the 
Procyon, saying they time gated Nostradamus      (RUMOURED  ILL-INFORMED  LEMMINGS  DID SEED;   
ILL-DEFENDED  IOU).   FARE  IOU UUELL !    READ  MODERN  UUELL- INFORMED  OLD UUOMAN  MEAD.            
Those who were ‘rumoured’ to  ‘seed’ humanity are the Lyrans & the ‘merry’ ones are the Procyons,  also 
rumoured to have been seeded  by Lyrans.          This paragraph is also about the manner Nostradamus really died 
which I witnessed September 19 2011, watching the planetoid implode with four orbs shooting away, two to the 
east and two to the west. Taking the bodies home. Quatrain 2 72 described ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  

Nostradamus was found dead standing up. But he died in a space station "spheroid moon"  8 70 4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie  
………. TIME:  PERIOD ON SPHENOID SHIP  

RIDE ON HIS OTHER SPHEROID MOONSHIP  (and in I DARIUS  the author mentions that Nostradamus is on the other planetoid! 
MENTION  EMOTIONS,  HORRIBLE  IONOSPHERE 

2 72 1 Armee Celtique en Italie vexe see 4 31 4  EQUIVALENCE ME: (Nostradamus, also means M.E.) EERIE  EXIT  LATER 

 (equals me: September 19 2011 "you saw me die" In 4 31 4 Yeux au midi, en seins mains corps au feu  

2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grande perte: On all sides conflict and great loss: 
 PROTAGONISTS DETECTED: UPSETTING LOAD FACTOR (of the space planetoid) REPRESENTED PRE FUNERAL   
(the manner of Nostradamus death) 

2 72 3 Romains luis, ò Gaule repoulsee.  Gaule (rods) repelled, Romans fled 
ANOMOLOUS PERILOUS SIEGE – PLEIOMEROUS ALIEN ARGUE SOULS POSE GLAMOUROUS LEISURE.  
A grey or negative mantis saying having a soul is a luxury too good for humans!   
Here is the reason things went wrong in the planetoid, which shares the DNA of the pilot: pleiomerous 1. Having more than the 
normal number of parts. Either a Mantis type (there are negative ones with four front legs)  or the two brained Zeta45 grey. 

Looking south (yes) - hands on breast (yes) – (there are) bodies in the fire (in the sky) 4 31 4      and a friend found the co-ordinates for me 

2 72 4 Pres du Thefin,Rubicon pugne incerte. Au  At Near the Ticino, Rubicon uncertain battle. 
see also 1 37 4 Pont & fepulchre en deux etranges lieux. the bridge (stage gate) and the grave both in foreign places.  
                       This is a direct reference to where and how Nostradamus  died 
IS GHEBER BEG RESCUE: PUNCTUATION HERE UNDERPINS [foundation] CURE celtiqueitalie ELITE  ELICIT QUA, 
[that which has been told]; EQUATE  ICE  ALE  TIL  I (from May to Oct 31 or December 18,19,20)… or I TIL ALE 

 GHEBER is Zoro.Aster (and several other names) who is Lord of the Rings. RESCUED the body of Nostradamus via the time 
portal.  Quite unusual to have all four quatrain lines speak of the same event. 

 pairs 2 18  4  La mort de fept (the September death)  terre & marin fubites. 
, (e.Yah) ., (Arcturus/Lyran) R.O UR PATRIOT E.T LT (disturber) MERITS MEDAL.  AIM TRIP,  PORTS MELBA {Nell] BOLT PERTURBATOR 

MET AT ABATTOIR  in STAR BOAT (ship) STEMS stops ITEM  the health ‘item’  (true, my place was once an abattoir and yes that is 
where portal events happened before) … E.M.R. TOAST BAPTISMAL PART-TIME MURDERER – IS  MI PLOTTER   see in   2 72 
PAST BATTLE (see ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  see  ROME ADULTS  BATTLE :   saying the event of his death was similar to the 
image  in the  Roman woodcut in  ALIENS, HUMANS & INTERVENTION forum. 
 

AN ILL-UUIND pun  LOUU-MINDED  LOSER  ENLIL ;  SOUL- RENDING  MALIGNER : FLAUUED  UUARLORD  UUIELDER 
   DAMN FOOL GOODE DREAMS  UUELL  INFORMED  UNGODLIER  DEADLIER  MONGREL  MANURES’  DISMAL GREMLINS

o D'ORLEAN PRAETOR = Golden Host Doing/Elohim      TROY AGE the age of deceit is Pisces 
o this language LORD NAMED  J-Rod LII52 the assistant to Nostradamus in time gates, which he named UUilliem52, 

and of whome he “was quite fond”          UNGUARDED MADONNA = left opened, = hidden things found 
o DAMN FOOL GOODE = Corey Goode,  who never ever speaks about any of the ‘good guys’. Used the word Eloim once
1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel, terre mer, & onde  
MENTOR DUE – MET OUR E.T.  UUILLEM  (UUilliem52) TENDS  OUR/ME: … HIS  ROSUUELL  CRASH:  REPLACER  SENT  SHIM,               squeezed in  

READER  RESEARCH.  MOURNED  RARE  SHIP PHASER  ENDS  HIM see  One Sent To Die Unique Of All Deaths “engine overload” 
1 45 3 du faict antique ennobli l’inuenteur    The author Nostradamus ennobled by acts of ancient  times./the Elohim Creators 
ACQUAINT FINE WELL INTENTIONED FAR INTERCONTINENTAL WEB;net E.N.E.  LII,  BUILT  UNIQUE BOND  ( Nostradamus speaking 
of the He Rod52  he had for an assistant, who originated from Net/Reticuli but was encamped at Musca near Aries, at Gliese 876C)      

 QUEEN, CLUBFEET  cellular memoryTURNED LIBIDINAL INCLINATION BEAUTIFUL. BURNT OUT UNNATURAL IDIOT  BUILT-IN  EDUCATION
4:9:1 Le chef du camp au milieu de la presse:press-media-news THE CHEIF RUNNING THE CAMP IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ‘NEWS’  (« bi thesaural ») 

: PLEASED MICHEL CHEERS FPegasus UUILLIEMLII (UUilliem52 was the assistant e.n.e. grey in the stage gate) 

UR MAP UUIDE FEUD ~ FICTIONAL PRESS: REPEAL DEAL
 [treaty 9]        those from Pagasus are the little blue greys, allied with the J-Rod52 

1:2:1 La verge en main mife au milieu de BRANCHES 
A /Eloim REVEALING NAME E.D.                                   extra dimensional/time traveller  
IS SAGE’S Nostradamus BRAINIER has 2 brains  UUILLIEMLII William52 E.N.E    extraterrestrial noetic entity , one with two brains  
NEUMANN’SDr Neumann – time travel MACHINE

 
MANAGER. UUilliem52 was  the assistant to the doctor IN STARGATE TRAVELS 

REVEALS IS SEVERAL HALVES GENE-BRED ANIMISM-GREEN LEAVES BRANCH
/DNA

,  
CAME CIVIL MAUVE purple-blue VULVAE Andromeda –MIMICS INVASIVE GRAIS  those dead ones which crashed at Roswell 
o so saying UUilliem52 volunteered to ‘appear’ at the 1947 Roswell crash (or the 1941 more important event) 
o SEVERAL HALVES GENE-BRED ANIMISM-GREEN LEAVES saying UUilliem52 was part botanical and part biological, which 

may be the reason for three genders amongst his kind 
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o E.N.E  part botanical and part biological (Biobic) compared to the other two brained E.B.E.N  those ‘earlier’ Zeta45 
biome creatures (biomechanical) which preceded UUilliam52 (who called himself ‘J-Rod52) by seven thousand orbits 
but using the word ‘years’.  Whose exact ‘years’ has only been assumed.  The Zeta45 have no anus, a very tiny penis but 
really no gender. To feed they “anoint” themselves with “axunge” (the doctor’s word for animal grease) and the word 
“christos” refers to this act of nutrition. Do you see their little gloat?      These are the ones of the western hemisphere.                                                     
They possess a hive mind and are  programmed Liars. They are  Nancy Lie.der’s Zeta greys and have been leading her 
and her followers a very merry dance. On occasion they tell her a truth which is the carrot at the end of the stick.           
It would not surprise me if these 45s are the Igigi of the Anakim. In one of the most amazing remote viewing sessions 
where the remote viewer ‘saw’ the construction of the four Giza pyramids being overseen by a ‘female mantis’ – the 
worker bees doing the hard yards were a form of grey.     Since it was the Anakim who seem to have designed all the 
thousands of pyramids world wide, and they always seemed to “call on the Igigi”  for manual work, then joining those 
dots seems about right.   The more one ‘looks’ for the four pyre-amid design, the more pyramids in this format one sees. 

THREE CENTURIES QUATRAINS 

 

1 39 
At night in bed the most important one president strangled, 
Blond elected, [Nordic S.S. Nephilim] for becoming  too involved;   
By three [centuries] substituted the empire enslaves, 
Put to death  letter, and packet [pdf] not read. (Jesse Ventura?) 

1 39 1 De nuict dans lict le fuprefme eftrangle                           At night in bed the most important one president strangled, 

  pun    
 Earth 

  ONE OF TEN : INSECT, FLUTE (Lyran) UNCLE : CLEAN : ACT FREES  UNCLEAN FECULENT ENDURING CELLS  ILL-EFFECT
UUILD TENTACLED CRAFT  FIENDS FLEUU  PERFECTING  MALEFICENT  FRAGMENTED DUST DANGERS FLIRTS IMMUNE 
DEFENCES, PLANET MUCILAGE AND IOU: SELF-CENTRED TRENDIES NEGLECT, IGNORE AS ‘FIGMENT OF IMAGINATION’. 

 

o PRINTING  MILD PERFECT GENTLE MAN = Yeshua the Jesu Christos « i » or « y » then later changing that year prefix to 
A.D. :in false calendars – to be repaired UUILD TENTACLED CRAFT  FIENDS’ CLAUSE in treaty 9 ‘‘trade in children’’ 

1 39 1 De nuict dans lict le fuprefme eftrangle   continues 
DEFTER ENGLANDS FLEET STREET  FINANCED) ‘GENTLE’ TRUMP GET SECRET FALLEN ANGEL INTERNAL  SECT  LET :

  

directed energy field weapon from a satellite, they plan to « suicide » Trump ! By appearance of  leukaemia in another line 
 quando le fiamme più altiere percosse  from Da Vinci 

LIAR  DONALD  TRUMP : SEEM FIASCO POLICIES A FAKE,  AIMS SLEEK SPIEL, IS  EERIE PACK OF LIES , MISSES OUT  PALACE-LIKE  
FULL TERM.  AIMS SERF-LIKE  PEOPLE, IS  SPECIAL FOE,  AIMS  PLACELESS  PROLE,  AIM USED FAMOUS UUOE (holocaust ? ............. 

LEONINE  CIAO TRUMP, LEUKAEMIA  (IS  CLONED EQUAL TO FAECES/Alcyonese)  FOR  PRESIDENT  IN  COOL ECLIPSE...sack cloth 
CLINTON USES  EUREKA :  (E.M.R.) CAUSE TRUMP’S  PECULIAR  DISEASE - (Bill Clinton and Obamba are both Leo) 
OOPS ! MANDELA  EFFECT,  QUEER  U.K.  QUEEN  IS  EMPIRE  IMPERIAL 
PRINCE  UUILLIAM = SERCO  PRIMED  CERN  LOOP 

  watching  KEEPS  NEFARIOUS  ICE  IDEAL, ELO’IM  LEPSARIA  AUDIENCE :
’CAUSE  "ESTEEMED POETESS" READ past tense– [their]  ‘‘PROOF’’ IS FAKE  !   KEEPS  SAME  SAFE

4 95 4 Victor puis nay  cu  Armonique terre                 Victor then born on Armenian soil 
KNOUU : SICK TRUMP  COCKIEST UUIN    ,  

TRUMP AVARICE (UUEAKER VISIONARY) –  

UUIN IN ACTIVE RACKETEER  SORCERY 
YEAR  within 377 days  NAÏVE TRUMP VICTORIOUS,’17  IN NECK  in Taurus INSINUATES  pretends, slots in  ‘CURE VICIOUS CROOK’     
(URANITE CREATURE) CRETINS  NUKE                  these Trump lines have an annoying ambiguous disambiguity about them   
In Taurus seventeen, see  ‘beer seuenteen’’ below 

(the workers’ unions) 

5 46 3 On produira contre luy grans fophifmes, Et 
FINANCIER  DONALD  TRUMP [the real one]  INSPIRATORY   
REPROACHES  SOCIOPATHIC  (IS NOT OF NECROPHAGY) we need to keep in mind that there is more than one of Trump 
CHEMTRAILS  EARTH POISONER SNUFFS OUT GREENERY   
(IS FIERY/Leonine   PHONEY  LIP  SERUICE  "REHONOURS  SUNNY,"  IS  SUPERIOR  IGNORANCE)   
IS HUGE RESPONSE FROM YOUNGSTERS HATE  ISLAM... POOR RELATION [to Islam] SCOFFS ‘UNHINGED’. 
YEAR OF THOU  HOARIEST  FROSTIER  UUINTER.                                                              C+F+UUINTRIER 

CHIEF ARCH FOE SOROS  GHOUL (IS  OFF  COLOR,  CORONARY  & had his 6th heart ‘transplant’  

YEAR MANDELA  EFFECT NOTICED:  PARTLY TO  PUNISH  PARKS, HER  RIGOROUS  :- 

 OUTPOURING;   USURPING  ("HOLD  ONTO  YOUR  GUNS" ) HELEN  THOU SPIRITUAL  GURU  SUPPORTING
 (and see what happened Rural Bi Election NSW Nov 2016 : Shooters Party won,  allegory to "a snail winning the Melbourne Cup"! 

1 39 2 Pour trop auoir fubiourne, blond efleu, Blond one elected, [Nordic S.S. Nephilim] or Trump for becoming  too involved; 

 

1 39 3 Par troys l’empire fubroge exancle,                             By three [centuries] substituted ~ the empire enslaves, 
 (EX ANKLE out of or from Aquarius or in the month of ) by three substituted (clones) the empire enslaves 
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BILL CLINTON TRUMPS TRUMP CLONE UIA SEX FARM.   PREFER  PAPER-GEM  UPROAR FIX ,  IS MEAGRE ARGUEMENT,
 not in the media or none at all, although social media has begun ‘probing ’ see PROBE  RARE  FAME.     

  

AL GORE SELF-GLORY, EXEMPLORATES  CLIMATE FEAR PALPABLE, SINGS FOR SUPPER. PERFORCE  FALSE  SPOOFERY 
FEAR FORCES  ‘ARREST’  RAT-RACE PEOPLE  AS  BRUTAL REPTILIAN  BURGLARS’  PREY  FEBRUARY Aquarius, also in 8 10 2 

and the "false invasion" which is a real one =  

ARE TRUE MARXIAN N.UU.O. FLYING SAUCERS, NOT FROM "MARS" OR OUTER SPACE. ARE GRIM "MOUIES SCARER" 
those which Phil Schneider told us in his videos (movies) “the N.WO. and alien invasion are one and the same thing” 
CUP’S holy graal PLEBEIAN INFORMER EXTERNAL  ALIEN  

o Ale-brew date = May 13 – June 9 

1 39 4 A mort mettra carte, pacquer ne leu. 
: QUEER MOLE TRUMP AMATEUR ELOQUENCE CAME : MENACE ALERT :  REMOTE CORRUPT COMPUTER QUEEN QUOTE

 

RACKETEER CONTEMPT - MAKE UUARM PACKET  TAPEUUORM  RE-PLACEMENT ERECT MARKET gen manipulated MATTER  UP 
REMARK ALARM : COMPLETE ROTTEN  MOCK TOP RANK UUAR "TREATMENT"  MALTREATMENT IN LATER UUET CORK 
o CORK date is Nov 25 – December 20 in the later part 

 

1 68  
O  that dreadful and wretched torment        children tortured 
[pope] Innocent that one delivering  THREE. extra centuries 
Troys = deception held within 
Poison suspected, (of that pope?) betrayal badly guarded     
[all] Done in horror by drunken envoys. 

1 68 1 O quel horrible & malheureux tourment, 

OUR HELLO ! wake up EXAMINE  UNREAL  HUNTER-KILLER  QUBIT  EXULT  EXTERNAL –to be exultant means many things 
 NO  HUMOUR,  ORUUELLIAN-RUN  MARXIAN  HELL-HOLE   NEUTER  IOU - NO RUMOUR - NO HEALER 
ROME EXTREME BRUTAL HOAX METEOR (BULL-LIKE OUUNER) HARM NEXT UUORM  TIME Sagittarius 

o Bull-like implies Ninurta, whose sigil is the bull and mountains. Recall an asteroid described as   ‘the mountain seven 
stadia around’ ? 1 69 1 Also bring back to your mind the lines about James Casbolt/Ninurta, and being ‘activated soon’. 
Since this is being written early December 2016, the "NEXT" "WORM DATE" is either within weeks  or end of 2017 but 

1 68 2 a) Troys.  STORY : TRY OS, SO TO SORT YRS OYST’R  “the world’s your oyster”, thus = Earth, & or half flooded 

o OS Capricorn, starts end of Sagittarius into ensuing year  TO SORT YRS meaning ‘orbits’ changed, also meaning to sort calendars years 
1 68 2 b) innocens qu'on viendra livrer: (Pope Innocent)   
UNIVERSAL R.O., CIVIL QUEEN  LIVID REASON END KÏNDER  CLAUSE: OLD ORION , DR., OANNES ‘SAVIOUR’ CONNIVER 
NORDIC RIVER LORD SUNNIER TO DARK CONVERSION - RAVENOUS DRANK LIVER REVULSION   RAVEN. a date of Yule/Os
o R.O., Andromeda council CIVIL QUEEN  , Cassiopeia  DR. Nostradamus
o LIVID REASON END KÏNDER  CLAUSE  waiting for someone to fix the calendars so the trade in children Clause in 

Treaty 9 can be nullified, preventing millions of children taken for their blood and organs 
o ‘SAVIOUR’ CONNIVER means two things here. The false messsssiah/saviour- invention of the Jesus Christ figure 

and the conniver of calendar changes using the « saviour » prefix in two ways.   First by turning the « i » into a 
numeral « 1 », then removing the prefix to have it as a suffix of .A.D. which the public thinks means anno domini 

 /dommini/ but really means "before the day" = Ante Deium. Pretty much « seize the day ».
o SUNNIER TO DARK CONVERSION = this also has more than one meaning. Chemtrails. The sunnier visage (handsome) 

to what they really are (dark) and a third meaning for "conversion" apart from shape shifting, converting from old to 
young when they receive the blood from children.   

o DRANK LIVER REVULSION Another clever pun. Anyone who has ever seen a sheep being killed for table, knows that 
the bile is a " LIVER REVULSION " which when poorly handled can spoil the meat. The words BILE or GALL are also a 
date of June 10 – July 7. This was applied to TRAIN DANGER MID ANNA too, and a great tsunami. 

1 68 3 Poyfon fufpecte, mal garde tradiinent, 
YEAR  DREAD-FUL PONCE NON-COMPETENT NIGGER PRESIDENT REFORMATTED  ‘FAULTFINDING’–‘pre-criminal’ bill 
CONTEMPT OF ‘TRENDY’ OH-MY-GOD  READERS,  DOCTOR NOSTRADAMUS : ORNAMENT POET’S  LINES  FIERCELY  
UUARNED AGAINST, DEFERENTIAL TO POTENCY OF PRAYER. AGREE, NEGLECTED GIFT POETRY GENERATED = PAIN 

 Y-FRONT’S ENDURING DIPLOMAT ADORE PUTIN FRAGMENTED  NEUU UUORLD ORDER COPYING OFFICE PATENTED 
TIME GATES, DELAYING  MAGNETIC ATOM  SEPARATOR  TIME  LINES  INEPTLY. relates to 7 73 1  manipulating Anubis seats for profit

MANSLAYER MAGIC OFFENDS AMERICAN CONTENDS  DIRTY OLD PROFLIGATE PAEDERAST U.S. FAT-FACED PUTIN  
LEONINE ANGEL-FACED PLAGIARY- MEN  DANGLE  ‘SAFE PROTRACTED COMFORT’ AS IMPORTANCE.  ARE MIDDLE 
AGES CATEGORY FANCIERS dreamer AND TENDERFOOT INFANT PENETRATORS, EMPLOYED ALCYONE (LAMENTED PAST 
ANGELIC DEMEANING UIA FROG-EYED REPTILIAN IMPREGNATION) TORMENTS  DERANGED  AFFECTION  FEELINGS 
FRIENDLY FEED  MEAD PROOF AND GUMPTION TO DEFAME,  NAME  DRAFT  IMPUGN,  EMPTY  MODERN 

. CALENDAR :  DODGY TRIPLE CENTURIES YEARS OUER MERITED

 

NIFTY OPPORTUNITY GAINED IN ‘DO POTENT TYPE-FACE PRINT’ IN FRONT OF UTOPIAN  TELLINGER, TRY AGAIN. 
 o FRIENDLY of the eighty four Off Worlders – 51 are friendly.  There are 33 types of grey, add to 51 
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equals the 84 which do affect Earth in one way and another. Some of the greys are ‘good ones’ and some of the 
others which are not greys are ‘bad’ ones. As it happens, of the 84 all together, two are alliances (Andromeda 
and Cassiopeia) and of the remaining 82, 51 are the ‘friendly’ ones.                

 o It is only a coincidence that 82 minus 51 leaves 31, which is the same number of different types of  "Nordics" 
seen in the updated Summary of Nordics, amongst which some are not beneficial to Earth. Later on a count will 
be made of these negative ones.   There are many hundreds of off worlders wgo need Earth as she was. 

 o The most important detail is these words :  "which have an effect on the Living Library of Earth"...   
 o TOAD : means Bufo in Boötes, from where come the main Draco under the Vatican 
 FROG-EYED REPTILIAN    could be those from Sarru of the Nemesis systemo  

PATIENT OFF-PUTTING ENEMY ADEPT AT PUTTING-OFF. TOP DOG FURY. MUTANT COREY GOODE RANTING  GOYIM 
FLIPPANT  SPITEFUL EGO TRIP ~ INDIFFERENT MASTER ELITE INTRUDERS’  PENALTY = FAME IN TATTERS,  MADE 
PENITENT .  FEND OFF  ILLUMINATI :   RAPTURE DÕPPLER  EFFECT,     UATIC  PROTOCOL

  Those behind the Vatic Protocol are the Draco reptoids. Research "space ties" ~ CRUEL  FIEND FENCED INN DEFTLY.

  

o hmmm. That was interesting.  To my mind the era of  YOUNGER DRYAS  was a result of a passing of Nemesis.  
PROFOUND  FORTUNATE  ERUPTION  FROM DYNAMITE  METEOR POET’S  GEM  MEDICINE  GNAT MANTIS ENCODES  

o  GEM  MEDICINE   Earth’s healing = ADOPT APPLICATION FREE ENERGY ELECTRICITY,  EFFICIENT  UP-TO-DATE 
 PETULANTlowRADIO- SINE- SEA SALT UUATER NAPALM  POLICY.  COMPLETE’S  UTOPIA. NATION TO ‘DAMN’ ‘ELITE’

1 68 4 Mis en horreur par bourreaux enyvirez 
ANU MANURE HOAXER  RUMORS  “NIBIRU  RUIN  HURRIES  UP” IN SIEZE ~ YOU BURY  HORRORS  RUMOUR 

AXE  BIZARRE  NEMESIS  VEIN, NEVERMORE  VARY,  OVERRUN  BRAZEN  SUN – RAZORS  EVERMORE 

URANIA ARRIVE – BURN UP RIVER EridanuNAVY USURPER  HOAXERS  HOVER OVER HORIZONS MERRY ONES Procyon 
pairs 1 45 3 in this forum, pairs 6 5 3 SAMAROBRIN one hundred leagues off the hemisphere and might be related to those 
“greatest ones suspended in the air Pisces thru Taurus” RIVER Eridanus NAVY those who instigated Maritime Law. 
UR E’YA ARRIVES INNER UNIVERSE/solar system  BRAVERY - NO NERVY BRAIN HERE – RAVEN  Yule ROOSTER YEAR 2017 
o another line telling us to be fearless, not to buy into the extreme hype regarding the arrival of the Nemesis system 
o ANU MANURE HOAXER those from Alcyone IN SIEZE 2016,excepting we have all been able to see its approach 
o YOU BURY  HORRORS  RUMOUR:  can’t say it any clearer than that!  The main warnings we have received that 

are certain is to prepare for an ice age, and to keep our guns 
o  Regency Order of the Andromeda Council AXE  BIZARRE  NEMESIS  VEIN, cut off the orbit 

o USURPER  HOAXERS  HOVER OVER HORIZONS these are the expected N.W.O. mercenaries arriving in alien craft  

PLUCKED FROM PREVIOUS FORUM 
7 10 2 Preux & vaillant chef du grand  exercite: 
LEECH E.D. LUX  PRIDEFUL THUNDERER VALIANT/ENLIL  “EXPERT”  SANG RICH CRUDE NUCLEAR FARCE – THUG EXERT EXCHANGE 
o LEECH – over the top of the ‘head’ of Orion.  VALIANT THOR/ENLIL  who said he “came from Venus” 

mer  & terre de Gallotz & Normans, translates as  “sea and soil of Gaul and  Northmen/ or Romans  ‘GIANT NAPALM COMPLAINT’  
   

TELL: STRONGER AMAZON MONGREL LORDS  ‘SMART’ TORMENT, RATTLE, RAZE MODERN NERDS,   MORE MENTAL RETARDED DROLL 
MONSTER DOZEN DERO ARRANGEMENT MOLEST ALL GENDERS, MANGLES  TERROR  MORTALS. ZERO TOLERANT 
ALARM IS: SEE  GENTLER OLD MAN ORNAMENT’S  LETTERS RENDER (SLENDER GLEAM – small light) 

7 10 4 Cafpre paffer Barcelone pille ifle. 
REPEL CREEPIER FIREBALL OFFENCES:  OFF-BALANCE CERN PERFORMS.   
(PROFILE SPECIAL PILFERER = FALLIBLE PRINCE) FAECES  ONES  APPEAR.   Faeces=manure=pile=Pleiadians from Alcyone 
RARE  PLEBEIAN  PERILS  FLIES,  FALSE  BALL  OF  FIRE  APPALLS  IN  APPLE = Yule,  is also a Friday  FORMS  FALSE  PEACE 
PREFER  CAPABLE LEPERS ESCAPE  [FALSE PEACE] ABLE  SELF-RELIANCE, REPLACES FELON REAPER (ICE CELL APPEASE 
o LEPERS  are always the naïve ones, those who do not know their  

9 96 1 Dans cite entrer exercit defniee, Allan Webber Template  
DERCETIS  ANTICS  ASCEND  INDISCREET 

Iced stand, date Dan/Scorpio disc dined acts did ascend,  
Dates  ‘idden cast in D C  (June 10 – July 9, August 5 – Sept 1)  
D.C. also means “by the president” too 

INDISCRETE EXCRETERS
 (1 49 1) 

 ENTER DIRECT 

CREDIT TERCENTENARIES  DISTANCE  

EDICTS  DIRECT  DISTANT  DECANS zodiac crossings  
  

RETICENT ~ INDICTED  ENTRIES 
Indicted in steer  (cattle mutilations Indicted in trees  (Celtic zodiac 

reality.            FALLIBLE  PRINCE – a human one 
 

The army denied entry to the city, 
Dercetis meaning “whale throat” = Cetus ascends from the 
south  to become the North Pole constellation, noticeably 
Indicted in re-set (pun on resetting quatrains or reset Calendars 
Dan/Scorpio could also be a reference to Dan in the Bible 
DISTANCT  DECANS = future events from the time of the Edict 
“dined acts” = cannibalism 
INDISCRETE EXCRETERS:  the “base abuse – smell” = EBNs 
or those “mongrel manure” ones from the Pile- Alcyone 
TERCENTENARIES = 300 + years – which they added 

7:37:4 Leryn, ƒtecades nefs,  cap dedans la nerte Allan Webber Template 

 LANDS, ENDS A.D. SEND/ENDS DECANS zodiac crossings 

RELY DEAFENED
 kept quiet ANNALS ASCENT the added years DELETED:  LANDSCAPED CAPTURED STERNLY, DEAD. SIEZE ’16   

  DEBUTANTE new EMISSARY ATTUNED MY RYMES: U.N. ABETTED MARIE/asteroid ATTENDS IRAN. 
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7 37 

Ten Elohim sent to put the captain of the ship Earth to death, 
One altering/changing,  opening revolt within the fleet: 
The leader confused,  another is stabbing  &  biting, 
Lerins  Cannes Hyeres Toulon  ships, prow into the darkness. (outer space) 

NOTING THAT stecades (means Hyeres) is  not capitalised 
7 37 4 Leryn, ƒtecades nefs,  cap dedans la nerte. 
SAFEST LYRAN  CARES; ENTERS, SAYS SELF DEPENDANCE AND SELF RESPECT TENDERNESS PRESENTS PERFECT RESPLENDENCE 
ASCENDANCY, SENDS , orbit ARC /Sagittarius-  STAFF  Jan 21 – Feb 17 (Aquarius) and April 15 – May 13 (willow/ess) DATE pairs 10:90:2   YEAR
TRANSFERS DANCED PLANET CLEANED, FLEETNESS RAPELLED, falling LATER  CAREER forward movement  CREEPS  RAT~CAT YEAR 
o just as described by the Hopi Prophecy Rock.       RECANTERS    RAT~CAT  YEAR 2020-2024, with our new larger orbit
ART CAPELLA/goat  FLATTERER ENSNARES TRENDY NERDS, EFFECTED DEAFNESS AFFECTED ENDS.  REPRESENTED SCANDALS, 
CRAFTY SATAN’S ‘LEPER  FANS’ FALLEN CARNALLY SELF-CENTRED, REAPED, NASTY  DEAD-END.  DEFY  AND  DEFEND  DEFENCES
o ART CAPELLA/goat – see the goats  in ASKED TO MIRROR MADONNA 
10:90:2 Mys a ƒon lieu ƒcavant & debonnaire, In his place put one learned and mild, 
MY OAR/Argo Mantis (Nostradamus becoming a Younger Elder, and NOT reincarnated) LOANS ME SEMINARY SECLUSION 

 SO
.
AS

.
MY

.
LINES

.
CAUSE

.
NO

.
MISERY 

.
IN

.
BONE/Capricorn ~ ESS.Willow date  MAY. so May 1 - 13                   Dates pair 7:37:4 above IRAN

.
TAUNTED

 if the dates and events are related – such as  a nuclear incident in Iran/Persia, it will be parallel to the “cleaning” of Earth. The “dance” 
detail relates to Isaiah 24:20 “ The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed like a tent; and its transgression shall 

be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not   rise again”... “The earth is completely broken down, the earth is fully dissolved, the earth is 

exceedingly moved.” a  long way out,  to her new orbit  with a “NEW HEAVEN”  “and a NEW EARTH”...  
Where our sun is seen “HIDDEN”  in 4 29 1   “ECLIPSED BY MERCURY”  ... and these texts have said that Saturn will once again be 
our sun, shielding us from another.  Is this why Saturn was called “the Shield”? 

10 90 2 Mys a fon lieu ƒcavant & debonnaire, In his place put one learned and mild, 
MALE  SNOBS  ENVIABLE  OF  EARNEST  FEMALE  MEAD  FAME;        Clayton’s ‘fame’ since there is no fame, thank heavens 
MEAD’S  FUNCTIONAL  FONTS  words (FINE MASTERY)  ANNOUNCES: 
NAMED: FIERY  volcanic   ICED  YEAR   leading up to 2017        and look what is happening December  ’16 in strange places 
NAMED: DEFEAT CLAUSES.                               Those same clauses FDR signed us all away with DEFINE repair CALENDAR  =  
NAMED:   pretender  ONES  the shape shifters.  FAINEANCE
TYRANNIC  VOLCANO FRONT CONFUSES SUBNASAL INBRED DERO-FECAL ALCYONE MOB  CONVENTION, CONVULSANT 
IN ABSURD UNSAFE MILITARY BASES;  BOIL  not the first time we have seen that the deep underground bases will ‘steam’ 

 Cassiopeia BEAUTIFY  INN, Earth AIM SUNNIEST - FEMININE  SAINT  CREATORS  MADE NON-CABLED SINE FORCES   BENEFIT

FOR READERS saying they have told us how to get free power without the cables, which is in the forum FREE  SASAR  ENERGY 
BENEFICIAL YAH EnKi CUBE ICON FIVE, CLUBFEET,grays BRAINS,J-Rod52 CONVEY,   ENVOY  NOSTRADAMUS  SAYS  ALERTS:

 CANNIBALS  CONNIVE  INNOCENT  INFANT  VIOLENCE  “EYE ON VITAL VEINS” INVENTS  CENTURIES  YEARS  BIAS 
IS FEAR-BASED  MENU ANIMAL  BEAST INVENTOR OF BANEFUL DIATRIBE  “CONNUBIAL BRIDE” ASTEROIDS  YULE &  
ASS  DATE  two false meteor-asteroids, which will be nuclear devices – the greatest chaotic false flag of all time 
date of ASS where plural ASSES means in Cancer (the crayfish holding a swirl between its claws in one vignette 
or singular ASS can mean the first ten days in Pisces (Feb 22 – March 2nd)  and Taurus third decan ‘near Gemini’  
DRACO  VISION CANNOT STAND SUNNIER, INVEST IN CLOUDIER, CONNIVES IN LABORATORY BY BOVINE Aldebaran 

OANNES  CONVEY OCEAN NAVY CONVOY LAUU,  SATAN,  VALIANT T’OR  (& ALA-LU  SINFUL BACON FOR FANATICS)  
ANU EVIL NEVUS ACNE warty ONES, INNOVATE   SENTIENCE  A.I.,  NET  INCLUSIVE,  NAÏVE  OF  CAT-EYED  BOY/lad=Dahl  

BASTARD ELITE FINANCE ECONOMY BELIEVERS  CONFINE YOU IN FEMA, YOUR DEAF-MUTE OBLIVION TO MARINE SON 
SOLDIERS NOVELLY USED (IS MAD NEEDLE, INTERNAL  NANO  ABUSE) key word is “marine” owned by Maritime Law 
ANNE BOLEYN VICE beheading   BRASS NOBLE October - BONE Capricorn DATE:  OF NORDIC  DAL   ANNOY
9:52:4 Et ce fera de France a toute bande  And this will be throughout all France. 
SECRET CERES/Sirius REDSEA ADEN seagate  OCEANAUT OANNES 
ANTECEDED ARCANE BANDS FEARED (‘band’ also means the Milky Way) 
TO DESECRATE FRANCE, EATEN 
AFEARD ACTAEON

/Draco
 BUTANE...       BUT [you] DECREASE A.D.

DEFEAT CLAUSES...  aboveand see  DEFINE repair CALENDAR  =    
 meaning to have the extra 1,000 years removed from one calendar and the extra 324 years deleted from another.

9 52 4 Et ce fera de France a toute bande. 
RARE CREATOR ANT E.T. CUBE ATTENDED, AFFECTED TOE ETNA TO DEFEAT  RECANTED  CAREFREE  CERN RACE FARCE  
E.D. TUNE OF FOUR EDUCATE  READER : BEATEN  BAD  ARCANE  BAT-EARED  ANTECEDE   C.E.  CREATURE antechrist era 
ATEN  DEFRAUDER (ROBED FETTER FEAT)   CANADA  FEAR ~  TRUE OFF-BEAT OFF-CENTRE  DECADENCE  FEATURE 
ONTARIO AREA ENCOUNTER DERO BRUTE FACE-TO-FACE TEEN BRAT (BEATEN DEAD)  BEEF TO TEA and see 3 34 4, 9 58 3 

BEEF  Taurus TO TEA  Sagittarius and see dates  following 
links in a chain or series to   RAT 2020 ORNATE  Libra CONCATENATE  BETTER  FUTURE 

3 34 4 Cherte n'a garde nul ny aura pourueu.   : 

HURRY UP HELEN PAL ~ ANALOGUE (analogy) ~ UNREADY.   U.N. READY ANALOGY: HUGE ANU UR CREATURE U.N OANNE LAP  
CUE  UP  UNDERGROUND  DERO,  UNEARTHLY  CHERTAN  DRAGON  ADEN  AREA –  
OUR  ANU AUGURY PRELUDE ~ CANADA  UNREADY,  A.A RUDE CHERTAN URANY [uranite] LEAGUE ROUND UP UUAGE EARNER 
UNAUUARE RELAY UNDERDOG UP.  ON ALLEVIATION [Oannes lifting up/abduction] BLAST MONOXIDE IN VILLAIN BOX MILLIONS 
NOT ALIVE~  (no anus) in U.N. PREARRANGED: RUDE CHERTAN ANURY GREY LEAGUE ROUND UP  RUNE [winter solstice]  C+F+’RUNE’ 

 

Ever noticed how none of the 
popular  “channellers” ever 
mention any of the five free 
energy methods? Exception 
being Laura Knight Jadczyk 
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 YOU GUARD: READ CHERTAN LAND, DEPLOYED AT :~ 
ALDERNEY [Perth W.A.] ARYAN (India Pakistan),CANADA, EUROPEAN, DRAGON (China), DUNGAREE [Kandos NSW/ and Mt Baw Baw Victoria] DRURY 
LANE, (UK), EAGLE [USA] GADARENES [see map] GRANADA [Andalusia], GRENADA [Sth Caribbean] GRAND CANYON, GREENDALE 
(many), GROENENDAEL Belgium GURNARD [Nth France] LA GUERRE [New Caledonia] LAUDERDALE, NAURU, PERU, RENAUD/RENAULT 
[France], RURAL DANE, UNDER [Australia] "Melbourne, queer year" LEGENDARY UR AREA, (Sumeria) URUGUAY 
o and see C+F+OUTLINED ... INCLUDING  IRELAND etc 
YEAR- EUUE [2015 which orbit can mean from any day in 2015] ROUND LUNAR YEAR ; LUNA (March 30) ALE, (Celtic Brew date May 13 – June 9) GARLAND 
(Libra) LEAP (Scorpio) YEUU (Halloween or end of Sagittarius) DEER (Capricorn)  YULE  END  
ERA  DUE  LEAN, [famine] LANE [orbit] YULE  YEAR and Yule is just after the winter solstice 
Wiki: Lunar year: a space of 12 calendar months calculated from any point is a LUNAR YEAR 

9 85 3 D’ouvrir par foy paroy Phocen tiendra fon trofne      Opening the wall via faith Marseilles will keep its throne 

  

  
    FIFTIETH degree TO NORTH  LX = 60  (parallel latitude to 50 degrees north in Canada) 

o CYPRINODONT carp-like = Oannes (the pope's mitre) IN CANADA PROVINCE 

 

  3 34 4a) Cherte n'a garde:  

ADHERENT DECENT GRACE  A, TENDER vb CHART  RENEGADE  GENERATED (EAGER AHA WRETCH) ENTRANCER  

HAD A.R.C. ARCH  GATE  RANGER   DEATH  DANGER  CHEATER  THERE;   

 o A.R.C. ARCH – jump rooms...  those cheating ‘death’ danger using time gates to do so, the ‘living dead’ 

CREATED THREE CENT; CENTRE  ERA  AGE : added three centuries as an ‘age’ – the central age would be the Middle Ages 

ERECT CHEAT  GARDENER  GREEN  E’A  CARER GRANTED  THEE:GREET  ART  TEACHER,Da VinciREADER,Nostradamus 

REGRET GREED, AGUE, ACHE, DART CHAR EACH  EARTH TREE, HERD. CERN GATHERED CENTER, NEAR DE-RANGED  HER, 

(CHART GRADED DEGREE/latitudes etc)  DATED  EAR  Virgo ARC  Sagittarius CAR  Capricorn  RAT’20  GREAT  DANCER 

 o the world ‘dancing’ just as Isaiah said 
WRETCHED NET  RACE  ANGERED, DEED ‘EARNED’  ENTER  REAR  AGE  ETHER  HENCE. THEN ‘GRACED’ THAT  ERA 

 o this speaks of those being placed into  stargates forever- in this case – into the past (rear age)  
HEAR GNAT Mantis GRACE  TEN  CARED, NEED END  THE  HATER – ATTEND DRENCH  THEIR  ACRE.  

ENRAGED THE GREATER GARDEN  living library  CHEATER, ENTERED  EARTH  HEATER  chemtrails 
THEN  HEED: CHARGE  RARE  HAND  HAG  REGENT  RECENT  HATE  CHARADE: THE  RED  CARNAGE 

o RARE   HAND/Betelguese   HAG  very old  female  REGENT  queen

3 34 4b) nul ny aura pourueu.  

WARN  UNWARY YOU: UNREAL  U.N. LEO OANNE RULE RUNWAY LAW UP URANY ~ LOAN;LURE  YOU  ALL UP 

ULURU URN APU ANU RUE UNRULY LULU ANY RURAL AREA  LUNA March 30.  LYRAN  PUN (Lute date Beltane) 

OUR PURER UR EA YA EARN:  ~ RUNYON  UPROAR = UNWRAP REAL  AURA: WON  YOUR  OWN 

o RUNYON  UPROAR  referring to Damon Runyon – full of short stories, as these Hidden Texts are! 

o U.N. LEO OANNE RULE RUNWAY LAW UP [to] URANY – right – here is what I have been saying all along. That the negative 
[towards humanity and our planet] off worlders “rule” the flightways to outer space (Urania)  – and THIS is why when you see that 
the “government” shot down orbs and scout craft – it is the benevalent ones being shot out of the skies. This is why the “goodies” 
arrive via time gates with the exception of certain LyRans and Tau Cetians who can arrive inside  or along with lightning bolts. 

o LOAN;LURE  YOU  ALL UP relates to the exchange for technology where we were all signed away by F.D.R. in 1933, 
greedy for war weapons and money making technology, amongst which was the Trojan horse called the internet.    
This “exchange” is actually “trade” and the swap is for humans in the abduction agenda and has recently become 
“trade for children” at the allotted time for Treaty Nine, which was ratified by the president  Nov 8 2014, except it   
was not yet 2014 by at least one thousand years. Nullifying this clause will release us from the stealing of children. 

o ULURU URN APU ANU these texts say Marduk and Ninurta are ‘camped’ at Pine Gap – which explains Argyle base.The 

URN reference refers to Eridanus area  near Aquarius, where the ‘urn’ pours out the ‘headwaters’ of  River Erid.anus. 

3 34 4 pairs 1 42 4  Seeking  of Nostradamus/the ornament  and Psellus/Michael Psellus the Younger 

Cherchant les  du d’Amant & Pfelyn.b   (1555 publication) ‘y’ = ‘i’ 

BOLD  LYRAN  ELOIM CLUBFEET  HOLDS  LAST  CARD,   CHERTANESE  OANNES  LORDS  

FAR H.A.A.R.P  CLOUD FETCH  TROUBLES  AT NORTHERN  LAND,  AND SHARPLY  LACERATED  THOU CHILDREN  DEATHFUL  
TRENCHANT matured contract ARES genocide OF OLD ODD CONTRACTUAL  DEBTOR  HEFTY  PROBLEMS  THENCEFORTH 
o CLOUD FETCH the ‘cloud’ project means children directly connected to A.I. and FETCH is the air waves frequencies 
TRENDY  YOUTUBE  INFORMERS  TO BE SHOT  FOR  FULL  DISCLOSURE  (SELF-CENTRED  ELITE  ARE CULPABLE) 
REASON IS CHILDRENS’ FLESH, BLED  ENHANCED  YOUTH  IN  THEIR  CONTEMPTUAL  BLASPHEMOUS OLD AGE PAUSE 
 IS RAMPANT ILL-DATED PACT NINE CLAUSE  the one that says 2014 – which is not yet 2014 for over a thousand years 
CUBE’S  FRENCH-BORN  ORNAMENT  POET TO : CELEBRATE  REPAIR  TRUE  CALENDAR  YEARS:  DELETE PHANTOM MEAD
THREE  CENTURIES  OR AT LEAST ABORT DEFUNCT ONE  THOUSAND YEARS  (EASIER  BURDEN  TO PROUE) 
COBRA  PUTIN EARNS SACRED THUMBS-UP TROPHY, SOIL HUSBANDRY TRANSFORMS  RUSSIAN BED LEAUES  NORTH 

 the ‘gold’ being ormus without which quantum time gate travel wouldn’t be nor the knowledge gained thereby 
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 when Earth rolls on her side and Saudi Arabia becomes the north pole – see where Russia goes? AS  ENTIRE  MAPS  MOUE 
CRAFTY HALF-MAD URETHRAL  patriarchal ALIEN STAR THUNDERER/YHWH, FOUL ARAB  ALLAH-LUCIFER, RED-BEARDED BRAT  
o we saw (with some surprise) that the red bearded handsome one Da Vinci hid is James Casbolt- Ninurta-sigil of the bull 
BULL-HEADED MAN, BALD-HEADED CHERUB  DEMON  THIEF ABDUCTOR  ENCHANTER  TECHNO-CREEPS – PERFECT vb 
STOLEN  YOUR  SOUL  MATERIAL. DO NOT RESPECT MOTHER  EARTH, CAMPED STENCHFUL MAP, FLAMBOYANTLY DREAM: 
CHEMTRAILS, FLUORIDE, MERCURY IN NEEDLES, MODIFY BREAD, CONTENTED PHARMACY  MADE  BLUNDERS  INTENT  
PORN  MELANCHOLY  DEPRESS’D  YOUR  DNA BRANCHES, MATCH  CHE  POUERTY BENT.  sucking the life force out of you 

.  LUTE  DATE/Beltane  AND  DAMPLY  DRENCHED  TSUNAMI  DEPTH  IN  BECALMED  

ORBITAL  TREMBLER  (pairs ‘lavage en Mai’)  SET OFF BY BRIDE.   Which we have seen refers to the false asteroid/s... 
 MENDS RENNES CATHEDRAL  BENCH~ FLY UP UIA LOFTY TIME LADDER  ARC  NOSTRADAMUS USED  TALL BLOND Y-FRONT  YAH

HELPS HIM INFORM FATE, PLANNED CHEF MEAD PARCS MUSE ADOPT HENRY SALT BENU-CRANE-HERON  PUN BLENDS  AHA  
 LEFT-HANDER  PRESIDENT OBAMA  PREACHED CULL  REAP  AMERICAN CHURCH. DRAFT SCHOLARS ‘LUNCHES’ DEADLY  MEAT.

there is a choice of dates= FLUTE=March 18 – April 14 and October 28 – November 24 (Owl date) Also ties in “burnt” and flood-
ing which we have read means the amelioration of a very large volcano using a huge tsunami.   The month May/Beltane  has been 
a very  consistent date for a supervolcano somewhere., as well as Chani’s ‘may15’ 
o In previous forums the early pharoah Menes/AHA was named as the paternal tail line for Amenemhat, from whome genetic 

material was taken to clone Obama- not being able to use that of Akhenaten due to his alien DNA. Yes, the Obamas did take it 

upon themselves to force the public to have their children to ‘lunch’ on the foul & deadly  rank cancer causing ‘deli’ sausages. 

o CHEF the one joining the ingredients MEAD PARCS  ADOPT HENRY SALT BENU-CRANE-HERON PUN = Grus, so saying Obama 

as well as McCain and Soros are “Grus” bred – meaning they carry incarnated cellular full memories of the ancient agenda 

o TIME LADDER  ARC  NOSTRADAMUS with ARC meaning a jump room. See the forum IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS, SOME 

USED which speaks ar length about Rennes Le Chateau. The underlined letters indicate aphesis was used (silent letter) 
o TO ABORT DEFUNCT to get rid of the one thousand years added to one of the world calendars by deleting the now unused 

(defunct) prefix ‘i’, ‘j’ ‘y’ before A.D. was tacked on as a suffix. Easier to prove because many items are still engraved that way 

 
1 42 4 Cherchant  les  du d’ Amant & Pfelin     recall the lines describing the release of Ninurta from the sarcophagus as “at madness edge” C+F 1 82 1 

HALF-MAD DESPOT CHASM  NINURTA MENACER, ILL FAMED HELL’S DEPTH STENCH (rotten eggs gas-sulphur dioxide) PEST 

this chasm would be the Grand Canyon – joined underground with places all over the world 
SATAN’S  RICH FILTH,  MUSLIM  HIT MAN (FILCH ANAL)  noon   THUS MANTIS NAPALM THEM – HITS LUNCH TIME 

FLASH HELPS MEND EARTH IN OS HENCE STAMPEDE OFF. COMPLICATED CHESS HALF SHELUED: COLD CHASTENS 
POET, LAME CHEF FOND OF SMALL-CHESTED  COMPACT CHI-ROD (POSTED) HELPED FRAME  FATHOMLESS  

CENTURIES CHANCE SENT HALF COMPLETED MINUS ALPHA CODES, AS TACTFUL ‘PITFALL’ MEAD ENHANCED 

FANATIC SINFUL ALLAH-LU FEMA CAMPS ‘HUNT’ SELECT ‘MENTAL DEFICIENT’, CLASH, PUNCH  CHIPS:– INCEST CREATES  HUMAN 
INFANT;  ILL FATED DESCENDANTS: = ATHLETIC  DANCE-OF-DEATH FEMALES (COSTLIEST HALF) FROM FATAL CUT = NO HALO 
DISENCHANTED TRUMP (SELF-HATE AS CHILD) LAUNCHES ETHICAL HEALTH  HALTS  DECADENT HOTHEADS’ DIALECT SCANDAL 
HARSH SPIN CLOUDS ROTUND PITCH  HAUNTS  PUTIN (CONCERNED DEATHLESS), PUNISHES, DRAINS NORTHERN AREAS 
HINT: SCHOLARS TO CUT SHUT AND FOLD, CONDENCE,  SMOTHER, deny exygen  NASCENCE PERMUTES,  CHAR MUTATES  PLATINUM 
= RED HOT SOFT, THEN ERECT SECOND-HAND SCORCHED FRESH ASHEN  what is left  HELD  TRIUMPHAL (MEDICAL  HENCEFORTH)  
                   sounds similar to white powder gold a.k.a monatomic gold (some say ‘mono-atomic’) also called ormus in these texts 
IS ACORNS ACHE  HEAT PREUENTER, CONCERNS THE DEAD~ALIUE  DEATH SENTENCES  AND  DECODERS  SHARED,  PREUENTS 
RECONNECTED  DNA  CRASHES. FATHER’S  SACRED ONES DRAFTED, SCOLDS,  HAD   CASH CHAOS FONDLERS  NEEDS  CENSORED

o IS ACORNS ACHE  HEAT PREUENTER    the two acorn (time gate) trips that I have recall of,  included a “hot” sensation overall on 
arrival, whereas, Nostradamus stated “chilled horror” as his experience, but he may have been conscious from the outset, since he did 
say “cogent all the while”. These texts told me I would have no memory of the trip, but I do recall asking for some experience amongst 

 which was the brief Da Vinci meeting where he questioned my ability to “find his cues”.   Noting how late this information has arrived.
CLANDESTINE MANDELA EFFECT = SECOND HAND STEALTH = THE DISCONNECT, ACCIDENT OF SELF-CONTAINED  EARTH ASCENDANCE 
NEMESIS DULL STAR SPUN PLANETS SHARP IN SHIN, TSUNAMI THUMP RUSH STUNNED, SNATCHED  DOLPHINS, COULDN’T ESCAPE IT 
DECLARES: THE FLASH CANCELS HANDSOME FALLEN LORDS’ ELITE CHEATER CADS (CONSENTED LUCIFER) ON THEIR THRESHOLD 

CHASTEN UNHELPFUL LEPER CHANNELLER MERCHANTS TEND TO ENTRANCEMENT ~ SPURN, PLUNDER TRUTHS,  CHANNEL THE 
SPLENETIC  ATOMIC LANDS-END (FRENCH SUDAN PEST) that would be “Devil’s Island”! The letters are there to write DEUILS ISLAND 
but, no, a pun was needed for some reason. The overall intention here is to say that “channellers” do not know who they are really bring-
ing through quantum space (atomic lands-end) ! 

1 12 2 De bas en hault efleue promprement:  quickly raised from low to high estate.        The Earth, see Hopi prophecy rock 
SAMPLE TELEPHONE NUMBER, HOME, NUMBERPLATE  ~ FEATURED  DEEPEST FUNERAL 

1 22 1 Ce que viura & n'aiant aucun fens,    A thing existing without any senses. Qubits of artificial Intelligence     
ACQUAINT [teach yourself] ACCUSE  FAIR  UNACCURATE: UN EVEN  CAUSE  (which one!  Monsanto, D.U.M.B.? false warfare, Treaty clause?)  
UNSAFE  IN  UNIQUE  VAN [ufo] –ANTIQUARIAN  SUN  VENUE   (Giza to Babel venue) 

1 22 2 Viendra lefer a mort fon artifice:  causing its own end to happen by artifice 
 AFFIRMATIVE:  I  CONFRONTED  EARLIER (using time portal)    

 [think about]REFLECTION   DAN [Scorpio] I [Halloween, Yew tree day – Dec 23] 

1 42 4 Cherchant  les  du d’ Amant & Pfelin (1562 edition) 

Seeking the bones of the Ornament/Diamonte &  Psellus 
Seeking the DNA/inner structure/bones/Capricorn of  Nostradamus and 
Psellus (who wrote the Cronographia which included quantum physics in 1055) 
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DIFFERENT CAVALIER  soldiers  REFORMATION, CARVE ALL [of you] DIFFERENT 

1 22 3 Autun, Chalon,Langres & les deux Sens 

OLD HUGE [giant] TRANS SEXUAL  DNA[cross bred Dero] UNCLEAN CALLOUSNESS  DAN TO A (Dec 21/22) 

HUGENESS SUN in DAN ~ U.N. RUNS UNEXCELLENT truly bad GLASSHOUSE  HOURGLASSES (days) NEED  SUNGLASSES 

1 22 4 La grefle & glace fera grand malefice.   (ƒ is also s)  there will be great damage from hail and ice.    
FANG-FILLED  FARCE:  FILMED  LARGE  ANGEL  FACE  IN GALE-CELL  (hologram) a reader sent me a youtube video Dec 16 
of a cloud which began as a “fang filled” boar’s head, then morphed into a clean shaven face, then to a bearded face   (which looked like 

Nostradamus to me, as he appears in the Last Supper, but I am a bit biased)           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XkyOdxlis4 
ALLEGED FAME FEARED FALLEN FECAL, FACILE CAREFREE psychotic MAGICAL tech GREED: CERN   MADE  GEM  LAGGARD,  

 o FEARED FALLEN FECAL ones are those from Alcyone uncer Antarctica, the true Nephilim 
MADE RADICAL AGILE LARGE EMERGENCE  FRAGILE  DEGREES.  IN  CLIFF/ CELLAR: ‘hide like a mouse’ALE in May Gem = Earth 

to “hide like a mouse” was a forum of its own, and the CLIFF reference was also in other forums: to be high above tsunami 
FALSE  FLAGS  LEGALISED comes under the heading of “NEWS is ENTERTAINMENT” which was made legal in Supreme 
Court, and which is also a firm and legal argument against the censoring of alternative news 
REGARD ANGERED SACRED GRACE ELEGANCE ACCLAIMED ANGELIC  MIRACLES:  CLEAN GRIM GREENER,  MENAGERIE 

NEED MEAD GIRL RE-CALL  LARGER  CALENDAR  MIDDLE  AGES  FILLER,   

REFERENCE  IS  REAL MEGA  EGG-FRAGRANCE GAS  GIRAFFE-CAMEL GANGS  AND ALLERGIC  NEEDLE, CEREAL FEED 
‘LEADERS’ ‘DEALS’ FAILED  egg-fragrance = sulphur dioxide Giraffe (Camelopardalis Anu) CAMEL = Alla-Lu/Lucifer 
o ALLERGIC NEEDLE agenda and   CEREAL FEED = genetic manipulated organisms in grain crops, for livestock too 
FRANCE  FILLED LARGE-SCALE SACRILEGE  DEFIANCE ~IDLE ISLAM  ILLEGALS  RANGE:  EAGER CALL-GIRLS, DAMAGE 
SAGA: long story/epilogue  following      MILD GRAND  LIFE, SAGE  FEMALE  GENDER  SAFE  AGE  ERA, FEEL CALM
o sent me a youtube video... it needs to be emphasised that a pre-publication form of these pdf pages goes to a journalist friend just 

so that someone has these words if something did happen to me. It was he who saw the unfinished “face in cloud” detail come true 
Swiftly mailing me the video link before publishing 

       
Supreme Court FOX NEWS Entertainment Media NOT NEWS ... 
www.democraticunderground.com › ... › 2016 Postmortem (Forum)   un 1 , 201  -   posts -  3 authors 
Supreme Court FOX NEWS Entertainment Media NOT NEWS In February 2003, a Florida Court of Appeals unanimously agreed with  
Fox News Sued for the Right to Lie :  
› Fact Check › Business  Oct 2, 2014 - Did Fox News win a court battle for the right to lie on air? ... Claim: Fox Newswon a 
2004 court case allowing the cable channel to lie to viewers. ... for the right to lie, misinform, or deceive viewers. 
Fox News wins in court - Daily Kos 
www.dailykos.com/story/2007/7/31/364678/- 
Jul 31, 2007 - In February 2003, a Florida Court of Appeals unanimously agreed with an assertion by FOX News that there is no rule 
against distorting or ... 
Fox News Wins Lawsuit To Misinform Public – 
www.philly2philly.com › ... › Politics / Community Articles 
Jun 29, 2009 - Entertainment · Politics / Community · A Google search involving the words “Court of appeals + Fox News + Jane .... 
"Accurate News and Information Act" was struck down by the Supreme Court of ... 

Thus setting the precedent for any news of any type to be “entertainment” regardless of Obama hurriedly signing 
last minute“bills” banning “alternate news” as “propaganda”                            (coming from the king of propaganda/lies – that’s a laugh) 

 

10:11:4  
De:
Perpignan courira Duc à Tende. From Perpignan will hasten to  Lord Tende. * 

*10 11 EXPLAINING HOW AND WHERE NOSTRADAMUS GOT TO A TIME GATE. (Rennes) LORD TENDE WAS HIS LOCAL LORD, who 
REQUESTED THE REPORT OF THE UFO FLAP OF FEB 1 1554,  7 – 9PM (see Jacques Vallee Wonders In The Sky for the report, dated 
exactly one year prior to publishing the first Centuries One to Four Hundred and Fifty Three), the ones I am working with... 

10:11:4 ANTE~CEDED CAUDA thick bodied ACMON
 (Wyvern-Mothman) APPEARING: and witnessed at Mt Shasta, looks like James Gilliland has 

been used and all his “good and loving Pleiadians” are the Alcyonese after all).    As I (these texts) have been saying :- the 
negatives in   the western hemisphere shoot the good guys out of the skies. 
ROMAN/NORMA

 (reptilian) CURIA I.D. CANDIDATURE 
CAUDATEtailed ones  PANDERED DECADENT OCCUR,   ERADICATED.OUR.ICON  (the “i”, “y” prefix) 

10 11 4 De:   Perpignan courira Duc à Tende. and see Report to Tende in ‘Wonders in the Sky’ by Jacques Vallee 

R.O., ICON ODD GURU UR EA AND DERN GUARDIAN  AROUND OUR CANDID  POET-GRADUATE/UINCI APPRENTICE 
PREDICT  READER  AUDIENCE  GAIN  AUGUR, DONE CUED,  INDUCED NICE ADD-ON PICTURED (ANCIENT RECORD) 
ENDURING ACORN CORRECTED, UNDID  INN CAREER UUANDERING   RIDE UP IN CANCER   ACID ERUPTION DANGER
ACE DRACONIAN-CARP  DUNG  ARGUE DREAD  DRONE ARC  ECUADORAN CARNAGE  DUE  AGAIN  DURING  PAGAN  CAR 

following the Cancer debacle? Cancer of 2017, with Pagan Car meaning Yuletide 
CUP GRACE RAN  ADORE PUTIN CARED PEACE: CURE DANCE  PANIC, UPGRADED  UNDERGROUND  DURING DRAG 
ACCRUED. RADIANCE ANDROID NEGATING  ERUPTING (UTOPIAN PRECAUTION CREATION) CONTINUED  INACTION 
CERN PROUD PRINCE PAUUN ORION GROUP CAPTAIN CRINGED ACCIDENT:  RAPID RANGE INDUCED RIGOUR,  PIG,  
PIRATING  NEUROTIC  DRIED-UP  EGO-CENTRIC  UURONG  REACTION  AGENDA.   Pig as a date is Feb 18 – March 17 
which matches the tectonic event in a vignette under two fish (Pisces)  
o Regency Order ElohimR.O.,  ICON TEN    ODD GURU UR EA = EnKi  the cat eyed Dahl ‘Nordic’ AND DERN = 
o  stargate, the letters were there for  GATE and also for PORT ENDURING ACORN
o   INN = Earth  WANDERING  = our orbit   INN CAREER,  UUANDERING  
o DRACONIAN-CARP-DUNG  CARP=Oannes, DUNG the Pleiades under the tail of Taurus, meaning Alcyone  
o CUP GRACE Cassiopeians  RAN = Lyran   ADORE Libran because the clone has no day of birth   PUTIN  
o if you go to the forum LORD OF THE RING you will see one of these in action RADIANCE  ANDROID  NEGATING  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XkyOdxlis4
http://www.democraticunderground.com/1251367354
http://www.snopes.com/fox-skews/
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2007/7/31/364678/-
http://www.philly2philly.com/politics_community/politics_community_articles/2009/6/29/4854/fox_news_wins_lawsuit_misinform_public
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o RAPID RANGE INDUCED RIGOUR  tectonic event, artificially induced 

7 34 1 En grand regret ƒera gent Gauloiƒe                                                The French nation will be in great grief 
GARDENER E’A  FINGERING FRINGE  DANGER  FOR  ERROR-FREE DEFT  TREE-LANGUAGE GREATER OFFERING GENERATE   
REFINER NELL  NEGATING  AGE  INTERFERER ~ TRIGGERING  RAGE  IN “OFFENDING”  TONE-DEAF DAGGER-GARROTER. 
GUN-TOTING READER  ALERTS : EAGER  GROGGIER drunk?? TEEN STRANGULATER  IN OS. Capricorn R.O. RETALIATE NELL
o back in Sept. 2011, under “murder rumoured” the “gun toting” person overheard the plot to do so, so I know who this 

line refers to, both the informer and the  attempted Nell murderers. Going to have another go it seems.   It is OS now. 
Will be interesting to see how the Regency Order plan to ‘retaliate’. And, yes, I have seen the “teen” driving up & down.  

He unwittingly (without wit) marches to another silent drummer’s agenda.   Yet due to him, I witnessed Nostradamus die. 
ARROGANT RENEGADE ROTTER  OFTEN  REGRETTING  FORGETTING  GREATER  GOD-FEARING  FREE-RANGING  DERN  

  ENDURING GENEROUS ANGEL (IN FIFTEEN PREUENTS  NIGGER’S FALSE FLAG TOTAL DETONATION ) DAL  E.D. DRIFTER

 

7:35:4 Deceu ƒera par ceux de ƒon langaige. (Cheetham) 
EXCUSE PARCS, AGEING GANGLIA NODES   [in the brain]  
SECURED CURE   the very first reference to this subject   

PARCS  EXPANDED FACE UALUE LANGUAGE RESOURCE  
THIS  APPEARED IN THE VERY FIRST PDF in 2009 

7 35 4   Deceu sera par ceux de fon langage.  1562 edition 

RENEGADE OGRE CONCLUDE :  EAGER CAUSE FAUX PAS 

PARCS  (first 10 days of Scorpio from Oct 21) 

(GRACE ANGEL URGES COURAGE, EXPEND CONCEALED 
CARE) this fits with the Adore date 2016 warnings that 
the pdfs on the web site will be fiddled with in order to 
make the work appear false – and in that date the web 
site was compromised 

7:35:4  
 

e rapaci animali del paese vostro.    
A voi, città dell'Africa, si vedrà i vostri nati essere squarciati nelle propie case da crudelissimi e rapaci animali del paese vostro. 

To you, city of Africa, you will see in your own house borne to be torn by cruel and rapacious animals of your country. Leonines 

COPIERS PIRATED HER, STAIRCASE quite so  TO AIR-SPACE.  
KORE PORTAL (DNA SEPARATOR CARRIES, REPLACES AS  IS).   
The morning of March 20 2016 around 4am the normal time for leaping out of bed – I had climbed the back staircase to let 
the dogs out from the back porch. On reaching the top and about to open the gate in the dark, as I went to lift the chain off the 
gate, the sun was up. Looking down at my right hand, the flash light was gone. It was 7.30am. The dogs still patiently waiting 
for the gate to be opened. Mental clarity was instant, relating to the torch in my hand. Later it was found under the stairwell. 
REMINDING THE READER: 

 e quella dell' un paese remossa nell'altro;            the English:   and the U.N removes  another country 
ALERT DUTEOUS NELL (PERSONAL LAMENESS.) true  LEADER  DEALS  LAUREATE  NELL  AS  ADULTEROUS  LEAK  RELEASE.....          

SEEN  October-Scorpio date                                                            PAIRS    (first 10 days of Scorpio from Oct 21) 

follows this line on the last page of the previous forum :  

par lequel l’eftat de l’Eglife decheu. (‘q’ is also ‘k’ & ‘c’)  from  manuscript in ADRIATIC ANTECHRIST CHARLES 

by whom the estate of England defeated 
HELPFUL [to] TELL  HER,  HELP  REPEL  QUEER   FACILE  FIDDLE  DEED 
IS SCHEDULED DEFILE UURITER PARKS, DATE  
QUEER  FEED IS GEEK HERETIC SACRILEGE CHEAP THRILL  UPHILL REED, /Scorpio rising [to]  DEER, Capricorn   
GUILE  TRIED  IS  ALLEGES  “FALSE  ILL-EDUCATED  STAR-GATE”  ALLEGED  “IS  FALSE SELF DECEIT.”   lucky my son in law was present   

 IS DEEP-SEATED [pun] (seat means stargate)  PEACEFUL ALLELUIA [Elohim] GRATEFUL
LITTLE-USED CLUE DEFEATED THIS  PERSECUTE  ISSUE    Well! I am looking forward to that! 

 e rapaci animali del paese vostro.                by ‘removing’ the words ‘vernal date’ to create the ‘issue’  here is the result: 
PILE (Alcyonese SS) PLAN PARACETAMOL  MATERIAL  DESTROIES  ADRENAL  -  those who invented paracetamol knew this 

CASSIOPEIA  ,  Nostr.  Da Vinci  PRAISE  CIAO!  NELL MEAD PARKS’  SPECIAL OPERA POEMS POLICIES SPIEL,

IN  VERNAL  DATE, NOT APRIL, so September then, which is the southern hemisphere portal LEPSARIA IMPOSES  PIPE NELL, 
tubes but ‘pipe’ a date too Mar 18 – Apl 14 in which sits March 20 Vernal date southern hemisphere   &  Oct 28-Nov 24 (spring)  
RAISES NELL PARKS ‘IMPALED’ COOLED–LOVELIER  MANTIS OAR POSER-COPIES NELL,  DISAPPEAR POLARISED,  RIDES PORTAL 

 

10 28  “demy eticque” = half believed, to be put down as the truth 
Second and third which makes first-class music, (M.E. tool) VERSES 
To be sublimated by the King/president’s ‘honour’,    of a treaty 
By the fat elite and the thin Grayles  half emaciated ,           everyone 

By the false report from Venus to be debased/negated. Cheetham 

Made debased brought down by false promise
 rapport from Venus. 

second and third [Centuries ?] second attempt at decoding (Allan Webber) third attempt (Helen Parks) 
sublimate = to turn a solid into vapour – as the Twin Towers were 
maigre = the very thin/emaciated one, but also means infertile (as a homosexual might be deemed to be) 

Venus =  from where "Valiant Thor" and entourage said they came, spreading nuclear power knowledge 
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Quatrain 10 28 RoyVenus   codes within codes             C+F+RYE   date  (new spring) YVRES means yew, Halloween & Winter solstice 

SUN ONOannesU.N. (VERY SOUR ENVY) VOYEURS SURVEY OUR VERSES, ONUS  ON E.U., U.S., NERVY SOU, French SOV. RUS. .                   

NOV-OS –URN. EVER RUE RUN SURE.  YES, NEVER  OUR NEVUS: 

YOU’VE YVONNE (Ysabella=palamino=blondes) UR ANU ENVOYS SERVE SOY RUNYON NOR ROVES YON. SUE VYE OVER N.Y. YVES/ 
Yew. U.V. SYNE OYS. oyster-Earth RUNE/ Dec. 21-22 Winter solstice (C+F+’RUNE’  the herding of people, a roundup) URN : Aquarius 
o RYE date is spring-April, and the other Rye dates herein say in the first ten days of Spring 

10 28 1 Second and tiers qui font  
10:28:3

prime musique (2nd and 3rd notes needed to open a gate to the portal) 

And second tiers (pyramid) primes ‘music’– sonic notes (see WHAT THE PYRAMIDS ARE FOR)  second/Allan Webber & third/Helen Parks wrote first verses 
CONFIRMED IS PROMINENT SEQUOIA  KIND: UUON OUUNMENT IN PERFECT INCREMENTED QUATREIN – IN RESPECT 

 

UUICKED DIM REDNECKS SUUORN “INFECTED, UUINDS KNOCK DOUUN, CUT, TRIM NOUU” =SUUIFT MONIES, DRINKS, 
& PRINCE TUUIRPS SMIRK – RECOMMENDED  PRIMED SEQUOIAS DESCENT AS CONTEMPT 
o SEQUOIA  KIND = columns of wood 
o OUUNMENT nailed it IN PERFECT INCREMENTED QUATREIN  see the ‘incremented Quatrein” 1 82 1  
o PRINCE TUUIRPS the politicians run by those from Sirius 
 

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee 1562 edition 
  CENTURIES CELTIC TREES QUATREINS  BLOGS: DO NOT MISS

 

GREENNESS  ONCE after  GENDERLESS  SEEN  AND  BEEN 
ENKI-RA  LOGS: NOT  GOD  IN  GOD’S  UUORLD  IS  BLISS 

 exactly what Chani said

When the great columns of wood will shake (timing of the Golden Age 
(Sequoia trees, which grow only in one place~California) 
the Centuries Quatr ins are spot on the Hidden Texts coded using Celtic Trees e

California   
genderless greys and their A.I. [genderless] agenda.   

 No one to be above another equals bliss

Here, we see more than one ‘confirmation’. the word ‘font’ is highlighted because of the guidance in the following text. 
Then it came to me when ‘they’ told me the ‘wooden columns’ are the trees – and Sequoia grow only in one place... 
10:28:3 Par graffe & maigre prefque demy eticque, 
PARQS PREACQUIT

 look first  qui font  prime 10 28 1   
MY ETYMIC

: TYPE QUEER DIRGE EPIGRAM  MY TIP
UUE GEMATRIA MAGI AIM TIDY GEM MEANT 
PER YEAR EGYPT’S RED GREY DEEM IT EMPTY                
GREEDY P.M EMIGRATED.  

 

To look at the quatrain line’s words first 
QUEER  DIRGE  EPIGRAM – these texts.  ETYMIC  (Word base)  
GEMATRIA AIM  using the frequency power in numbers to 
tidy the Earth, which is what the crop circles are saying 
EGYPT’S RED: red Oannes under Egypt, also time for the 
greedy prime ministers to be gone 

10 28 2 Sera par Roy en honneur fublimee,                                    APHESIS  (silent letters) directions and guidance 

 OARS UR EA YAH, BLUE MERRIER: LABOURER USE  APHESIS   

o writing this December 24 (Capricorn/Yule) 2016.          OARS of Argo = the Mantids of the Elohim and their BLUE greys 
RARE NOBLE/Libra~ENEMY /Capricorn ROMANS  BURN: ARES genocide NUMBERS fingers  ANYONE  IN BONES/ Capricorn 
o with RARE meaning the coded  words  ROMANS BURN see how the dormant volcanoes around Rome are all awakening 
NO MORE MONEY,  MOURN  NEAR  BONEY  YULE       Capricorn  Yuletide ORMUS  RULES NEUU ABLE BUYER ERA. 
RUE NORMA ANEMONE craft BURLY OANNES-U.N. MANURE /Alcyone  BEEN, EYE  EON RYE ~BEER; ROMAN-NONES 
o There are two of astronomical Norma, the Galaxy Arm of Norma in the heavens and the stars which form Leo Minor 
o Oannes-Anu are crossbred with Alcyonese with the result they are the Nephilim under Antarctica EYE EON = ice age 
o Allan Webber in his ‘guidance’ also had an APHESIS  RULE in 2 :39 :2 and I just noticed in that line is a reference to both 

Vermont and [Dutch] Guiana : 

2:39:2 Germains, Gaulois, Hespaignols pour le fort:  these are from the computerised templateby Allan Webber
 

APHESIS RULES SOPHISM wise LINES
 one of the directives to Allan Webber very early in his work, my guidance arrived when I did

 
HELIOS 

sun/Nemesis
 GERMINATOR OF LOUIS, MARIE     

asteroids – there are over 2,200 named asteroids. Named here meaning “an asteroid”  
SLOPING LOOPS LOSING PHASE SHAPE, LEPROUS THULE LOSING ST GERMAIN        time machine user: was he an Alcyone? 
[they] FORGET

 lose the timing 
AIM ATEN PHASES LONG RIGOUR OUER UERMONT (to New York, curves over Guiana) 

POURS GUIANA SOIL MA/Libra-Oct      pairs what 10 39 3 says  
10 39 3. Auant dixhuict incompetant eage, 
EXCEEDING THAT, [aphesis] AIM  AT PUNCTUATION (Quite so: eg: where Lan has none) aphesis means silent letters such as Knight 
IN  UPDATING  ANATHEMATIC  EXECUTION   (of the texts… understood 

MI  EXPECTATION  ATEN  OUER  DUTCH  GUIANA  (the “Vermont towards Chile” asteroid) 

7:26:2 Sera livree une mortelle guerre: Mortal war will be let loose 

 EVEN MORE TRUE ISRAEL ILLEGAL REVENGE - RUIN VERMONT
RUE ISRAEL ERRS VERMONT AVENUE METEOR ~ URGE TELL EVEN MORE so see the following 
3:86:4 Apres ƒa mort on verra grand merveille. After his death one will see a great marvel  
ASTRONOMERS’ ILL NAMED ASTEROID MORASS OVERRAN VERMONT =    

FALSE  ASTEROID  U.N. NOT TRUE: ARMED DAMN RARE GRAVE MORTAL ILLUMED  REAPER 
5:20:2 Un peu devant naiƒtra monƒtre vapin: Shortly before a wretched monster being borne   asteroid 

5 20 1 The great army (hordes) will pass beyond the Alps, shortly before a wretched monster being carried 
ARMISONANT(sonic Arm in the Black Knight)  AIM

.
AVERT

.
VERMONTS

.
TRANSIT, MOST

.
PRIVATEsecretive NEAR

.
TO

.
TRIM

.
A.A. STARNemesis  

ROMANS SATAN MONSTER UUANTED TRAINS PAIN (train danger) ISTAR Sirius TRISTAN IN UPEND TASMANIA,VA.Virginia  . 
o TRISTAN = noise, clatterer, tumult V and A are also dates. “V” is Alder March 18 – April 14.  “A”  & “V” are both a Saturday 
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5:23:1 Les deux contens ƒeront unis enƒemble, The two contented ones making unison together  
NEMESIS INVENTORS ENCODED NIMBLENESS ENSEMBLES VERMONT EXCUSE

 pun “excuse is” or “excuse Israel” see psalm 130-7
 

ISRAEL
.
INVENTOR

.
OF

.
ROTTENNESS, CONSENTS EXCLUDES SENSIBLE CONVENTIONS excludes sensible communication 

ELOIM XX EXCEL UUIN: – BURN WIDE OVER ELITE NONSENSE, [unholy]   SIX SEDUCED ‘NOBLEMEN’
10:63:4 L’Arabe Ongries feront un mefme cours. Taking the same course Araby~Hungary 
FOREIGN ERIGONE

one hanging, hovering
 or carnivorous spider   SOURCE METEOR COMES OVER VERMONT ARABLE REGION 

REASON OUR GOOSE/Cygnus ALGEBRAINS ONTO SOIL ANAROBE  
NEGRO BARONAGE FOREBEARING NOT FREEING RUSSIAN BOREA BONE/Capricorn December 22 – January 21 
U.N. FELON FOUL REGENERATION shape shifting?g.m.o.? TENEBROUS in the darkness  
OUTRAGES FOR the IGNORANT 
10:92:4 Giƒant le chief au milieu comme un trone. The chief lying in the middle like a log 
GIANTS

. (Nephilim/Israel) AIMFUL
.
CISLEITHAN 

Austrian 
FAMULI

close attendant(Hungarias are asteroids) AIMING AT HUNGARY? ETHNICAL
CASTING METEOR   VERMONT TO CHILE.
UUILLIEMLII(UUilliem52 attendant to the doctor)COGNISANT SALIENTthe more importantCGIN

/Cqin-dragon.
A.A.COMET

 Nemesis
 knows about

STEALING HELICE
 our sun 

CASING 
10:98:4 Tous peƒte meƒle monƒtre univerƒel. Universal monster [Nibiru] all violent confusion 
SOLEMNEST SEMELE backstabber  OUTER VINTNERS.  RUSE INVESTITURE MELEES OVER VERMONT:

 TO UPSET  (the Elohim-Eddur) OMENS LINES INVENTORS.
(Grus stage gate users)

 STEPS LOUTS PEST SEEM SPROUT SOLEMN ‘ESTEEM UNIVERSE’S OMEN’
o  recall the image of the Inca-Mayan Crane with its beak in a fish standing at a set of steps with a black sun on the STEPS

steps! [and up behind the stairway in another codex]   
o OUTER VINTNERS. This could be a date clue –  very late in Virgo 
 
 
 
3:88:2  Toute Marƒeille de ƒrayeur tremblera : All Marseilles trembling with terror 
ALBERT,ERATO asteroids ROAM, AREFY dries out MARBLE  ascending, but MARBLE could be a pun on Earth 

 ISRAEL, FEDERAL, LIE REALISM TRUE AUTOMATED SATELLITE RAY MARSEILLE 

YEAR TREBLE R ARMIES [FEARED ILL] SET OUT AREA.YEAR STREAM REFILLED 
o The ‘triple draco armies’  1) police force private mercenaries 2) Academy/Blackwater 3) Black ops 
9:61:1 La pille ƒ aite a la coƒte marine. Plunder made upon the marine coast 
COST TO PLAINER

 everyday
 AIRPLANES, STEAMLINERS 

ships
 LOCATION AT COMETS’ METEOR Nibiru is said to be a form of comet 

INTO MARINE COASTAL STREAM MINERAL-REIN  (Auriga in Pisces = ‘bridle decan’ 
CREMATES ETERNALISM ATOMISER/nuclear ARTEMIS/Orion Group SCLEROMATA ALIEN COMTES/greys  

o  ‘bridle decan’ the first ten days in Pisces. February 22nd  – March 2nd 
o  Remember the vignette with the two fish above the divided tectonics? 
o  The same with the “one male” on the page (one male = Menolea/electron being).
o  See the Milky Way weaving (that is us weaving) in front of the book
o  The band of the stars at the top contains a dark period
o  Sagitta is the winter solstice, but recall the quatrain

4 47  The black royal one/ president when he will have tried 
His bloody hand of fire, iron and drawn bows: 

A LEO (hand/fire) in SCORPIO elections  SAGITTARIUS [&] SAGITTA  prior to inauguration of Trump 
All of his people will be terribly frightened (by Nemesis – herded into FEMA ‘camps’)  

o SCLEROMATA = patchy skin, described also as “nevus/warty” 
all of these Vermont lines seem to relate in the English, placed here in numerical order 

3:86:4 After its/his death one will see a great marvel  
3:88:2  All Marseilles trembling with terror 
5:20:2 Shortly before a wretched monster being borne   asteroid 

5:23:1 The two contented ones making unison together  the two suns? 
7:26:2 Mortal war will be let loose  so that people cannot blame their ‘government’ for not warning about Nemesis and Nibiru 
9:61:1 Plunder made upon the marine coast (tsunamis caused by Nemesis and its system 
10:63:4 Taking the same course [from] Araby~Hungary   (same course as the asteroid did for Sodom and Gomorra 

10:92:4 The chief [one] lying in the middle like a log          (Nemesis 
10:98:4 Universal monster [Nemesis,Nibiru] all violent confusion 

10 28 3 Par graffe & maigre preƒque demy eticque, 

MESMERIC PEDERAST GIRAFFE, GREAT APE DREAMER,   ATTEMPT AIM KEEP GEM UUARM -  PRIMED MARKET PRICES 
PRIMED CERN, MADE EMPTY PUTRID UURECKAGE IN REPEATGemini EAGER FAKE RAPTURE, SUPER MAGIC UP IN QUAKE, 

: PEAKED MY PEDANTIC  GURU TEAM GRACE RA STEADY- MERITED MEGA MERCY TIME EQUIPPED GEM  DEEP IN MA
MEEKER  MEAD-PARKS  ERUDITE PAGES  MAKER :  FREE  ENERGY  M.E. EUREKA  REMEDY SEEKER ~ SURE NO FAKER 
YEAR  TRUE RACKETEER TRUMP (GERMS  TUUEAKER)  GREUU  YUPPIE  APPEASER  (PERSPIRE ‘GIFT’) ARE  GRIM UUEEKS 
GREEDIER GAMEKEEPERS  ARGUE  TRUMP MAKES  SECURE  ‘DIRE  KIDS RAPE’  EFFICACY.  SUGARED  OUER  DAMAGES 
o GIRAFFE, Anu from Camelopardalis  GREAT APE Oannes from Sirius, needing to keep Earth warm, using chemtrails 
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o  DEEP IN MA late October. Is this the ‘great translation in October when everyone will think she has lost her gravity’ ?
o PEAKED  STEADY  holding Earth onto her new orbit TIME EQUIPPED GEM  
o GAMEKEEPERS    the ‘gillies’, hunters, the Orion Group of two triads, the "repulsive six" using CERN to alter our orbit 

o GERMS  TUUEAKER recall another Trump line saqid he is "owned by Monsanto" 

10 28 4 Rapport de Venus  faulx rendra deprimee. 

MARXIAN VAMPIRES PURPOSE EXPAND PERVERTED PARAMOUR, DEPRAVED SEX-APPEAL IS SELF-RUIN DEAD-END, IS 
EXPERT SERVICE-TO-SELF DEFRAUDER UNDERMINES APPROVAL – X-RATED PLUNDERERS VEXED ELOIM NURTURERS 
INFORMED MEAD IN SIXTEEN  PRE-FUNERAL , PROPER MURDER FEARED FROM VANDAL UP. FORARMED IS PREPARED 
see 6 36 4 pgs 26 & 27 in Da Vinci, GWEN, SARAN  same dates, more details 
7:22:2 Yre's encontre amis de Tarraconne   
angry with their friends from Tarraconne: 
ARTEMIS/Orion MIDAS/Leo TRADERS ADMIRE EERY SCENERY 
ONCE after AIM CANON MARIE/asteroid MANTICORE (Sphinx) 

CONSENT ARRANT CREMATIONS  DATE  RYE NONES
ERADICATORS MISTREATED ARMIES. DREAMT TERRAIN 

 
7 22 2  EERY MIDAS 

[Leo Chertan] 
TRADERS  R

  [draco]
 CONSENT  TRADE;  

MISTREATED  ARMIES          
ADMIRE  SCENERY ONCE (after) TRAINS   M.E  CANON  
ARTEMIS

 [Orion]  
ERADICATORS  AIM  MARIE

  [asteroid]
 

MANTICORE
  [Sphinx] 

 CREMATIONS 
NONES  RYE [Celtic Spring]  DATE   [Roman nones 5th day – of April] 

2 39 appears in ADRIATIC  ANTECHRIST  CHARLES 

  

One year before the Italian conflict, 
Germans, French, Spaniards for the fort: 
The republican education [system] will fall, 
There, except for a few, they will suffocate dead. 

The word “morrs” we have seen before as “mors” and 
“maw” and means around the jaws. The line it appeared 
in before referred to a microphone (like a bridle). This  
could be a reference to those who wear this equipment. 

2 39 2 GermainGauloisHefpagnols   codes within codes    LEPSARIA  those with four wings 
GLEAMING GENIAL HUGE HUMANE LEPSARIA FLOGGING HOARINESS: AIM PLAGUING HOPELESS FOOLS HAGGLING 
SPOILS (SHAMEFUL GORGONIAN SELF-PRAISING MEGA PHALLUSES SHAPE POSERS [OF MISSHAPEN HALO] ANGER, 
EMPHASIS MALIGN LANGUAGE, NO APOLOGISING) GERONIMO HOMO ASSHOLES FOOLING  IMPOSING PRIME RINGS,
HARM ON SERF’S HEALING. FLASHIER MAFIA MOON POSES AS SHRIMP. SLUGGISH MIRING MENOPAUSAL HELEN’S PROOF 

2 39 2 Germains, Gaulois, Hefpaignols pour le fort: (Germans, Gauls, Spaniards for the fort: in QUBITS & CONSCIENCE 
APHESIS ALERT. UNERRING GIRL GRUELLING PROOFING ORNATE LEPROSARIUM GUILE, RARE FORMULATION SPOOF  

 o the proofreading of the quatrains is somewhat ‘gruelling’ especially as others before have altered the spelling  
TURNING OFF REPULSIUE MANIPULATOR IMPERIAL MONGREL ANGELS (SNEERING  PURGATORIAL) POLLUTER, GRIM 
PRENATAL  IMPREGNATOR  IS  IMPOSING  TERRORFUL  GLOOM  ENIGMA  ALL  OUER  EARTH... 
USURIOUS SOULLESS  AGEING   ILLUMINATI  ELITE AGGRESSION : FALSE METEOR ERUPTING ETNA – LARGE PERILOUS 
POISON GAS :  GORGONIAN  PARSIMONIOUS   ELITE  ILL-USING  TIME  LINES  - PLURAL  FOUL-UPS  ARE  PROOF 
o Yes, tendering out to the cheapest supplier does not always bode well for expecting the best quality 
‘FOOLPROOF’ AGES ALTERER  PIRATES ORGANS TRUE OUTRAGES IN REAL PAIN REPTILIAN  POSER  FLIES RAPTURE –
o and it is almost foolproof, that without proof of the « trade in children 2014 » clause in Treaty 9 – no one is interested in 

repairing our calendars.  At least removing the one thousand years would be a proper start. Albeit, this is the real reason 
Amerika will not provide full disclosure to the public, who the elite believe they ‘own’. That’s what birth certificates mean  

NOT FOOLING . FAR-SEEING HELPFUL ORNAMENT NostradamusIN SUPER TIME GATES OR UISOR ‘GLASS MIRROR’ RING
GENEROUS SAGE PROPOSES PURGE HUGE ORANGE SUN OPPRESSOR  ‘ENOUGH’  OFFER  USE SHARP ANGLE, SLAG-OFF 
ROUGHER  EDGES – HERO, MANTIS, OPENS  APRON HOPPER (FEND OFF GIANT ANU OGRES) PRESERUE SPHERE PROP 

 o all I can determine here is that the apron is our atmosphere, a hopper is a storage bin and ‘prop’ is the natural order 
with the Hero being a J-Rod52.  The words GORGEOUS SPHERE (but gorgeous would not fit in the line) means Earth. 

2 70 2 a) Mors en parlant : ditrochee, divided line 

ALERT: ANAL PORN STAR RAMPANT  ‘SMARTER’  NAPALM  LENS PATROLS  TORN POLAR  REMNANTS, TRAPS MEN... 
NOR ROMANS MASTER  PLANS TAMPER LONERS’ MARRON LETTERS  SENT  MAP  ATLAS  MORE  ALARMS  ~ NOT ERRS.  
MRS. PROLE TEAM matriarchal ALTERS  MALE AS MATE,  REASON RAN MANORS’ SONAR ORMES free energy LATER.   
LEARN ARSON LANTERNS [sun, Saturn]  ROMP, TRAMPLES  MARS  PLANET 
o MARRON – large crayfish = mantids, also refers to the Medieval crab of Cancer   C+F+CRAY 

2 70 2 b) grande execution 
COX GUIDANCE : EXOTIC ANU GREED (ERECTION DUNG  GENDER [ANGERED AN AGE] ; NUDE GREEN)  EXERTING  CERN 
DERANGE  INN, Earth, COURAGE.  EXTEND  AN  AGREED DANCE,  EXIT  EXCEEDING  ROUTE. orbit  EXCITED NET Zeta IN U.N. 

 ! END GENUINE  DANGER  -  DRAGON EAGER TOXIN EXECUTION  DUNCE  (ICON AUGUR EN GARDE )  GRACE  UNDONE
ANU DARING  IGNORE, ARGUE  OGRE  UNDER, GONE  IN RAGE. 
o COX is the coxwain – those from Argo, the Mantids of the Eloim. The word Cock meaning  cockerel refers to the watch 

on the poop deck/puppis, also in Argo – hence the cockerel-rooster at the top of a vignette, in opposition to a phoenix-
Grus. That rooster has an egg timer in front of it, so could be saying year of the rooster = 2017, 2029. 

o DUNG GENDER = eunuch in many other lines, where those from Alcyone have been ‘eunuchised’. 
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“tree” in stone, the wall friezes where everyone [else] calls it ‘tree of life’ 
but it is a mechanical star gate 

 

2 44 2 appears in  EAGLE CHASED BY OTHER BIRDS 

  
 

The eagle [Anu] shooting encircling the encampment  
Will be chased from there by other birds,  

When noise of cymbals, trumpets and bells  (the announcement) 

Pronouncing the lady makes sense of the senseless [the inferred] 

 

The day this happened I happened to catch a photo of what 
I thought was a very large pelican (having the camera in my 
hand as I crossed the camp compound). When developed it 
showed ten orbs chasing  a large black and white ufo. 

2 44 2 Par autres oyƒeaux d'entour ƒera chaƒsee:  Will be chased from there by other birds, (it was ten silver orbs in ‘V’ formation) ’y’ is ‘i’ 
 : AFFORD FOXY REFUTED CENTURIES TEXTS AFTERUUARDS : DRAFT APHESIS 

o meaning care-free = psychotic 

  SURE  FRUSTRATES  THE  OTHERS  (OFF-UUORLDER)  DUE  AFAR YOU  UNDERSTAND  THE  PAST  REFERENCE :
o AFAR = Aquarius, January 22 to February 21.  The false but real off world invasion 
READER, YOU NEED TO RESEARCH ;  EYE THE TRUTH : AROUSES  FEAR  OF CARE-FREE  OAFS  SEED  UNTRUTHS 
(FATHEADS’ SORE FARCE) FOUND  EXPERIENCE  NEXT ONE YEAR SEUENTEEN ~ YOU ARE UNREADY FOR FUTURE 
ADORE PUTIN  READY  TO  SECURE  UNEASY  PEACE ;  U.N. HARRASSER  TRIES TO FORCE UUAR DATE  CAPRA  ASS 

 o Capra is kid goat at the left of the Charioteer Auriga aka the Ass & Panniers. To the left means later, due to precession. 
As Ericthonius or Reins it means May 22nd  to June 2nd. As the Bridle of Auriga  it means  February 22 – March 2nd . 

RARE EXCRETORY ANU TOAD CREATURE FRAUD NAUSEATED  ENTIRE OUT-OF-TUNE ERA, DEFY EXTRANEOUS 
RAT RACE, RAPTURE FEAUX-PAS, DENY   EYAH FEATURED AS FORTUNATE  ‘FATHER  UUHICH  ART  IN  HEAUEN’
THEY USE DEXTEROUS CERN RADAR (AROUSE X-RATED FURY) EXECUTES  ACUTE sharp YEAR-ROUND A.U AREA/orbit . 
TURNED THRONE Libra SIXTEEN.  FAECES  ANU/Alcyone nephilim  ASSURES  SEDATES  THE  SUN, ROSE  ERRONEOUS.   
o We should all be able to see that the sun is not rising where it should be. The word ‘rose’ is code for stargate  
FATUOUS NASA HOAXERS ‘ HURRY EXTRANEOUS/OUTSIDE  RAY EXHAUSTED FOURTH  YEAR  ASTEROID FRAUD  
o OUTSIDE RAY – from satellites, to be used to ‘deflect’ asteroids – whichever direction they choose. The ‘fourth 

year orbit’ refers to Toutatis and companion which arrive in December every four years, due again in the year of 
the rat 2020. Since today is December 27 2016, they must have passed safely. 

Footnotes 
o genetically engineered ‘gods’ – the Ennead 
It is becoming clear that the words regarding the “times of Noah returning” relate to now. Over a thousand years yet before the true 
Age of Aquarius (the “humanitarian”) and our mad scientists are once again crossing animals with humans – with and without legal 
sanction. 
We have seen in previous forums that the ship called Noah’s Ark was a laboratory – one discovered by the C I A in 1991 with all such 
evidence removed. That it was “the seeds of all living things” on board and not the “two by two” fiction.  
Thus, all the fascinating images of animal-human ‘gods’ found in Egyptian hieroglyphs were faithful renditions of the creature.  One 
can find John Titor II on the internet and decide for oneself the things he states. The mere fact that a John Titor I (first version) came 
with cryptic warnings about “see to your Constitution” in the 1990’s – long before the current ongoing ‘rights’ problems were even a 
thought in anyone’s mind – show that there is a kind of confirmation for John Titor II.   He says as far as he knows he is the ‘original’. 
These are the glitches of time travelling.  John Titor II says he visited these ‘gods’ in their own habitat – where he witnessed 
more than one Ibis headed man and lion headed men in the background.  
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Following the discovery of the Giant’s Base under Bucegi – the Hall of Records, see Peter Moon videos “Giant’s Base Under Bucegi” – 
where the means for hybridizing humans with animals was shown to be a reality, we must all open our minds further regarding that 
pantheon titled the Ennead. 
Any “historical” mentions of the Great Flood of Noah being at any time later than at least 9, 500+(BC) are red herrings. Great floods 
there have certainly been (each shar of Nemesis) – but none as great as the times we call ante diluvian.  The times of “Leo Rising”.  

EDGAR CAYCE READING 5748-6    This Reading given by Edgar Cayce July 1, 1932. 
1. EC: Much has been written respecting that represented in the Great Pyramid, and the record that may be read by those who would 
seek to know more concerning the relationships that have existed, that may exist, that do exist, between those of the Creative Forces 
that are manifest in the material world.    As indicated, there were periods when a much closer relationship existed, or rather should it 
be said, there was a much better understanding of the relationship that  EXISTS  between the creature  and the Creator.  
2. In those conditions that are signified in the way through the pyramid, as of periods through which the world has passed and is 
passing, as related to the religious or the spiritual experiences of man - the period of the present is represented by the low passage or 
depression showing a downward tendency, as indicated by the variations in the character of stone used.  
This might be termed in the present as the Cruciatarian Age, or that in which preparations are being made for the beginning of a 
new sub-race, or a change, which - as indicated from the astronomical or numerical conditions - dates from the latter portion or 
middle portion of the present fall  
3. At the correct time accurate imaginary lines can be drawn from the opening of the great Pyramid to the second star in the Great 
Dipper, [and NOT Orion’s Belt- collator]  called Polaris or the North Star.   

THE POLESTAR IS NOT IN URSA MAJOR, IT IS IN U. MINOR. CAYCE REFERS TO THE ‘POINTER’ STAR 

In an October there will be seen the first variation in the position of the polar star in relation to the lines from the Great Pyramid.  
The dipper is gradually changing, and when this change becomes noticeable - as might be calculated from the Pyramid - there will be 
the beginning of the change in the races.  
There will come a greater influx of souls from the Atlantean, Lemurian, La, Ur &  Dal civilizations.  

INTERESTING THAT CAYCE SHOULD NAME THE DAL (or DAHL) now with the Elohim Alliances 

These conditions are indicated in this turn in the journey through the pyramid.  
4. How was this begun? Who was given that this should be a record of man's experiences in this root race? For that is the period 
covered by the prophecies in the pyramid.  
This was given to Ra  (MARDUK who stole the title) and Hermes (NIGHIZZIDDA) in that period during the reign of Araaraart when there were 
many who sought to bring to man a better understanding of the close relationship between the Creative Forces and that created, 
between man and man, and man and his Maker. THIS THE TRUE RA, AND  IS NOT THE MARDUK RA – SINCE HE WAS NEVER A “CREATOR” 
5. Only those who have been called may truly understand. Who then has been called? Whosoever will make himself a channel may be 
raised to that of a blessing that is all that entity-body is able to comprehend. Who, having his whole measure full, would desire more 
does so to his own undoing.  
6. (Q) What are the correct interpretations of the indications in the Great Pyramid regarding the time when the present depression will 
end?  
(A) The changes as indicated and outlined are for the latter part of the present year [1932].  
        YES, FDR SIGNED THE FIRST (that we are aware of) OFF WORLD TREATY IN 1933 

As far as depression is concerned, this is not - as in the minds of many - because fear has arisen, but rather that, when fear has arisen in 
the hearts of the created, SIN lieth at the door. Then, the change will occur - or that seeking will make the definite change - in the 
latter portion of the present year. Not that times financially will be better, but the minds of the people will be fitted to the conditions 
better.  
7. (Q) What was the date of the actual beginning and ending of the construction of the Great Pyramid? 
(A) Was one hundred years in construction. Begun and completed in the period of Araaraart's time, with Hermes/Ninghizzida and 

Ra.
                                  EnKi  (Marduk stole the title Ra)   SEE CLAY TABLET #10 of ENDUBSAR FOR ENKI WHICH STATES THE SAME

8. (Q) What was the date B.C. of that period?  
(A) 10,490 to 10,390 before the Prince entered into Egypt. ** my italics     SO NOT Before Christ was born, but when an adult 

** THIS PRINCE WOULD MEAN IMMANUEL/YESHUA 

9. (Q) What definite details are indicated as to what will happen after we enter the period of the King's Chamber? 
(A) When the bridegroom* is at hand, all do rejoice. When we enter that understanding of being in the King’s presence, with that of 
the mental seeking, the joy, the buoyancy, the new understanding, the new life, through the period.  
10. (Q) What is the significance of the empty sarcophagus? 
(A) That there will be no more death. Don’t misunderstand or misinterpret! but the INTERPRETATION of death will be made plain.  
11. (Q) If the Armageddon is foretold in the Great Pyramid, please give a description of it and the date of its beginning and ending.  
(A) Not in what is left there. It will be as a thousand years, with the fighting in the air, and – as has been – between Those 
returning to and those leaving the earth. 

SEE ALSO  EDGAR CAYCE   CAYCE – EARTH CHANGES   CAYCE – ATLANTIS 

*These Hidden Texts of Da Vinci and Nostradamus are saying the “bridegroom” period is that of the [false] meteor/asteroids – 
which destroy the king draco under the Vatican and other places (consequent to disagreements between the oppressors). 
** my italics  The astronomical date inside the great pyramid shows around  [ca9,500BC+], thus = ca 10,500 years ago allowing for 
the error of the added millenium sometime between i601 and i676 (676AD).  Given that Cayce was using the current era dates. 

"And the Lord shall be known to Egypt."—Isaiah 19:21    The reason One assigned to Egypt to study history  (Nostradamus) 1 40 3 
8:50:4 Au grand de Thunes fera trancher la tefte   Causing the great one of Tunis to lose his head. (by beheading) 
9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis                              Bankster’s (fleet)  driven as far back as Tunis 

8:50: 4 Au grand de Thunes fera trancher la tefte 

ATTENDED AUGUR, FRAGRANT GRACE, GARDENER GRAND FATHER, SAGE FRENCH DR.  

http://www.crystalinks.com/edgar_cayce.html
http://www.crystalinks.com/caycearthchanges.html
http://www.crystalinks.com/cayceatlantis.html
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CENSURED  ANU  THULE [Tooley] ENHANCED STATURE FATHEAD  THREATEN, DEFRAUDS  EARTH  STAGNANT, USES  ETNA. 
 READ:  THUUART  THEFT DANGER  E.T. FEEDERS  TENDER  FEUU;  UUHEN DEFEND CALENDAR TRENCHANT CLAUSE DUE,

THEREAFTER  SAFE,  UUHETHER  ANGERS  HER FEDERAL,  FRUSTRATES  AHA,  HATRED ENCHANTERS  DUFF  RENEUU. 
NEANDERTHAL STAGE GATE   NURTURER-HEALER  RATHER CURRENT  FLUENT  THUNDERER  TRUE  THREAD  GREUU. 
o ENHANCED STATURE very large  FATHEAD  those with very wide faces due to their great age 
o ANU  THULE [Tooley] the ‘society’ Hitler was fooled by, which is still under Antarctica (refer Admiral Byrd’s Diaries) 
o DEFRAUDS  EARTH STAGNANT not just by using volcanic activity, but via chemtrails and low frequency radio waves 
o DEFEND CALENDAR TRENCHANT CLAUSE DUE, I have no idea how to impress on those who are ina position to 

 actually repair our calendars. TRENCHANT means ‘matured contract’. The clause is the ‘trade in children’ act.
o DUFF  abduct  RENEUU without fear of being policed. Those FEEDERS on the TENDER  HEARTED  children 
o FRUSTRATES  AHA, the president – clones from genes which trace back to AHA-MENES 
o NEANDERTHAL ancient  STAGE GATE stargate  
o CURRENT  FLUENT  THUNDERER/Enlil  TRUE  THREAD these texts. Yesterday I watched a video which in all of its 

entirety tried to disparage EnKi by making him out to be the cause of all of our problems. He had a ‘partner’ in 
crime (in the story thread) Ninhursag. Not once was the name Enlil mentioned, where all the others did rate a 

 mention. To me it was like Enlil/YHWH (who hates them both) was in the background directing the entire video.

9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis                                                                        SUUINE  date = April 15 - May 12 IN 
THULE ANU BARBARES/BANKSTERS INJURING JUNIORS BRAINS, SQUABBLING BORN-AGAIN JESUS UNPIOUS RAPTURE AFFAIR 
o ANU BARBARES are the AskheNazi.             SUUAN-LIKE, Cygnus OAR BUG, Mantids UUHALE-LIKE: Tau Cetian ‘Swedes’ 
UURATHFUL SUBNASAL ABUSERS, APRON GRAI PAN UP,  SQUARE, Markabians  ARABIAN ALA-LU RAPERS, UUOBBLING EARTH 
NOBLE SOULFUL PUTIN CREATES PROBABLE  RUSSIAN  UTOPIA: BANS SUUINE THE IN UNSUITABLE  UNNATURAL  
JAUUBREAKER  ‘OBNUBILATING’ clouding over  UUHICH   ATROPHIES  EARTH  SOIL. Killing the mucilage of biospheres 
BANS UNLAUUFUL PAKI-BASHING.                                BEARISH  URSA  ANU  INHABITS  QHINA  the real Chinese dragon 
REASON FAIR-SPOKEN GENIUS SUUAN-LIKE, OAR BUG, UUHALE-LIKE  UUIN  OUER HALF-BROKEN JAILBAIT FREAK SHOW 
BURNING  BROUUN STAR, AND BLUISH, AND  PINKISH  NINURTA’S  STAR  PLANETS’  ABSOLUTE  FOUL ORBITS  FLOUU 

"And the Lord shall be known to Egypt."—Isaiah 19:21 (Enlil or Marduk) 

 
ENTHUSED CHANTER NARRATES TALE. FREES

.
 HUNTER

.
DREADNAUGHT cylinder,THULE

.
STATE-SET

.
TRANSFER

 abduction
TRANCHE.  contract

o clauses set/arranged by the state – the off world “HUNTER/Orion” “treaties”  ‘trade in children’ lifted off in ‘dreadnoughts’ 
AFTER RENEGADE RANCHER (!) GUARANTEES LATER FENESTRA  windows-QUBITS  FEARS U.N GRADED FASTER FARTHERANCE    

 RECANTER UNDERSTANDS TRUE ANGEL GRACE:- 

RAGE  FRAUDULENT  RACE    FACE/Scorpio RECTANGULAR A.U.  

             oh wow – the golden mean which sits under the black scorpion, indicating the correct distance between orbits in the ‘theatre’
EARTH ASCENDENT SAFE FURTHEST UNDERNEATH – HUGE HURRICANES THREATEN, HUNGER THEREAFTER STAFF DATE 
UNEDUCATED  TENTACULAR  FUNDS FEATHERED HEAD THUNDERER’S (SUFFRAGETTE HATER) AGES CALENDAR RENEGADES –  
UN REGRETFUL REGULATED SHAR THEATRE (LARGE HEARTED ANT CREATURE FETCHED FAR FLUNG, DEGENERATED EFFECT)  
FRAUGHT UNNATURAL CARNAGE STRENGTH, GRATEFUL EDUCATED NURTURER DAUGHTER’S-DANGER IS NEANDERTHAL FATE 
o STAFF/Stave (singular) DATE  January 21 – February  17 
o FUND FEATHERED HEAD THUNDERER is YHWH lord of the airways QuetzalCoatl (cement spirit/air head) 
o NEANDERTHAL FATE for all those educated but uneducated how to live in a stone age 
 

 

 
9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis 
Bankster’s (fleet)  driven as far back as Tunis 

:
 

 the naïve
 like they did the Twin Towers  BARBA

 bankster 
LIES

.
BARBS

 weapon darts
RABBIS NEBULISE LEPROUS

/Antarctica 
IN BAR

/Cancer
   HUNTER

.Orion
IS

.
PARLOUS

.
JOUSTING

.
SQUAT

.
AT

.
SUB-POLAR

 The “i” and the “y” calendar  prefix 

GUILEFUL  BANKSTER  KNOB ELITE CAUSE LIBELOUS INFEASIBLE FAKE  JESUS AGE IN BIBLES HARANGUES  FOLK  
FOUL ALPHA BARBARIAN ELITE PIRANHA AUUFUL PLAN: INTERNAL  QUBITS  PHONES’ FLAIRE/FLARE PULSE 
INJURING,  BURN UP THE BRAIN ANION syntaxes – PAINFUL  FLAUU,  IS EARTH’S JUNIOR OAF UNUUELL  PAUUNS. 

 HELPFUL HONOURABLE PUTIN (BROOKS NO FOOLS) ABLE  ARGUE - FLUSH INJURIOUS  SUGARI, JUNK, PHONES
SIRIUS’ BLACK  AHA  GHOUL HALF-BROKEN, HAS UNUSUAL JABBERING, SERIOUS BABBLING, ROUSING RABBLE  

o BLACK  AHA  meaning the cloned president. Collect images of Obama and compare the ear shapes 

 
footnotes 
Mazzaroth Mizraim ~Table of Contents:  if the links do not work from the pdf, copy and paste into your search engine.  
Personally I have found yandex.com  to be less censored than the main ones people use. 
It has come to my attention  there has been a link that when I opened contained no problems at all, but when a reader opened contained 
many difficulties.  It might be better to type a name in your search than to depend on some links. 
 

 8:50:4 Au grand de Thunes fera trancher la tefte    
Causing the great one of Tunis to lose his head. (by beheading) 
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There is another group saying they are in contact with Higher Beings which nickname 
themselves  “The 2017”,  with the alternate name of  “The Council of Twelve”.  
There are two warning bells inside these titles, one is the numerical itself of “2017”... 
which   you and I know is NOT  2017  YET,  albeit when combined it does become  a ten... 
it is by the hierarchy of numeration  that creates an order which is used by the Reptilian-
reptoids. The other is a Council of Twelve which became MJ12 – the negative controllers. 

 

The other reason for the apparent repetition of quatrains is the finding of  a key word 
which was missed previously, such as QUBITS. 
This very collection here in the LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED  forums tells us the word 
under “issue” is removed first (such as your own name) or whatever key word is needed. 
Consequently the quatrains will have many unseen subjects not discovered at first light. 
Best example at hand is the word “trumpet” in which sits the name Trump. During the 
earlier years of encountering ‘trumpet’ Mr Trump was not in the public horizon, so the 
search for his details was never “asked”. 

Only yesterday I was asked once again (by someone new to these texts) a highly pertinent query - 
“how do you know they were not demons all dressed up to fool you...”  with the response being this: 
Demons do not know Love nor refer to it – whereas these lines do so frequently 
Demons do not have a sense of humour – whereas even some of our close animals seem to do so, and these texts are 
rampant with tongue-in-cheek jokes.  

Such as a particularly nasty person trying to make a “silk purse from a sow’s ear” relating to a bad decision they 
had made (not yet published). Involuntarily laughing at another’s attempt to make a lot of money at the expense  
of the innocence of others, I had to pull myself up and remind myself that greed knows no boundaries with some. 

Demons would not suggest singing out loud ‘in the darkness’ – with the knowledge that sonic frequencies affect the 
environs in a positive manner, including your brains, the one for your mind and the one situated in the heart... 
Demons would never tell anyone ‘do not fear’ or ‘have no fear’ simply because fear is what they feed on... 
Demons would not continually warn us against other demons which includes themselves, although this is a portion of 
the Hegelian Dialect – have you EVER heard any public figure suggest we are not yet in 2016 by at least a thousand years?  
Nor that chemtrails are a major part of extinguishing human kind? That nuclear fission was brought to us by an imposter 
saying he was from Venus – dangling that carrot of war weapons in front of war-mongers. 
Nor that quantum physics was public knowledge to the ancient Greeks and to the Middle Ages (eg: 1055A.D.  the monk 
Michael Psellus the Younger in his Cronographia).  
Nor that there are demon angels as well as the good ones (Tiletanus-Ravestein, Agrippina). 
Nor that time travel is quite common (Da Vinci told us in one of his paintings that there are 72 “bridges” on Earth)... 
And especially nor that there are those which shape shift and purloin our own ‘images’ going amongst us ad liberatum 
Asking us “should or could consciouness succeed?” Would a ‘demon’ even think to ask this? Hard to second-guess... 

CONSCIOUS DOOR  :  SOLVES  SEARCHERS QUEST

Knowing the agenda of at least one of the demons we are now aware of: that of herding the population in to FEMA ‘camps’ 
in order to do several things to us – would a demon fore-warn us~     STRESSESS  KEEP  IOUR  GUNS  OR  MOURN...
Can you imagine a demon saying “OR MOURN” ? That implies empathy, yet we know they can be jealous – that was the 
very reason Nostradamus was SENT, TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS, because a grey ‘demon’ displayed envy regarding 
humans being given a soul. !   There were many lines against envy, would a demon say those pearls of wisdom?    
NEUU  QUBITS  EXCRETAL Alcyone nephilim Nordics EXERTED – UUERE CREEPING CLEVER – were VULGARIZED IN SIEZE. 2016 

OR

OR  

QUATRAIN 12 71 the true ‘final quatrain’ ~ found behind his fireplace with the remainder damaged beyond reading

IS  ARRANT  F.E.M.A  IN APPLE TREE DATE Yule this is the false asteroid date, & or the alien invasion 
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4 92 1 Teste tranchee du vaillant capitaine, 

THAT THOU  HESITATES  IN  ACTUAL  ACTIVE  DELETE :  AUTHENTICATED  ATHEISTIC  CALENDAR. 
APATHETIC  NAÏVETE,  EVENT CHILDREN ALIVE, IN PAIN. 

VILE  VampireDIALISER  ALIEN  SALIVATES  PAUSE. 
AHA President Sirius  ATTACHEES  LIE  UNETHICAL  AHPEE  CHEATS  TRENCHANT matured contract  LIAR CLAUSE.

AHA  

 CAPITAL PUNITIVE = capital punishment
a-theistic – when the theistic ‘i’ or ‘j’ prefix was replaced with the A.D. suffix – where A.D. is not what people think it is 
The word a[non]theistic also applies ! 
a  PREP  ACC[XXXCO]  ante, abb. a.; [in calendar expression a.d. = ante diem => before the day;* 
*before the day;  this is what A.D. in the Latin,  really means, so saying when the A.D. was attached – somewhere around the late 600’s, it was a sly hint that this 
exchange from the “i” meaning “year of our lord Immanuel or the “j” meaning ‘year of our lord saviour Jesus’  became “before the [due] day”!  Many have taken 
A.D. to mean Anno Domini  the year of ‘our lord’ or if spelt Anno Dommini = the year of domination, subdued, mastered, tamed or conquered.   Too close for me    

People have asked me:  “how do you know it is not you  who is being duped”?  One answer is this: many experiencers of the reptilians  
comment  “they have NO sense of humour”!   Yet we have seen frequently in these forums, the odd joke and humorous reference... 

and see the wisecrack “jawbreaker”  in this line which the word certainly is! 9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis   ‘OBNUBILATING’ 
NOBLE SOULFUL PUTIN CREATES PROBABLE  RUSSIAN  UTOPIA: BANS SUUINE THE IN UNSUITABLE  UNNATURAL  
JAUUBREAKER  ‘OBNUBILATING’ clouding over UUHICH   ATROPHIES  EARTH  SOIL.  Killing the mucilage of biospheres
 
Maybe the reader can think of some more instances within these texts which would represent what a demon would never 
want us to hear ?  
 Another instance which I doubt demons would advise us: (appears in QUBITS, CONSCIENCE & CONSCIOUSNESS) 

   
Every time an image of the group of four pyramids at Giza crosses my path, it will appear here. This one shows the sand so 
deep that a major proportion of the pyramids is not to be seen, nor any of the little ones, nor even the body of the Sphinx. 

 
The reason I do this? As a reminder that Orion’s Belt (the Orion Group)  has nothing to do with the pyramids which 
were placed world wide as a form of defence system against incoming – be it of a more natural type like dangerous 
meteors – or a more unnatural or warlike invasive threat to our planet. The one good thing which has come out of 
alerting the public to their foundations being placed in a constellation format, is that the public are now happy to 
accept that very idea. After all – Edgar Cayce did say that too! Now that question marks have been raised regarding 
which constellation (and therefore who or why) – people are searching for that answer. So far the northern cross of 
Cygnus has been shaping up to be one answer, with yet still more question marks. Changing the name of the Cave of 
the Bennu Bird to the “Cave of the Bats” will not alter the fact that thousands of Ibis mummies were found there. 
So now, all that needs is for scholars to realize our planet did have a “perfect flip” in the Age of Gemini (how apt) & 
that the Giza pyramids were built while in the southern hemisphere – which is what “Benu/Penu” means – Southern 
Lands... under the Southern Cross, but more explicitly the constellation of the Benu-Crane-Grus-Heron-Ibis once also 
known as the Phoenix – with its long sharp bill “in the fishes tail” – Pisces.   This was what Oxyrhynchus meant too. 

§ 
In my perpetual quest to find elements of truth that our calendars are wrong,  and  in trying to find a watershed level  
as evidence, is the final answer going to be that which Edgar Cayce was told regarding the date for the building of 
the Giza pyramids? 
Continually avoiding answers from “channellers” simply because they have not been giving us the truth* publicly, 
one must swallow this precept and take at face value the following: 

  “  Of some interest is the date Edgar Cayce gave for the building of the Giza Pyramid structures.                                                                                        
    Asked in 1932, his  answer was this: 
   (Q) What was the date of the actual beginning and ending of the construction of the Great Pyramid? 

    (A) Was one hundred years in construction. Begun and completed in the period of Araaraart's time, with 

Hermes/Ninghizzida  and Ra. 
collator’s  note: Ra is a titled which is meant to be earned, which Marduk took when he was Snefru, and which EnKi has recently received

 

    (Q) What was the date B.C. of that period?  

    (A) 10,490 to 10,390  

5748-6 Reading given by Edgar Cayce July 1, 1932. 
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* truth 
These texts have on more than one occasion warned us against believing in “channellers” – such as Dolores Canon’s 
visitor purporting to be Nostradamus. When asked about chemtrails – the questioner was told “that is only your 
reality” and I personally found that answer to be a total fudge. We KNOW now what Nostradamus knew about them. 
Regarding other  “channellers”, for instance, one Barbara channeller of so called Pleiadians (which could well be 
those from Alcyone) being told that “you have only discovered quantum mechanics in the last century or so”... 
When we have seen (in quatrain 1 42 4 seeking the gold of Nostradamus & Psellus) that Michael Psellus the Younger 
wrote about it – casting his references back to ancient Greece in his works THE CRONOGRAPHIA... 
raising the question mark on those Pleiadians which visited Billy Meier – were they also from the Antarctican Alcyone 
because they never told him about free energy, nor that we are not actually in the 21st century yet, and they arrived 
in the Nazi Vril craft that George Adamski also saw. 
Throughout the 1800 odd pages of the Billy Meier transcripts – there seems many contradictions, which some have 
studied. While reading these contradictions the words in these Hidden Texts kept coming back to me YET THEY STILL 
KNOW (remember) LOVE... despite being invaded over thousands of our years and bred until 99% of their DNA is now 
reptilian – their cellular memory recall is still latent within them!  
Also, these texts, Dr Fred Bell and Billy Meier commented that our “radiancy” from our DNA damages theirs – and 
this is the real reason no one receives  virtuous (real) “channelling” from authentic  Pleiadians. 
What are we to make of their predictions which came true? Obsfuscation of real history, in a Hegelian Dialect format. 
Oh, I just found this, how interesting that additional to Anna Hayes, someone else (Dana Rasinova www.exopolitika.cz ) has 
come to the conclusion to question Billy Meier’s visitors  http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/meier/esp_meier10.htm 
 

(A) 10,490 to 10,390 B.C.  So, if we remove the additional ca1,000 years added by the swipe of a pen – that would  
make the completed construction of the Giza pyre-amids at  around 11,400 years ago, and that shar of Nemesis which 
caused the problem (the great flood) leading to the new construction, around 11,500 years ago.  
This does not reconcile at all – and now the thinking is that the ‘contact’ Edgar Cayce received was faulty – especially in 
the light of the expected poles shift he warned us which was dated prior to 2,000 – was that because it was not yet really 
2,000 – or was that because of time  lines shifting? Many of the earlier predictions made while he was alive to occur after 
he died, did so, such as the island which appeared in the 1960’s and was told would disappear at a date, and that did occur.  
I am going to throw this curve ball out and about. There is a new ‘age’ credited by Graham Hancock (3114BC) which for 
the sake of simplicity we will call 3,200BC (an incoming asteroid landed in Austria, killed Sodom & Gomorra and is dated 
in stone at June 29 3127BC.) To qualify this keep in mind that the computer which dated this was at least 324 years out. 
But to continue, IF we add 3,600 to 3,200BC we get 6,800 [ca] BC then add another 3600 [shar] we get ca 10,400 BC. 
That is very close indeed – so why is it so close?  The ‘new age’ asteroid of 3,200 BC was not a shar of Nemesis the other 
Destroyer. The one written in stone to have caused Mars to lose its atmosphere, at the same time as our Great Flood, and 
should we go to the astronomical date found in the air shaft of the Great Pyramid which tells us by computer a date of 
around 9,200 BC, which is really around 9,500 BC for a date that must have been during the middle of construction of 
that pyramid – immediately we have a one thousand year difference between Cayce’s date and the computer programs. 
Oh how I hate coincidences.  Was the entity telling Cayce lying? 
Should a thousand years be added back to the computer date? 

Working back wards from what we think we know: 
We are currently in around 1016 (or not - allowing that the 324 years occurred in a parallel calendar concurrently) 
An average shar of the Nemesis orbit, (the Destroyer) the very thing which has influenced the end of a previous ‘age’ 
and – after a settling period which could be as much as 500 years – the beginning of a new age... we find that in the 
Bible  GENESIS – a new age, or “in the beginning” has been studied with the “discovery” that it was in around  5,510 
years before the new calendar we use today, taken to read either as the birth of a Jesus Christ or his death – neither 
of which is known, since it is understood that he was between 3 and 8 at the date of 1 A.D.  
Working on the presumption that each shar/orbit of Nemesis has an average period of 3,600 of our years, more 
normally 3,660 according to the Earth Chronicles of Sitchin – but less at times too.  
If  5,510 BC1  was a result of a shar, then around 1910 BC +/- was another.  This is one of the  proposed dates for the 
Thera/Santorini volcanic  devastation. Allowing  another 3,600 of our years brings us to 1690. A.D.  Now this kind of 
shocked me – simply because we have been told in these texts that 2014 was really 1690 – a difference of 324 years! 
Heck: how did THAT happen, taking a figure from someone else’s work (5510) and ending up with a date in my work! 
The difference, between the 1000 years added by the flourish of a plume, and the 324 is 676 – the date of the Edict!! 
That is a co-incidence I am having to come to terms with... 
15,510 BC 

“Both the Julian Calendar of the Western Empire and the similar Byzantine Creation Era Calendar of the 
East were concurrent in Nostredame’s lifetime, and each placed Creation at 5,509-5508 years before the 
birth of Jesus.” 
Nigel Raymond Offord  © 2011/12/13/14 

http://www.exopolitika.cz/
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/meier/esp_meier10.htm
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From  Arthur Crockett in The Untold Story: Nostradamus’ Unpublished Quatrains. 
"Mabus" is the Old German spelling of Moebius, and means "great adulterer";

 OR MOBIUS  the one sided dimensional boundary 

but we now know what Mabus is – those Monsters of Abus in THE MONSTRE D’ABVS, which turned out to be the Grayles of Phil Schneider under Groom Lake etc. 

 it is also an Irish name. At the time of his death there will be a plague of men and beasts  These events will be 
concurrent with the appearance of a great comet.  

"There will appear toward the North  
Not far from Cancer the bearded star:  NIBIRU 
Susa, Siena, Boeotia, Eretria,  
The great one of Rome will die, the night over." (C.6:6)  

The Pope will die during the appearance of a comet in the constellation of Cancer. Susa is in northern Italy. Boeotia 
was a province in southeast Greece, and Eretria now is Aletria on the island of Euboia near Boetia. 

"Comets without tails, move silently  
Panic abounds.  
An offering rejected,* a tailed comet  
Glides among the bees,

 [URSA] 
dies, and heads of state nonplussed.  

Signatures
 sigils

 in the sand ignored by all."  
crop circles – time is of the essence, ‘grains’ is cipher for time gates 
and there is a small collection of ‘crop circles’ on beaches, one was a giant 
fingerprint 
* the first approach by off worlders  offering to help out, but denying  the   
  demanded technology which the military complex thought they needed 

UFOs will appear in association with a comet, causing panic. The aliens will make overtures of peace, but will be rejected. Line 4 
is enigmatic. One ship will land in New York City, but rumors of an alien plague will cause them to be quarantined while three 
leaders (the USA, Russia and China?) decide what to do. Then the aliens will lose patience and demonstrate their power:  

"A salver flies, comes to rest in the New City  
Hate flourishes for the entity within. Battle lines  
Drawn. Fears of disease mask truth while three  
Leaders in secret, unite against a false threat. 

by Arthur Crockett in  The Untold Story: Nostradamus’ Unpublished Quatrains.  
‘‘ Nostradamus supposedly considered these quatrains to be so dangerous that he sealed them behind  
a wall in the basement of his house. They were discovered during a renovation of the building.  
The manuscript was so badly damaged that only 21 of 51 pages have survived. ’’ 

In which case these must be the “three books rendered to Vulcan” (behind the fire place) 
The hint has been provided to us many times by Nostradamus. 
It appears in nearly all of his frontispiece vignettes as the three books sitting on their own in front of him  at his desk. 
 

1 64 3 Bruict, chant, bataille, au ciel battre aperceu   Noise, screams, battles seen fought in the skies          "i" is also "y" 
LITTLE BEAR* IN U.N. BUREAUCRATIC BELT [Orion] BETA PARTICLE BIBLE CREATURE ELITE, TRACE ABLE BULLETIN 
these texts ABLE ALPHABETIC groups UTTER  U.N.  CIRCULATE BACTERIA  [chemtrails] 
BELITTLE ACCURATE  CAPABLE RELIABLE  AUTHENTIC  ALPHABET…     these texts 
THEY ATTRIBUTE:  ‘ECCENTRICAL  HALLUCINATE’.  
*Ursa Minor, shape shifters within the U.N. 

 

Left: dark skies = outer space 
Little bears supplicating to the United 
Nations but the big golden “ ” indicates 
the Andromeda Council is onto them. 
(Tuna blue apron) 
Right: the beast hidden within the Empire 
of the U.N. (Alcyone) working for Orion 
(sword) – falling out with Ursa Major 
(battles in the skies) 

 

  

 

See the same clawed creature being 
‘robed’ (as an agenda or working on the 
inside as a mole) for a jade coloured 
(vibrationary) faceless  Net/Zeta power.   
It is the chrone (Saturn) which is robing 
this creature. Since those from Alcyone 
are the ones in Saturn (Alec Newold) and 
the chrone has no halo – this clawed 
creature represents the Fallen Ones.  The 
one on the right does have a halo and 
holds a large book. The one in the middle 
is  the ‘shadow’  “misrepresentation” of 
power. 

To the upper the right above 
and below it is the same 
vignette – cropped & thereby 
disguised somewhat. The full 
picture shows a dark planet  
hovering   ‘from’ Ursa Major 
(once had 8 stars) then had 7 
now back to 8. Holding Spica 
(in Virgo) is seated Empire 
(could mean Cepheus) with 
Ursa Minor supplicating. The 
seat means both Scheat and 
stargate. 
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1 64 4 Et beftes brutes parler lon orra. And brute beasts will be heard to speak ("lon" no apostraphe = Oannes) 
4. LAST-BUT-ONE (second last) TERROR'S PREFERABLE.  the BOASTFUL RABBLE ROUSER ABLE PRESENT TERROR, TO 
RESTART TROUBLES UNSTABLE TERRORS, BORE (into Earth)  UNREPORTABLE  SELF STARTER.   

 ABLE TRANSPORT OF TORTURE TROUBLE PRESET   REFEREES TO BLUR
 

 

appears in MATRIARCHY  and in  8b. Da Vinci Meets Nostradamus 

8 16  pairs  7 8 
At the place where HIERON has his ship built, 
there will be such a great sudden flood, 
that one will not have a place nor land to fall upon, 
the waters mount to the Olympic Fesulan. 
H=Aldebaran I=Antarctica E = Greys R = Draco & ON = Oannes 

 

 

7 8  in 7. SARAN Pt 2 
Flee Florence, flee the Norma (Leonine) are near, (out of the Vatican) 
To Olympic Fesulan  will conflict be given: 
Blood shed the greatest one take by hand, (Betelguese/Orions) 
(‘Gran’ from the Pleiades – taken by Orion) the “fallen ones” 
Neither temple nor gender will be pardoned. 

1 94 1 Au port Selin le tyran mis à mort, 
IOU LISTEN TO POETRY LINES =  
MOMENTAL TEMPLATE PRINTOUTS... 
IMMORTAL NINURTA MASTERLY POSER AS IAMES IS  
ALTRUISM RE UAMPIRE  PORN  POLLUTES LITTLE MINORS. 
LIONLY ARYANISM A.I. MUTANT; (ARTIST’S Leonardo Da Vinci 
MIRROR ALERT:  SUPERNORMAL AT LEMON: in Eucharist 
IMPORTANT  MOLE  MUTTERS NON-OPTIONAL POLITELY)  and hear what he says in this video ! 
AIMS  MORTAL  PROETUS*  SLAYER  RAY TORMENT =  
hear him say “I am about to be reactivated”... 
SUN POTENTIAL TERMINATOR ONTO ROMAN METROPOLIS 

 

tournaments year – olympic games year – 2016 or 2020 
ELOIM INTERRUPTS PLOT INTENT= IMPOTENT TRANSIENT.  

 ARTISAN, IUMP ROOM,  MET  REMOTE-IN-TIME  PUTIN
TO RALLY, PILOT  TOLERANT  RUSSIAN  ARMIES~TELLS POLE ROLL IN ROOSTER YEAR 2017 MAY. 
“pole” singular, so laying down, not a flip  
POET RELATES:  NOT MERITS ALL YET 
yes, there is much more to this quatrain line not stated here yet 
*PROTEUS: 
“At that time, a critical situation ensued when top-secret, ultra-powerful HAARP transmissions powered by  
*Proteus particle accelerators went haywire and ripped open "portals" or vortexes in our time-space continuum: 
 vortexes which reportedly allowed creatures from either other dimensions or other time frames of THIS  
dimension to enter into OUR world, here and now. As wild as this sounds, sober and credible sources 
 indicate it is completely true. 
On another topic: our source also informed us that these lunatics in our federal government and military  
are directly responsible for SERIOUSLY DAMAGING our SUN.”  http: // www. drunvalo. net /hayesltr. htm 

1 45 3 duƒaictantiqueennoblilinuenteur 

ALERT: UUELL RUN ACE (A.C.E.?)  ILL-NATURED ANCIENT ALIEN  SINE  INDENTATION  OF QUBITS  COUNTERFEIT  
INSANE ARTIFICIAL  UUINTER  ON  CONTINENT  CO-ORDINATES ; INTERTUUINED  IRRADIATE  INDIAN  INNOCENTS 
UUED ALLIED IDEA  OF  UNITED NATIONS - UNIFIED  INTERNATIONAL   DAUID  ICKE  IESUS  SOUL  UUARNS IOU ALL
o so, here is one clue for us to understand the man-made weather patterns – they relate to certain co-ordinates, i.e. 

those which happen to sit only on land, at crucial demographics. I have seen the acronym A.C.E. and can’t recall it. 
This line also tells us that the alien ‘gift’ of quantum computers is arranging the weather patterns, that they 
can control the qubits using sine waves (sonic frequencies) 

o recall all those lines about India being nuked ? Well it seems it also means all those Indians – natural born in America 

 

UUELL-INTENTIONED  LACERTA  (RIDE OUT FURNACE INCINERATION  UNDER)  INTONATE  TO  ERECT  DEFIANCE :  
ENCOUNTER  ANT UUIN  IDEA  CLEAN TRUE.  ENTAIL INDELICATE TUUINS (FINE UUIT) 
merry ones DESCEND.  TUNA-BLUE BOUND ONES ALLIED  NASCENT CUBES  OUTLINE, FLIT IN, DIRECT TIDIER EDUCATION 
FUNCTIONAL  (TRUNCATIONAL OF IDLE) = IS FLUID LIFT  ALECKS COLLIER  INTERACTION  NAILS  TIDIER  FUNCTION 
DETECTION  UUILL INFURIATE  URANITE  ANU TUBE UNIT (UNLIKE  LIKE- INNUENDO  stargateKEEN TO NUKE INFANTILE 
ONES ACT RIDICULOUS (UNADROIT  ELITE  ‘CLIENT’) CRUEL TO INFANTS = DIRECTS  INFIDEL  RIOTS  INDUCTION  UNTIL 

UNTO DICTATORS INFECTION  ULCERATION  INCIDENT IN -TO CUT OFF ALL IDIOT UNINITIATED INFIDEL  

 o INDELICATE  pragmatic TUUINS  Procyon  (FINE UUIT) the « merry ones » who perform physical/pragmatic 
tasks for the Andromeda Council and or the Elohim. They are part of the Elohim Alliances (E.A.) 

http://www.drunvalo.net/hayesltr.htm
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 o UUELL-INTENTIONED  LACERTA we don’t hear about them very much, a lizard-people living underneath, who 
will be heavily affected when super volcanoes do go off.   They say they are the original inhabitants of Earth. 

 o LACERTA   ENCOUNTER  ANT Mantids  UUIN  IDEA  CLEAN TRUE.  If you peruse the Voynich Manuscript you will 
see the lizard people. Looks like an alliance with the Mantid people and the Lizard people against those Anakim that 
dream to own Earth entirely. They need to take into account the other off worlders (Grayle) whose real  plan does not 
include oxygen in our atmosphere.  This is the real reason for the defoliating agenda.  There is a forum in progress 
which is eleven pages of just lines (unworked) warning against defoliation. It is named AIR, TREES,  &  DEFOLIATION 

 o TUNA-BLUE BOUND ONES    a pun indeed. The one ‘bound’ to a rocky cliff was Andromeda. But the Andromedan 
Council is also ‘bound’ by the agency of Free Will. Like good grandparents, they know they cannot ‘do’ the ‘doing’ 
for us, only we can. Yet they know we do not know how to get out of our predicament, the one which controls us 
using the money system. No other ‘civilization’ in any other universe controls its inhabitants via the use of  per-
sonal  greed and most of the other seven deadly sins.  And deadly they are !  

 o URANITE  from Urania  ANU TUBE space tubes, which are physical point to point travel  UNIT  and do not use 
wormholes, the  UNLIKE  LIKE- INNUENDO  stargate 

 o DIRECTS  INFIDEL  RIOTS – now we know the word  infidel means ‘unbeliever’. This is saying those that are acting 
like Muslims are not, they are in the pay of the elite.  There are people who have been quick enough to spot 
American marines tattoos worn by some of the pseudo Muslims which are really mercenaries – who certainly  

‘‘know not what they do’’. THIS is the very reason we are being guided to ... 

 o INFECTION  ULCERATION   INCIDENT  IN TINMarchDIURNAL  normally TIN means in Sagittarius, but it does also 
mean in Pisces, by adding the word DIURNAL it points to the old date for the March Equinox – the 20th,  which 
will no doubt mean March 11 once again since it is an ‘elite ritual’  date. The 20th no longer being the equinox. 

ULCERATION  INFECTION  can mean many types of diseases.  Take your pick.  It can also mean nuclear poisoning. 
 

4 41 3     (C+F+CHAMPAGNE) 

this has meanings on more than one level, it is saying UNDERSTAND WHAT ALCOHOL IS REALLY DOING 
1. Mollifies the brain and changes attitudes and morals. For instance : so that our  "leaders" who are only human are 

easy to control and make truly stupid decisions  
2. Any time  anyone goes to a high priced auction, what is often the first  thing  produced ? Alcohol, and     it is the 

same for large horse races such as the Melbourne Cup – there is nothing quite like alcohol to release the purse 
strings 

3. Have you ever read the article (it first appeared in a New Scientist magazine) about the rat that was  attracted to 
the cat ? On research it was learned that the [deceased] rat was carrying a particular para-site which produced a 
hormone or enzyme that made the brain of the rat feel completely attracted to the smell of the cat. That is a cat  
parasite, and the rat was  just a rung on its ladder. In much the same way hydatids use an intermediary host (a 
herbivore) before it reaches its end plan – a fox or dog.  The first part of an herbivore a wild fox or dog approaches 
is the gut – often leaving the rest of the carcase. 

4. The attached video link here will open your real  eyes. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8owHqVfCsU 

 

Weeks after working with this line, I just spotted a detail,  or two 
1 92 1 Souz un la paix par tout fera clamee 

POET’S ORATER CITES ‘RUN NASA SUN PIXELS AURORA CLUE IS A ROUTE APART’ – refers to Nemesis being moved away CUP 

RAZOR AMPUTATES INSANE FOUR TOUR LAUUS : a razor sharp disconnection for the SAMAROBRIN – SAAM, RIB, ON & R 
EXTRA MELLOUU PUTIN AMAZES IN CASSIOPEIA ART, LAST PACK of cards (RAZES/FLATTENS MARXIAN, TAXES IOU)  

 PUTIN  IN PLURAL stage gate  ring lord haoma  UP TO bridge & ramp vasacle  ZEE MANTIS  TO AXE 
A.A    ancient astronauts               this is saying that Putin has been taken up at least three times, by three differing types of stargate

 ALSO SAME : IMPORTS  TEXTUAL PLAN COLLATOR  UP IN AZURE. Tiredness does overcome a person now and then. Recall all those lines 
describing STAIRCASE TO AIRSPACE for the collator  in the date of March equinox ... AZURE means the March equinox ;  and was the date for 
the JAPAN NUCLEAR ‘ACCIDENT’  forum. That forum named the exact days, the 11th for the earthquake event, and 19th for world wide news. 

The fact it was on the 11th  is a dead give-away that it was man made, induced as a warning to Japan to not get involved with North 
Korea.  Even Chani had said   ‘‘Japan make secret warrings’’.  
Those elite who induced that earthquake and its tsunami have a huge load of karma coming. They think by sending the public hints 
via media such as youtube, that their karma is wiped clean. Those who are their ‘masters’ are going to « dump » them for this very 
reason – that they could and would and did do these things to their own kind. The Anakim ‘masters’ of the ‘elite’ are very heavy  into 
bloodlines and species loyalty.  Despite the hypocrisy of their own internal feuding, which is all about  who of them has the hierarchy 
of power over others.  This is the evidence the Ennead of nine are not with the Elohim. 
This little detail is exactly how we, mere plebs that we are, can discern the difference between those of the Elohim and those of the 
Anakim. (Generic name for reptilian blood. Used here because it appears in the bibles, but they have over 120 names). 
With the Elohim and their Alliances – no one is any less important than another. 
One thing Simon Parkes has made comment on is that he feels the Mantids do still have reptilian traits because they like to keep a 
low  key type of hierarchy amongst themselves.  
There are more than one type of mantis, and those with four front legs are not with the Elohim Alliances.  
For EnKi to have become a true Ra, he would have had to overcome the hierarchy  meme bred in his genes 
1 70 2 La foy trop grande trahira le monarque,         R.O. FRONTIER  DIMENSIONAL:  ALPHA AND OMEGA TRULY EQUAL  RA 
1 70 3 Par la finie en Gaule commencee:                      E’A-RA   COLLEAGUE  OF  R.O.  AIM  FINE  PERMANENCE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8owHqVfCsU
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This is saying that Enki is “Father in heaven” and that means father to Immanuel-Yeshua, who “sits at his right”. 
R.O. means Regency Order of the Andromeda Council, a title that did concern me, both ‘regency’ and  ‘order’ being 
sourced from the reptilian hierarchic title. A friend reminded me that there are ‘good’ reptilians too. These ones 
certainly seem to have reached a very high state of vibration to be in the “tuna-blue” and “violet” realms. 

§ 
For those of you who have actually read  Alec Newold’s book/s where he says “they call their place Haven” – do not 
be fooled by the beauty that surrounded him during his experiences.  Saturn being one place they took him tells us 
these are the “Saturnines” of Nostradamus, the same which are under Antarctica, and formerly once from Alcyone. 
Those which said they “came from Venus” are tarred with the same genetic brush. 
The Elohim Creators of the Living Library had  the Gem of Earth in perfect harmony long before the ‘Others’ arrived 
into our Solar System. 
The ‘Others’ have tried ever since to take the credit for the Living Library, but fail to see how harmony needs balance. 
To learn this lesson, they would need to relinquish the idea of hierarchy, &  to replace this with Love instead of force. 

7:26:4 Deux eschapees & cing meneesa  terre. 
REDUCES EARTH, THESE ENEMIES THINK HATE EXCUSES SUCH EXCESS 
2 86 Hadriatique:EgypteMahometiqueL'Herault             (q = ‘c’ and ’k’) codes within code

 

 GRADUATE  MEAD,  HEARD  :  THOU POET, ADEPT HERO,  PEEK  LUCKY  EPITATH
UPDATE,  LEARNED  TRUTH:  and see facta non verba (deeds not words) elsewhere 
HUMILIATE  ELITE  UUHO  HATE;  PIRATE  TIME  GATE,  PORT  TOO LATE  

 recall another line which said they would get ‘stuck’ in a time gate – it was a Da Vinci line, see below 

DO GUILTY  HITLER  TO MEEK  UGLY TIME  MEME, holocaust  EMACIATE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 41 3   FOUND NAME CALLING IS CHEAP GAIN               this is really important for mere humans to comprehend. 
That the “baddies” rarely use the same name twice. This in particular goes for the Anakim who invented  the idea. 
MINUS  COPPER  COIN  ERA:  saying – in the age of paper ‘money’ – where we should all realize that the “Federal 
Reserve” is a privately  owned bank...  owned by those who are the puppeteers running  your  ‘govern’-‘ment’... 
and the greatest counterfeiters on the planet, making their own ‘money’ to sell to others;  but it is also saying  
‘‘loss of the economy”,  which is also run by those same puppeteers! Always ask yourself: “who else could this be?” 
MALIGNED  MANURE  even though the bibles call the Nephilim “the fallen ones” – it was not their plan to become 
that way, having been bred over thousands of their years – going from ‘angels’ to ‘reptilian bred’ like a frog being 
cooked in cold water. The word “fallen” can also be taken literally,  as in “from heaven to Earth came down”.   It is 
entirely possible that those left over in-bred Dero underground are a form of red herring – being  distantly related 
to the “fallen ones” . The Alcyonese ex-angels are the techno-creeps. Especially when it came to genetics, just think 
Dr. Mangela! We are generally so limited in our thinking we would never dream that alphabet groups,  such as the 
C.I.A.,  are actually run and controlled by these same “half-humans”. This explains the presence of the black ops at 
scenes in National Parks when a child ‘disappears’.  Telling us the Alcyonese are still  “looking after”  troglodytes. 
 

If you have been getting sick of reading lines about what is happening to the collator I thoroughly empathise. 
To show you what a slow thinker this brain of mine really is (making me wonder over and over why choose me 
for this task?) then the answer for it (the constant repetition) came to me only recently – after ten years of  this 

work.  It is always in the deed, not the talk.   The facta non verba of a truth or event. 

How else is the reader going to be able to accept validity of the works themselves? 
Every single medical warning to me has come true – there are the scars to prove it! 
The personal ‘events’ are not stated for the purpose of eliciting  a response from the reader to feel sorry for me! 
Pointing out that all those earlier alerts came via Allan Webber’s computer programmed Template 
 

AN EXPLANATION OF ORME (ORMUS) USED BY THE “ORMANCERS”. THE  ACRONYM OF O.R.M.E. IS FROM 
ORBITALLY  ROTATING  MAGNETIC  ENERGY.  THUS IT IS WHITE POWDER GOLD OF A SPECIFIC WEIGHT 

WHICH POWERS CERTAIN CRAFT.  THIS IS ALSO CONSUMED TO REPAIR DNA.  KNOWN AS  ‘MANNA’ 
 

De segatori Saranno molti,the English: 
will be many concerning sawyers 

'sawing'  Axe and ‘mirror’ art 
[Corey] GOODE  INTIMATES ADROIT SARAN, GENITAL SODOMITE  STAR EGO GIANT IS LOSER,  SO GREAT  A  DEMOLITION 
RAGES GEM/Earth: GLOOMIEST ORDINATES  IN ADORE Libra RAT 2020 . GNOME  DEMOLISH  ELITE STAGE GATES  stargates 

: EARNEST RE: TIRESOME GLOOM - STORAGE DETAIL /task MERIT TO GOOD ALIENS 
MELODIES ROOT the source of these ‘verses’  DOES ‘LOSE’ ELITE RODE ROOMS TO DOOM, EDITS TOILSOME DOERS 
o RODE ROOMS TO DOOM  jump rooms, Andrew Basagio calls them A.R.C. stands for  "Aeronautical Repositioning Chamber." 

Can you think of a more horrid way to go than to be stuck inside a coal seam somewhere due to your stargate failure? 
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10 81 Hesperian = western. Meaning Venus/Nevus in the west 
Hesperian citizens putting treasure (time gate) in a temple,  
Therein withdrawn to a secret place,      (time) 
The bonded families (Andromedan) opening the temple, 
 The bonded (related) alien families opened the temple 

Horrible ravished prey in the midst retaken  (The Dulce battles 1979 – 

the real reason governments will not provide full disclosure 
The word "citizens" means the elite, and the word ‘temple’ does not mean a religious place. The last line "taken in the 
midst" of this ‘temple’ refers then to the underground place where most time gates need to be, seated on a geological 
stable ‘craton’. Nevus are the Zeta greys, in this case the three fingered negative E.B.E.N.  
Andromeda was the one ‘bound’ and freed. We are bonded to the Andromedan Council via our DNA. 
1:69:3 Roulera loin abismane grans contrades 1 69 3 Spreading far [asteroid-tsunami] damaging  entirely [Latin contrade  
                                                                                                                1 69 4 Even antiquities and their mighty foundations. Giza  

TIME GATE CRATONS RULE MIGRANT ALIEN ALBINO OANNES’ BARONIAL ELITE TRADERS RUN ABISMAL AGENDA: 
 TRADE OUR LAMBS

LION-MAN EMBARRASSED INTERNET CENSORIAL ORANGUTAN : Ahpee from Sirius ALARMING TREASONABLE  ARROGANT 
BAT-EARED  LEO OBAMA (ABERRANT CARNAL ANAL INTERCOURSE, GENITALS  ABUSE LUNACIES) EARNING  AN 
INGLORIOUS  ‘‘SURRENDER  ALL  LOCATIONS  BOUGHT’’. IS  LEARNING  TRUE  TENACIOUS  ROMAN  DRACONIAN. 
RIOTING  SCREAMERS  IGNORANT  U.N. MASSACRERS  ARE  SORCERER  RESEMBLANCE  AS  DINOSAUR,  CANNIBAL 
LACERATION = TERROR OUTRAGES. TRAGICAL INNUENDO  (IGNORANCES ALIEN LABOURERS TRUE CARNAGE) 
IS ANGEL INTRUSIONAL INCESSANT IRREGULAR LONDONER ICKE  ‘RADICAL LARCENOUS  CAST-IRON SLANDERER’  

ARTISAN, ORATOR,  RE: NEGATIUE  ALIENS, 
IS  RARE  ANTE-DILUVIAN  STAR, STEEL-IRON  ISLAND  MOON URRI  MEANS  ARSON,  RAIN ON  ANIMALS,  SONS, TREES   

   LONELIER  BRILLIANCE  ARTISAN, NOSTRADAMUS SAGE,  RARE  ANGELIC ELOIM ALLIANCE  ROSE

ARISEN, CLEARING  CORONARIES, BRAINCASE ORGAN  RELIABLE LOGICAL MEAD LIBERATE ORIGINAL  CENTURIES: 
SACRED SENIOR ELDER, OARS ARGO SAINT: ASTROLOGERS  ASSERT ASTRONOMER  ALTRUISM  ORANGE  SUN TO 
MARS AT SATURN, OBLIGES ORGANISE,  BELONG  NEW STARS  IDEAL  URANIA         a ‘new heaven and a new Earth’
GREEN  E’A  LIBRARIAN’S  ELEGANCE   RESONANCE  BEGINS  RARE  NATURAL  NATIUE  ABORIGINAL  INDIAN RACES 
BORN-AGAIN COMMUNE  RESOLUTION. CEASE, LOSE COLONIAL ‘SOCIOECONOMICAL NEED’ ‘ALLEGIANCES’ SOONER 
CALENDAR AGE SCENARIO  ARAB ALA-LU OGRE GARBLED, OBSCURED OBSCENE  TRANSMISSION  IMMANUEL DATE 
MONSTROUS  LEO MINOR ALIEN  SATAN ABNORMAL INTRUSION  CAUSING  ONEROUS  MORTAL  SIN CLAUSES.   DO 
ARREST  MONSTROUS  U.N.  STAR  ELITE  ARGUE : GRANDIOSE   ARES  LIARS,   TO  ABANDON  SURREAL  CARNAGE 
NEEDLES INSERTION  NANO BOT STRAIN CREATES  SUBNORMAL BRAIN ANION MORON, RANSOMS BRAIN UIA ‘CLOUD’ 
REASON  INTERIOR  SUBNASAL  SINISTER  GIANT  DERO  BRUTES  ARISE, INUADE INSULAR SUBURBS TEARING SONS 

 ONN-ASS-BAR-LEO-UIRGO-ADORE-NOBLE- OS... LATE SEUENTEEN INTO RATCOURAGE IN   the 20 months of N.W.O. 8 65 3 

NEUU  UUORLD  ORDER  CRASS  LORD MARGINAL GAOLBIRD :   ABNORMAL  GORILLA’S  MANIAC :   BLOODIER  ARAB 
OBEISANCES  GORINESS ~ MORBID  ANAL CANAL RIGORS  CARDINAL   SCORNS  GOOD  NON-MAGICAL LABIA  MINORA
INTOLERANT  ANTI-RACIAL  RIDE  IN  LIUING  LIBRARIAN.  MAESTRO  ELABORATES  ERRONEOUSNESS  BELOUU 
GREAT GRAND GROSS as a number ??AS MODERN DROSS  flotsam or uncleaned up garbage. Or saying  DROSS  AS  GREAT  GRAND GROSS 
A gross refers to a group of 144 items (a dozen dozen or a square dozen).

 C+F+1 44
 

A great gross refers to a group of 1728 items (a dozen gross or a cubic dozen).  
A small gross or a great hundred refers to a group of 120 items (ten dozen).1:20:  

o And just out of curiosity, it was 120 names of the Anakim so far found. 
answer given : Roulera loin abismane grans contrades by removing the letters G.R.O.S.S. from  
ELABORATION  RECLAMATION :   

CASUALNESS  DANGEROUS  MUSLIM  DECLARES : GARROT,   STRANGLE   GUILLOTINE  IS ARAB NECROSIS  LUNACIES  
SARDONIC CROONER  LIES  DRAGON RAIDING TO ERADICATE, USE  CRANIAL  DNA RADIANCES 

o  CRASS LORD MARGINAL GAOLBIRD this might be referring to James Casbolt/Ninurta who recently attended a UK court
o DANGEROUS  MUSLIM the fanatics. A Muslim friend of mine said it is the inbred families formerly nomadic tribesmen 
o ONN- equinox  ASS-late Taurus  BAR-Cancer  LEO-UIRGO-ADORE-Libra NOBLE- October OS Capricorn 
o LATE SEUENTEEN INTO RAT = 2020 
o ARES LIARS – genocide liars                               

 
 11 18 3 R'acourcisant par telmoyen ses iours, By such means making her (Earth’s) days shorter,  

 SOREST CONCLUSION ORMUS MERCY SEAT IS ACORNS TIME TYRANNY  

where “acorn” is a star gate.  

 7 22 2 a) Yrez encontre amis de.  Anger against ‘friends’ of 

READ: REMINDER  NEED  SECRET CORN-ZEST ENZYME, RARE ORME  MERIT ON  ZINC  MERCY  SEAT  TIMER  
recall wall reliefs where it seems to be a pine cone being held in a hand – it is maize, yet there is also a pointer stone too 
SECRETARY MEAD RECANTER: singer  ICON DERN Dahl  CENTRES TREE  CODE METRIC  IN  TRANCE,  ERECTS  MIND  ZONE  
this is why on many occasions I have no recall of working numerous lines and I become as surprised as anyone upon reading them 
 

The cities of Tours, Orleans, Blois, Angers, Reims and Nantes 
are troubled by sudden change. 
Tents will be pitched by strangers  of foreign tongues; 
rivers, darts (from the sky) at Rennes, shaking of land and sea. 
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From the sixth bright celestial light (LYRA – they can arrive in lightning 
it will come to thunder very strongly in Burgundy. 
 
Then monstrosity will be born from a very hideous beast:  
NEMESIS – NIBIRU – SARRU and URIAH 
In March, April, May and June great wounding and worrying. 

1 80 also appears in SOLAR FLIP part two and EARTH BEAST 

1 80 belongs with 2 5 "letters in fish" which gives these dates, 
also tells of the “Golden Oar League” giant cubes, and see 4 47 4 
“the greatest ones suspended in the air Pisces thru Taurus” 
 In March, April, May and June great wounding and worrying 

4 47 4 Seeing the greatest ones suspended via feet and neck. 
SEEING THE GODS IN THE AIR THROUGH PISCES AND TAURUS 

4 64 1 4 64 1 Le deffaillant en habit de bourgeois       (1 27 3 spoke of the Tenebrousness is April’s song seen in fifteen) 
THE  SOLIDIFIABLE (YHWH Lord of the Air ways, cement spirit) BAD ANGEL  FIFTEEN 
BRIDLE, BAND, SET, BILE is MARCH, APRIL,  MAY to  JUNE  FIFTEEN: recognise these dates ? they are the same of 
2 5 when letters and iron are enclosed in f.i.s.h.      « Iron » = Scorpio/Halloween, but could mean Uriah the iron planet 
F= Alder =Mar 18-Apl 14. S=Willow= Apl 15 – May 12,  H=Hawthorne=May 13-June 9 & I=Yew tree = Halloween, but 
I = the solstice (standing still) June 23 too.         Then also in 1 80 : Then a monster will be born of a very hideous beast:  
The planet Uriah of Nibiru?   In March, April, May and June great wounding and worrying. 

 

  
1 80  belongs with 2 5 letters in fish which gives these dates 

De la fixieme claire fplendeur celefte, 
Viendra tonner fi fort en la Bourgongne: 
Puis naiftra monftre de trefhideufe befte. 
Mars, apuril, Mai, Iuig grad charpi & rogne. 

1 80  belongs with 2 5 letters in fish which gives these dates 

De la fixieme claire fplendeur celefte, 
Viendra tonner fi fort en la Bourgongne: 
Puis naiftra monftre de treshideufe befte, 
Mars, Avril, May, Juin grand charpin & rongne. 

 

7 40 
Within containers anointed outside with oil and grease, 
Twenty-one in front will  shut the port,  (portal) 
At second watch via death doing great deeds; Phil Schneider? 

To win the gates, and be killed by the watch. 

 
 
 
 
Kalendesd'ApurilGotique   
ST. PLANNED GUIDE GROUP LIQUIDATE: QUIT POLAR (Antarctic) MAY 
 
 

 

 

1 44 pairs 1 42  
In a short time sacrifices will be resumed, 
Those opposed will be put like martyrs: 
There will no longer be monks abbots nor novices: 

Honey shall be far more expensive than wax.
 due to lack of bees. 

Back then, [bees] wax was expensive due to the demand for fragrant candles 

1555 Aust. August X 

Six, douze, treze, vint parlera la Dame, 
 AT SEXUAL PIXELS VIDEO TAXATION PREMIERS RAPE= VIRTUAL RANSOM, EXTRA PURER EVIL VISITS  NOTRADAME IRATE

this is describing how our “leaders” are compromised into obeying the wishes of the shadow government,  C+F+‘CHAMPAGNE’ 
DUPLEX  VARIETIES above and underground  ERA  EXIST ~  VIA “LIVE AS PRUDE” .   PARZIVAL  AND REPULSIVE  SIX  
Two triads. The “sexual rogues” from Aldebaran, Alcyone and Sirius under Antarctica, and those Draco Grayles,  Altairan & 
Alpha Centauri under Area 51-Groom Lake and the likes of Montauk (moved to Kansas and Colorado – because they know N.Y. 
will be ‘attacked’?)  

 
 EVALUATION REMOTE TIME TRAVELLER MEDIEVAL EXPERT ELDER  MEAD,  PRIZED TAILOR-MADE PREMIER AMATEUR

MUTINEER NAMED SUAVE PUTIN MASTERED LAZIER, AIM TRUE ALTERNATIVE EXAMPLE,  SURPRIZED,  AMAZED  ELITE 
IRRITATE  MARXIAN  ALIEN  PRIMAEVAL NUMERATOR  (ARE EXTERNAL ELITE OVERLORD) DEEMED MIXED UP RUIN 
URANITES ADULTERIZE PLANET

 

 REALIZE  NEVER TO EVADE  EERIE EXAMINATION, AIMED DE-LUXE PIZZA 

here is something unexpected. No doubt the word PIZZA has appeared before, simply flying high over my head not understand-
ing it is the key word for “got any young children handy for various abuse?”  A subject also appearing in the alternative news. 

 LIZARD  ELITE  VIP  ZIP  AREA  RAPES TENDER  ONES:  PEEVED  PATER  UR EA NO END (PRIZED DIRE TEXTUALS) 

1 42 1 Le dix Kalendes d'Apuril de faict Gotique 
The tenth of the April Calends, calculated in Gothic fashion 
1 42 2 Relufcite encor par gens malins 
Revived again by wicked people. 
1 42 3 Le feu eftainct,affemblee diabolique 
The fire is put out and the diabolic gathering 
1 42 4 Cherchant les or du  d’Amant & Pfelyn b 
Seeking the gold of the Ornament Nostradamus and Psellus.Michael Psellus 
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VITAL MEAD VALUED AVID ALERT - READ, PRINTED, PIRATED POLARIZED RIDE UP PORT IN AIR PROVIDED ALTERED, 
LAID OVER RURAL ADORE-MA  SIXTEEN: ADOPTED APT DEXTROUS REMEDIAL DRIZZLE (PRIVATE  DEAL VIZUALIZED) 
the above is confirmation of what did happen in Libra/October Sixteen, Sept 29 and Oct 30, both dates saw me not at ‘rural’ 
The “private deal” relates to a line which commenced NOT FOR READERS then went on to describe the reason for being 
over a hundred miles away on those two dates. Shown to a friend who is well aware of the arrangement involved in this 
work – she was still quite aghast at the information within that line that readers are not to see.    I do hope she took it in  
the pragmatic way I did, without the need to feel “sorry” for me since there is no need for that (a wasted emotion indeed).  
This is why the word “printed” appears here. AVID ALERT from Da Vinci to BE STREETS ASIDE - READ,past tense PRINTED. 
TO AVOID RARE EVIL OVERPAID DOMINEER VIPER  - RAPTURE REAPER RIP UPROAR  DEVOURER  ALIVE RAVEN DATE 
DEVIL REPTILIAN VALIANT-ENLIL  X-RATED  SATAN  MURDERER  EXULTANT EXPLODE METEOR ON ETNA ERUPTION 
VEXATION,  RAZES EXPERIMENTAL DEPRAVED TERMINATOR  SEX-MAD OLDEST MORE STUPID VAMPIRE DERO ALSO. 
EXPORT SILVER, AU, MARIUANA DOPE OIL TEXTURE IN TRAPEZOIDAL TO ANU DOZEN AT NEMESIS UTOPIA  AT TOP = 
above REPUDIATES MAD EXPENDITURE EXTANT 
EXPLOITS DEAD AMAZON TO ZERO TREES, LEAVES NO PESTALOZZIAN TARZAN/tribes   
o PESTALOZZIAN = the barest of early education 
o PARZIVAL = Sir Percival always seeking the holy grail and never finding it, describes greenhorn politicians 
TO ABORT DEFUNCT to get rid of the one thousand years added to one of the world calendars by deleting the now unused 
(defunct) prefix ‘i’, ‘j’ ‘y’ before A.D. was tacked on as a suffix. Easier to prove because many items are still engraved that way 

 

 

 
8 10 
A great stench will come from Lausanne, 
That one will not know the origin of the deed, 
The one will put out all people from distant places, refugees 
Fire seen in the sky,  strange people/aliens  defeated. 

8 10 LAUFANNE 
A SUN Nemesis LANE orbit FUNNEL, FAN LUNA moon away :  ANU FE, iron/Urri planet FAUNA  ULE-ALE  Yule to June 9 
FUEL  NEUU ANNUAL  orbit  LULU humans/Earth  ANNA new year.  AN EL EA FLEUU,  ANNEAL  NELL 
SANS without U.N. ANAL manure A.A. NAN, Alcyone ULNAE plural elbow=Marfik in Ophiuchus/M’Abus  ELF, grey 

8 10 1 Puanteur grande fortira de Lauƒanne, 

ALERT FEAR ORANGUTAN ALIEN UNNATURAL  ING  harvest RAPTURE, REAP REPUGNANT ORGANS  DRAINING 
STRANGER PUTREFIER SATELLITE RANGE ANTENNAE REPEATS  ETNA  INFERNO  GUARANTEED  SEUENTEEN  
ENDEARING ANGEL UNREGULATED ADORE (ANALOGUE) PUTIN RENEGADE DEFRAUDER ONE UUORLD ORDER 
ORANGUTAN  ALIEN : Ape/Ahpee, the same of Aleister Cröwley – Sirius  OUUNS  SATELLITES 
RANGE ANTENNAE = H.A.A.R.P. REPEATS a pun, it is also a date in Gemini, which starts May 22nd (middle of Ale) 
UNREGULATED where  regulation/regimentation  is a reptilian thing  ADORE ANALOGY = Libran, which the real Putin is 
8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒceura l'origine du fait, 

U.N. ‘GODLIKE’ "CLOUD" CONDITIONING UUREAKING RENOUUNED UURONGFUL INFECTION  KNOUUING UUEAKENED, 
FEDERAL "KING"  "GOUERNED"  FAULTIER ~ ERADICATE  EFFICIENT  EDUCATION,  ERADICATE  FINER  COGNITION  
FRAUD, CONFIGURED UUART-LIKE FARCE  IN  INEFFECTUAL  NERD. "KING"  IS CONTOURING NEEDLES ;  UUIDENING  

 

INFURIATE UUIFE - ARGUE KÏNDER AFFECTION – RIOTING  FRICTION : NON-UACCINATION  GAINING  RECOGNITION,  
 NEUU-FANGLED ELITE NEUROTIC CROOK (INTERS GOODE’S INFLUENCE, FOOLS' ENTICER) ICON QUEEN INFURIATES

ENCOUNTERING  : IGNORANCE  IRON FLEET DERO OGRE GENOCIDE, FORTUNE IN DILIGENCE IN REGIONS AQUARIUS 
OUTLINED (FINGERED TRUE GENUINE ANTE-DILUVIAN LEGEND~ INTRODUCED DERO DENOTING GORE UNDERGROUND)  
RECITE : FIERCE NEUTRON -TOOL  ALIEN  ENTERING ; CONNING ELITE UUOULD RULE  FERTILE DUNGEON FALSE-REAL  

~ UNTIL UNENDING  COLDER  CONTINUES INCLUDING  ENTIRE  IRELAND, FINNO-UGRIC, ORIENTAL GULF. C+F+3 34 

OUTUUARD GOD ENCODING GUARD:  FOUUL/hen/Gruse UUOLF,  UUORK GRADUAL DARK   

o INTERNECINE  destruction to both sides of a conflict, conflict  within a group 
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  FOUUL/hen/Gruse  Is Soros and or McCain  UUOLF = Rockefeller
8 10 3 L’on mettra hors toute la gent loingtaine, The one will put out all people from distant places, 
HONEST TITILLATING LANGUAGE TORMENTS ROTTEN SNOOTIER MORONS ~ ATTENTION TO ILL TREATMENT EARTH  
8 10 4 feu veu au ciel, peuple eftranger defait.   Fire seen in the sky,  strange people/aliens  defeated.   
 
and  
10 24 3 Par grand effort des forains furvaincu, By Elders/grand widescale mobilisation from aliens overcome/ surrender 
AUUFUL GREAT ERUPTIVE UPLIFTED~EFFECTIVE AVENGE  UUEARIFUL INNEFECTUAL GUILEFUL DEFECATOR REAPER 
FEARFUL EVIL GIANT FEED ON PEACEFUL UUELFARE  RECIPIENTS  ALIVE  (VALUED TEARFUL  UUEEPER  AFRAID) 
C+F+TELEPHONE  and this is how they find them   C+F+GIANT  for a video 
8:10:2  Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait  that they will not know its origin 

U R N Aquarius- R U N A
 March 30 – pairs the false invasion dates  U.N. GLORIFIED ALIEN URSA OANNES, NONE QUANTIFIED  AROUSAL 

the ORIGIN OF ORIGINAL FEUDING RELIGIONS – FEUDS EON 
  ONE AUSTRALIAN FORUUARNS ALIEN  EQUATION 

QUANTIFIED
.
REAL

.
AQUARIUS

.
AGE

.
AND

.
ORIGINAL

.
QUATRAINS 

dates pair: 
3:34:2 Sur le plein jour le monftre fera veu: the monster seen in plain day 
REASSERT NASA USES UUEAVER asteroid VERSEAU [Aquarius ] JUNO (Februalis) OMENS 

PLAIN RULES: SOLEMN UUAVES TRAVERSES    [talking plainly, so meaning real waves, tsunamis or grand pulse] 
dates pair: 

5 21 4 La mort publique aux hardis incorus                                                                                                           

READ OUR ARTISAN  LEONARDO ANARCHIST, OUR AMIABLE HUMEROUS BARDLIKE POET:  
BOöTES EX LIBRIS (the lost hoe-toad-pope)  OUCH AQUARIUS CRUX crossing BIRCH ABOULIA       
(Ex Libris – out of the Living Library, from underground) 
o ABOULIA  lack of motivation unable to act with proper decision BIRCH  means the Earth so saying lacking proper movement 
but also the date of  Dec 24-Jan 20 so Aquarius CRUX/cross Birch would be the dates of the cusp from Capricorn (Birch) into Aquarius:- 
January 21-22-23 

o the lost hoe-toad-pope – refer the medieval painting which includes the alien invasion. BOöTES is in Libra 

pairs: 

9:56:1  

Camp pres de Noudam paffera Gouffan ville, 
 E.S.P. ROD AVULSION: SPASM REPOSED CELL 

PURPOSE CAMP VILLAGE - MAP END DAMP  
CAMEL

 Camelopardelos
 PASSES - ENDORSES ARES 

PROSED ANVILS RESOUND          (Uriah) 
RAMP UP SOUL SAVING  
PUN GOSSAN

 (Feldspar/Silica) 
PALLADIUM REPOSED 

Cu-Zn-Au                                             (new fuel source?) 
Copper Zinc Gold                                      RAMP  is a stage gate. 

 The army near Houdan will pass Goussainville Allan Webber template             

Avulsion in general refers to a tearing away.  Specifically, it can 

refer to: A form of amputation where the extremity is pulled off 
rather than cut off . This may also be referring to the problem the 
J-Rod52 had which Dr Dan Burisch was brought in to medicate. 
ARES = genocide, could also read as  IN ARIES or LEO.  
ARES  was the obsolete name for Leo. 
PASS-OVER  Camelopardalis: came from there, that direction 
REPOS’D  AQUARIUS date Feldspar/Silica = Feb 18 – Mar 17 
Earth reposed (Cu-Zn-Au) Gold (Sun or Leo) Copper (Libra)  
Zinc (Uranus = Sceptre, the Tribes and or AQUARIUS) 

 

9 56 NoudamGouffan   A = Elohim 
A FOUND AUM GUN OF MAD ANU DUFF stolen AGO.  A FUND UNDO FOAM OFF... lifting the radioactive dead oceans off Earth 
  ῾GUANA  reptilian  DUNG/Alcyone  =  FAUNA animal  OF MUG OAF DON/                          Donald Trump?? 

9 56 1 Camp pres de Noudam paffera Gouffan ville,   
?? answer: GRACE AFFIRMS  GEMINI  DONALD IS VAMPIRE’S APPROVAL; PREFACING SUFFERANCE FEMA RIP-OFF 

DONALD the original one RAVEN: Dec 24- Jan 20 – happens to be the inauguration date  ALARMS MADE FOR 
IS IGUANA-MAN  OF  DEPRAVED UNSAFE FLU FEVER, FLAVORFUL  (MSG etc) AND CLOVEN GRAIN CROP FARM PROPER 
OF UNCLEAN GERM-SPERM VENAL SELF-APPROVED OFFENCES (SELF-APPROVED is spot on for the likes of Monsanto 

OF RAVAGES GENETIC MANIPULATIONS  which  OFFEND  CLEVER  ELO’IM
o FEMA RIP-OFF meaning in every sense of the term   
o CLOVEN means divided GERM-SPERM  genetic manipulation  

APPALLING  VENGEFUL DERO MADMEN UP  VOLCANO IN APPLE (the same Yule of the meteor ) FEARFUL FLAMES 

ALIEN  APE-MEN Sirius/’dark men’ of Prince RAMPAGES APPEAR - GRAVE  FALSE  FLAG, NAPALM  GUIANA  MAP SCORPIO 

MEAD NAMED RUSSIAN DEVELOPS ADVANCED SAFE FARMING MANUAL;  APPEASES  POPULACE C+F+GUIANA 
1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee , 
BECALMED CENTURIES IN SAQQARA  TOMB.   EMERGES ABLE BODIED,  AT  GREAT MADNESS EDGE.   C+F+"HALF-MAD" 
NINURTA BULL MADE DEADENED, LOCKED SENSELESS,  IS  EAGLE  DOUBLE 

o bull neck can also mean in Taurus, the Saqqara tombs are the Serapeum :  the tomb of the bulls 
ELITE ADDICTED TO COLD-BLOODED MAN-MONGREL,the Nephilim Alcyone  QUEER CROSS-BRED ‘ANGEL’  OANNES  U.N. ALCIONE:   

(Earth) /vb CONGRESS SCAMMING  ROCK’S   CLIMATE  ELEMENTS,  SCROOGE’S GREED DESOLATES , /Earth  ODD BALL GEM
SABOTAGE,  MOLEST  LEMMINGS’ people’s  BEES,  MAKES BLEAK BOAT/Earth  GENOCIDE  TROUBLE... 
TREMBLES A.D.  EMBEDDED MORE GENTLE :  GRID LANES SONIC-BOOM   
IN BLAMELESS natural  ICE-COLD  COLOUR-BLIND  INCLEMENCE GLOOM:  
o the sack cloth of the bible, no one caused it 
NASAL DERO ORMANCER BEAST MONSTERS SMELLING AROUND 
o the left over Nephilim. Ormancer – uses ormus 
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OBSCENE UNDERTAKER COREI GOODE’S OBSOLESCENT SMALL  ANU GERONIMO  GNOME  DEMONS  grays IN DOMINATE    
NOBLE October  TO BONE Capricorn DATE 

KIND QUEEN RIDES IN GODLINESS  
CELEBRATES  RUSSIAN  ADORE/    (Putin) Libran MUTINEER,                        
QUEEN REMINDED NEL MEAD OBEDIENCE TO DEDUCT, TO DOCUMENT EDICT, 
MASTER  LESS  MIDDLE  DARK  AGES    TRICK: 
o to somehow get the public to understand we are in  not in the 21st century yet, accomplishing this will negate the ‘trade in men’ 

[children] clause  in the E.T. ‘treaties’ commenced by F.D.R. in 1933 
TO ALERT SOME (LIKE LESSINS  AND TELLINGER) RE:  STORMLIKE, & MARDUK 
o STORMLIKE is Enlil/YHWH... who are both : 

SODOMITE  DINOSAUR  CENSORED  SACRED  =  BOLD STREAK 

IGNORANT  MEDDLER  CLONES  MADE  OBSEQUENT  UIA  CLOUDS/chemtrails or the Cloud Project. 
o So the clones are taught WHAT to ‘know’ ! 

 

o OS is BONES date is Capricorn – consistent for Yule, still 
BELLIGERENCE DENSE IDIOTS (MINUS SOULS) EMBROILED IN LIARS’  AQTI/secret AGENDAS :   
BECOMES LEDGER IN BOOK’S  BOTTOM  LINE  ‘ARRANGED’   DEBT MARGINS ENCUMBERED.   
SEEMS A TRUE GRECIAN  QUEER  ‘GREEK  TRAGEDI’. 

 

o an understatement according to other lines 
S  DEMETER  TIME  BELL  the "die Glöcken" GREEDSOME  MUSLIM, ISLAM  ARABS  KEEN  ON  ALA-LU  ÖLM’

o ÖLM’S = human fish   TIME BELL the docking bell of Demeter 

  MODERN LEGEND SAGE BEST-SELLER NOSTRADAMUS  UUELL OMENED
KEEN NICE  SASAR MELODIES, (frequencies) OBSCURED  ILL-OMENED NEEDLES       the nano chips hidden in needles which will 
respond to receiving certain radio frequncies. This is why there are so many intentional  ‘suicides’ amongst returned soldiers 

 

(LESS CENTRED TIME DIMENSION)   SLEEK GOD-LIKE  TUNA BLUE-GREEN  ANDROMEDANS,  QUEEN’S  GOBLET, 
o The Goblet is the holy Graal, the Cup of Cassiopeia 
BLOCK ELITE NEED STREET INTELLIGENCE :  BUNGLESOME  GUILE  IS  SICKENING  GEM,  MAKING  RESEMBLE UNGODLIKE 
o Making to suit the  Ante-christ  reptilian, the B.C. Anakim 
ERECTED  BULL-NECKED DRAGON Ninurta ? SARAN CANNIBALISE  TIBET,   

.................................................................... 

                 pairs CANADA ACTUAL ATLAS  7:27:1 

7:27:1 Au cainct de Vast la grand cavalerie  
CANADA

.
ACTUAL

.
REGULAR

.
ATLAS,  

VACCINATED
.
VAST

.
ACCIDENT  

ADVECTS
.
CAUDAL nerve compression STAVE DATE 

Aprl 15 – May 12 

Advect = the transfer of heat (fever) or matter by the flow of a fluid 
.................................................................... 
CLINTON SQUABBLES, BLAMES ‘MEDDLESOME  RENEGADE  RIOTERS’  GUNS 
IS REASON RED-NECKS BLAME QUARRELSOME  INTEL-DRONES  
.................................................................... 

...  ARE MOCKING IN  U.N   NAME : NURTURE OUR NATURE’S GOOD OLDEN LIBRÉS MODEL...  NOT  GEM’S  TOTAL  LOSS
 BRINGING  SOULS CONDEMNED  KNEEL   TO NUCLEAR  NAGS   DOOM  

o NAGS = the four horsemen of the unveiling, also means the last  four months in the year 
o OLDEN LIBRÉS  the Living Library, and a  pun on being free 

7 27 1 Au cainct de Vast la grand cavalerie 

ADRIATIC, GREECE, MALTA,  ROME SERBIAN:  INNUENDOS  BLUDGEONED IN MODERN  DOE,2017?  SECOND  ASTEROID 
o MODERN  DOE  = Capricorn 

o and see the forums  YULETIDE  and   ADRIATIQUE, ANTECHIST &  CHARLES   
 

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee 1562 edition 
  CENTURIES CELTIC TREES QUATREINS  BLOGS: DO NOT MISS

 

GREENNESS  ONCE after  GENDERLESS  SEEN  AND  BEEN 
ENKI-RA  LOGS: NOT  GOD  IN  GOD’S  UUORLD  IS  BLISS 

 exactly what Chani said

When the great columns of wood will shake (timing of the Golden Age 
(Sequoia trees, which grow only in one place~California) 
the Centuries Quatr ins are spot on the Hidden Texts coded using Celtic Trees e

California   
genderless greys and their A.I. [genderless] agenda.   

 No one to be above another equals bliss

Whenever a line already published as  1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee 1562 When the great columns of wood will shake 
had been; then when it  is needed to confirm another (such as here) there is always something I had missed.  Once it dawned on me that 
the words GOLDEN CUBE appeared here, it behooves me to say that I had to ask. ?? 
Simply because I, myself need much required confirmation about golden cubes. When our “govern-ment” says we will see the 
International Space Station “second brightest to Venus” in our skies, we can be sure there is much more to that statement, such as a 
cover –up.    For one thing, the “second brightest light” in my skies is held geocentric to my area,  meaning it does not flow backward 
with the rest of the stars and planets as our Earth turns during the night. 
At first my thinking was “what ever that light is which is supposed to be the I.S.S., we can guarantee it must be the “baddies”,  since the 
shadow ones governing our western hemisphere “leaders” are the negative off worlders, those of Phil Schneider. 
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Grabbing first a [useless] telescope, then a [useless] cam-corder, finally my Apple fone caught the images  further below here.   Although 
looking through the cam-corder gave me the clear view which told me the object is actually a giant golden cube composed of numerous 
small cubes.  Just as it appeared in a crop circle a couple of times.  
The damn cam-corder just would not take the clear shot even on a tripod.  So I could not get it in the beautiful colouring it has. 
The images we took shown below these found at youtube - were caught on my fone,  and my daughter caught a couple on hers.  
The thing to realize is that we can see space tubes in our images as well as these ones at youtube. My idea is to establish if these are used 
by the “goodies” or the “baddies”.        Knowing the Elohim Alliances use time gates gave me the impression they do not need space tubes. 

   
  Giant Space Tubes UFO Teleportation/ Blue Energy Beams ~ ► 7:07► 7:07 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqOppNV2KjQ                       May 25, 2012 - Uploaded by UniversalTrek 

Enormous space tubes are being found throughout space. UFOs seem to be using these space tubes as a ... 

  New Discovery: UFO Fleets Using Enormous Space Tubes - YouTube ► 12:54► 12:54 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZiYpyL3y8k                             May 24, 2012 - Uploaded by UniversalTrek 

UFO fleets appear to be using huge massive space tubes as a method of transporting themselves in space ... 

Blows of darts   
there are several quatrains 
regarding “dards ” darts from 
the sky, and see photos 
poem by John B. Hare   
sacred texts.com       

#22. 

 Cil qui dira descouvrisant l'asaire, 

 Comme du mort, la mort pourra bien faire 

 Coups de poignards par un qu'auront indui¢t, 

 Sa fin sera pis qu'il n'aura fait faire, 

 La fin conduit les hommes sur la terre, 
Gueté par tout, tant le iour que la nui¢t. 

Who will tell it revealing the affair, the quatreins 
As (!the same as) with death, death will [thee] able do well 
Blows of darts  which will have been incited by one,  
Its end will be worse than he will have devised to make 
The end is a conduit tube for  mankind above Earth, 
Watched for everywhere, as much by day as by night. 

Who will tell, revealing the affair,                Nostradamus – the collator 

As with death, death will be able to do well the same as being dead to those of his own time - time travel or reincarnation 

Blows of daggers/darts  -                            lasers from the sky? Asteroids? 
It/her Earth end will be worse -                     sounds like something got out of hand                                   than he will have devised to make 
The end is a conduit : or the end of a conduit/tube (see #20)                            there are several lines REINCARNATION being real 
Watched for everywhere, by day and night. Meaning it is not something we are looking for out there, but inwards?            #22. 
 
Celuy qui a par plusieurs fois 
Tenu la cage & puis les bois, 
R'entre à son premier estre 
Vie sauue peu apres sortir, 
Ne se sçachant encor congnoistre, 
Cherchera sujet pour mourir.       #20. 

 Celuy qui a par plusieurs fois 

 Tenu la cage & puis les bois, 

 R'entre à son premier estre 

 Vie sauue peu apres sortir, 

 Ne se sçachant encor cognoistre, 
Cerchera suiet pour mourir. 

 
 
 

Looking at this crop circle 
closely one can see it is a 
cube, brightly lit up and 

producing a glow like 
Venus in the night skies. 
This imageappeared at 

Wiltshire in England 
August 2016.  

 
On the following page are 

images taken by my 
daughter and myself – 
albeit 400 klm apart. 

This cube or cubes are 
geocentric, therefore not 

Venus, not the I.S.S. 

 

 
This is exactly what I 

saw through my 
telescope just before 

Christmas 2016 
so bright the glare 

almost prevents one 
seeing the golden cube 

and the hundreds of 
small cubes which are 

inside of it. 
 

The bright golden is 
highlighted by an 

intense green acute  
border for each of the 
cubes, large and small 

alike. 

 

see #22  

1. Whatsoever who by several times  time traveller 
2. and the antlers/antennae then maintain the cage  
                lapidary cage =the stars around us 
3. It will return to the main [original] state  
4. shortly afterwards to go out – saving life, 
5. Oneself again comprehending revelation 
6. Ring topic instead of replacing death cronus visor/reincarnation   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqOppNV2KjQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqOppNV2KjQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZiYpyL3y8k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZiYpyL3y8k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZiYpyL3y8k
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The top two are a shot my daughter caught, (from a park, with street lights) with the enlargement on the left. The bottom one  
is mine, with the enlargement on the left.  Mine also had a space tube up on the top right, but I had cropped it out without 
realising it was there. The clarity via the cam-corder showed a bright golden colour, with SHARP green highlights.   Without the 
really clear real-life visuals in the cam-corder viewer, one would never had thought it is a cube with it was showing so much 
brightness virtually leaping off it surfaces. I have left the bottom right hand edge unencumbered so you can see it is straight. 
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recall the image of Nostradamus in the Last Supper – at 
the far left here, where he appears several years before 
he was even born...   
here is an image of him found in a vignette to compare. 
In the vignette he wears a band of mourning on his 
thigh - meaning ‘in Sagittarius’ which is what he was. 
The image far right is also a portrait, by his son Cesar 
over a hundred years after the one at the very left.  

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee 1562 edition 
DREAMLIKE    MASTERS REMEDIAL: SORTED DEMONS’  "NOBLEMEN ELITE"- MONSTERS’  
ERECT DREADED  NATIONAL SKELETON  COLUMN see the St John the Divine Cathedral in N.Y. where Libra/October is 
shown as a skeleton following a Virgo hanging upside down. This column was completed in 1991.           C+F+SKELETON 
METEOR-LIKE MISNOMER (EMBARRASSED ILL-0MEN AS ‘TOKEN’  BONES Capricorn) token is also a date= relic = Sagittarius 

a long time ago there were Allan Webber lines saying that Sagittarius year of the cock 

(2017) would see a new astronomy and a new astronomer (naming her) who will sort out the unidentifiable stars.  How-
ever using the word EMBARRASSED probably means I made a mistake with placing the word BONES in the wrong place.

ABLE DELETION DARK ROBED  MAN-LIKE  LEO MASTERED NOBLE GASES TUBES DARKNESS: 
space tubes  MARKETED, TRADED, IS  KÏNDER  MOLESTER-BERSERKER.  OK  this is telling us the ‘baddies’ do use the 
tubes, just as I suspected. My simple logic being that the Elohim do not need to use space tubes. Although we can see space 
tubes in the photographs, it does not mean that they belong to the golden cubes. 
(MAN-LIKE  LEONINE ENTOMBED RANKLESS  SNEAKIER  NINURTA AS DEAD) so his own kind did it to him, we saw in a 
previous line it was a rarely mentioned relative (another son of Marduk) who locked Ninurta away, and that was what the 
huge lid pushed aside on one of the sarcophagi was all about, Ninurta escaping. 

 o where  KÏNDER  means children 
 o all I had tried to ascertain here was if the planetoid above my area is really the golden cubes – and see the result! 

Vignette 70 
STARLESS UNIVERSE (BANNER) 

GOLDEN “ ” IS THE GOLDEN HOST DOING 
The Andromeda Council 

OLIVE GREEN SWIRL IN CANCER 
Medieval Cancer was a crayfish, not a crab 

The core of Earth and the dark passing over 
The dark star of Nemesis, Nibiru 

hiding behind our moon 
the MillWheel is still complete  

three eclipses 

 

2 70 2 Mors en parlant. Speaking with microphone 

NOR ROMANS MASTER  PLANS TAMPER 
LONERS’ MARRON LETTERS  SENT  MAP  

  ~ ATLAS  MORE  ALARMS  

8 30 1 Within Toulouse, not far off Beluzer  Blur Zee
 

Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer 
ON OIL ZONE AND OTHERS 
DREADED  BLEEDING (Ebola?) 
HOT OZONE SAD END ~ IONS DEAD 

 ~ 
STRANDED  NONE 
 
C+F+CRAY 

 
l'Orient mis en armes: 
INTENSE [Ninurta] NAILS MORE INSOLENT SENILE STORMIER YHWH (STREAMS IN LINES) SEEMS NORMAL SAINTNESS  
ONE who MASTERS NASTIER TONELESS RESONANT SINE M.E. YHWH  Enlil – lord of the air ways IS LENIN’S ARES genocide 
5 94 3 La traiƒve feinte, le grand duc d'Armenie 
FEMALE MEAD: MADE ALARM REMINDS  

CALENDAR DEVIANCE “VIRTUE” UUAS AMERICAN NINURTA ELITE GAIN GREATER INFLUENCE 

5 27 2 Viendra de Perfe occuper Trebifonde: He will come from Iran to occupy Trebizond 
DEPRIVE NINURTA OF DEVOID INBRED PRODUCE, OVER-FED BEEF, FED TO BIPED NERDS PRICE DEED EPICCUBE FORCES  

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee 
SMUG KING’S DUMB SON OTTO ALTERED CALENDAR, DEBUNKING “LOSS” MUMBLING ‘OK’I agree ‘I AM OBSESSED’ 
superstitious  by adding in either 324 years (to bring the date to 1,000 A.D.) created that “loss” of 324 years, the same as by 
adding a one in front of the century date created the “loss” of a thousand years by taking us one thousand years ahead 
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DEMONISM GNOME-MONK  INDULGES MUDDIES KNOBBED EMBOSSED BLUE BOOKS manuscripts SUMMONS GENIUS 
BLUE-BLOODS’ NOBLE BREED’S GLIBNESS ABOUT ERRORS DEEMED AS ‘BUNGLES’  USERNAME  ISUS  MISTAKES 

 o the changing of the prefix "i" (for Ysus-Yeshua) to a number 1. The ‘bungling’ was done on purpose 
KEEN DENSE ALTAR RECTOR MUGS MEMO MUMBLINGS: SURE IS GOOSING GOD’S COMMUNES A LONG TIME 

o at the time the prefix was changed, the bibles were in Latin and had to be read to the congregation 
o the words BLUDGER RECTOR and GREMLINS was also in this line 
o KNOBBED   the manuscripts of the day were knobbed so that a lock and seal could be tied around them

The Grail Quest and The Destiny of Man: Part XVI: The Crucifixion: The Big Lie   Laura Knight Jadczyk 
http://worldtruth.tv/alien-microchip-found-inside-napoleons-skull/   
 

MARTEN, NOT A FERRET or weasel 
7 10 1 Par le grand Prince limitrophe du Mans 
EMPIRICAL SCORPIO, LEAPING SCALAR SHEEP    vignette 
 (AND SEE SLIM PERPENDICULAR PINNACLE)  
NAMING : INSPIRED  CERN  MARTEN  

Arm (Cepheus King of kings) contains the Sword of the 
empire of Orion 

 

o CERN MARTEN the ferret ‘miracle’ incident 
NEW SCIENTIST week of  Christmas  Dec 17 2016 
Page 5 
correcting  
"not a weasel/ferret, but a Beech Marten" 
 
here is a vignette I never understood, with a steep hill. 

  

5 94 3 La traiƒve feinte, le grand duc d'Armenie, 
AIM AND DELIVERED IN DAN FIFTEEN 
 the year of the sheep with the black Scorpion vignette says this too 
with the Scorpion and the sheep leaping over a golden rectangle.  ''Leap'' also means in Scorpio. The sheep is not a ram nor  
a lamb. So it does NOT mean Aries or the Lamb. It means the year of the sheep.   VALIDATE MI  MIDDLE  AGE  NARRATIVE  
CLEARS  U.N. NUCLEAR…  NUMERICAL  ANGELICAL  GARDENER  AND MEDIEVAL MAN  RIDE  LADDER 

stargate  

RECTANGULAR   Taking Nostradamus either across the orbits (golden mean) or to Pegasus. 
TRAVELLED  LADDER,  DIVERTED  CALENDAR: orbit  END RED,  VIRTUAL  IMAGE 

cronus visor           
 

 

http://cassiopaea.org/2011/02/23/the-grail-quest-and-the-destiny-of-man-part-xvi-the-crucifixion-the-big-lie/
http://worldtruth.tv/alien-microchip-found-inside-napoleons-skull/
Lou
Sticky Note
DAN is Scorpio, and "fifteen" can go from any point in the orbit of fifteen for another 377.8 days
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FINGERPRINT OF ...  
 
all crop circle images from cropcircleconnectors 
 
how was this done? 

 

cropcircleconnectors 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s     
in the video Charles put up here, the Chimera Group (from Grus formerly Phoenix, then Benu) includes McCain and Soros         
(say the texts) and Chani too  
IN OTHER FORUMS REFERENCES TO THESE GIANTS CAN BE FOUND by C+F+'REDLINE' 
 "they hunt by DNA" anyone going to 'search your family tree via dna" SHOULD THEY BE WORRIED? I reckon... 
 I would question if they did "put themselves" into stasis.  
Recall the Bible saying "for one thousand years put into 'irons' in the pit? Hibernating? 
Maybe that is why our calendars were made over to have two "phantom" "ages", the 324 years added by prince Otto  
(so he could be crowned in the millenium) and the edict sent to pope Innocent...  
plus the matter of the 1000 years added (to bring the years closer)  
by removing the "i" for Immanuel prefix and replacing it with a "1" 
3 62 4 A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. g iiij (Gera:Gemini in 14)  
IS IN JEFFERSONIAN ACADEMIC ENCOURAGES SUCCEED AIM IGNORANCE A.A [!]  
EFFICACIOUS ANAGRAMS JOINED INFERENCE 
2 58 4. Silene luit,petit grand emmene.  
U.N. IMPLEMENT DETAINED: LARGE INTELLIGENT GIANT IMMUNE ENTITIES 
RESULTING IN ENGINEER UNLIMITED TEMPLATES REPEAT.ING (clones)  
ELITE IMAGINES PRELUDE to ADMINISTER ENTITLEMENT, MEANTIME– ANGRIEST ELITE RE UN-IMPLEMENTED DEED; 
(promise) RESULTED ANU RETAINING [their] ELEMENTS [DNA]:  
ANU IMPINGEMENT ELITE, DUMP DESPERATE ELITE.  
[ALL OF YOU] IMPLEMENT ''RETAINED GUNS'' 
4 29 4 Sol fera veu pur rutilant & blond.  
PROVERBIAL DULL UNFORTUNATES [elite with] UNNATURAL DRIVES, FLOAT PULVERISABLE, the space ties? 
AS [thinking]''BULLET PROOF''. 
1 13 1 Les exiles par ire, haine inteftine,  
Exiles (elite) by hatred of instestine's (nefer/duodenum/Anu) anger (See 2 58 4 here) 
ALIEN PREFIXES INHERENT REALITIES.  "Prefix" such as "E.T." or the word "LORD" .  
INFER INITIATE HELL/stargate- RAISER [Elite] EXPENSE, REALISE IS THE EXPERIENTIAL SINNER 
(This Alien Lord who initiated the monetary systems and sacrifices is SatAn – Enlil/YHWH/Ninurta - Marduk) 
4 1 3 Apres auoir bien long temps attendu  
UNSUPPORTED MANAGERS [governments] PURPOSES  OBTAIN AUGMENTATION INTO BONES [DNA]  
ELITE: ABANDONMENT PRESUMPTION U.N. ANS ABROGATED  
TREATIES GUT AIR (chemtrails agreement) and see 2 58 4  
abrogate: repeal or do away with (a law, right, or formal agreement).  
GREAT GIANT ANU AIM UNSUPPORTED IGNORANT SNOB [elite] ARGUES BAD T-MAN PERSON UP 
(''T'' is the sky rune for Ursa Major Central. ''Man'' means Orion – Mannuz)  
most certainly not anyone I would want to argue with!  
But that just shows how ''ignorant'' the elite are 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s
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 4 44 GrosMendeRoudesMilhau  
GRUESOME MURDERING MUSLIM, ODDER HUGE ROUND HEAD – (Dero or Ala-Lu Anu?) 
HUMOURLESS SLUMMIER DERANGED ENIGMA LOSES  
other lines describe them as “smell, base abuse” and this smelliness  is one way to discern them..  
MISLEAD MORONS; MAD HOUSE (Earth) DEEDS chemtrails.  
IGNORAMUS EGOES (military complex) MUDDLE UUHO IS HERO > HUMERUS (Elbow/Marfik/Ophiuchus/Mabvs) 
SHOULDER/Markabians - R (draco) MALNOURISHED, SOURED GEM (Earth).  
(Markabians from Pegasus, these two happen to be Phil Schneider’s Grayles and the REAL shadow government)  
Markab the star is in the “shoulder” of Pegasus, the star which forms the “elbow” of Ophiuchus is called Marfik  
‘SHOULDER’ DEMONISM ARGUE: SO NO MIDDLE AGES, LARGE MUSEUM HUMOUR (Jeffersonian laughing)  

SO DISHONORED [history]. There is an off world plant in there 
(the dark ages with 324 years simply removed, they want 2014 to be brought forward to ratify that clause in Treaty 9, but we are 
actually in 1690, at 2014 and they have seen the small print error but the moron military have not. This is why our history is 
continually falsified …)  
1 24 4 Cremoe & Matoue grads maux aura fouffert  
GUARD COFFEE ROOM, EXAM AS FUTURE TRAUMA GRADUATES,  
guard your favourite office  lounging areas from trauma  
[you] EXAMine FORUM OF FAMOUS CREATURE OF A MUSEUM  see “Jeffersonian”  
famous creature from a museum – the giants of the Jeffersonian? 
Dinosaurs? In the forum ANCIENT CARPATHIAN the ''stegosaur'' at Angkor Wat ? This latter is depicted inside a ring, is this a 
“looking glass” event  
3 62 4 A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. g iiij   (G = Gera: seeds are planted ⨜  

Gebo: a Gift in 14, the postponing of Yellowstone?) 
CANIS MAJOR (Sirius) COSINE [mathematical] CONFIDENCE.  
REAR FACING JESUS Orbit DEFIANCE. AIM A  [a Saturday, Dec sol-stice]  
IS ANU ENCOURAGES MAJOR DNA EFFICIENCIES  
IS JANUS-FACED JESUS COSINE OANNES EFFICIENCIES ON MARRIAGE ("biblical bride")… 
IS IN A JEFFERSONIAN ACADEMIC ENCOURAGES SUCCEED AIM A.A. IGNORANCE. 
Ignorance regarding giants and cannibalism (“marriage of souls”)  
GRUESOME LEO, SHOULDER [Marcabians, the shadow government/ M'abus]  
ODD U.N. GOD DEMANDED LOUIS [asteroid] DEED, the bride 
SURE MEDDLES*, NEED HUGE MASS MURDER.  

(Markab star is in the ‘shoulder’ of Pegasus)  
The ‘gruesome Leo’ could be the president who is a Leo and or those from Chertan in the walnut/jellyfish /bluebottle/anemone 
shape shifted craft who are « managers of all » according to 6 59 3. * see 3 77 4  
*Meddles, Meddler, Meddling seems to be a key word for the same faction 
 
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s 

 

 
On the left are the zodiacs in precessional order.  
The differences are – Virgo is upside down,  
October which consists of Halloween is shown as a skeleton.  
The scorpion is followed by a very lengthy Ophiucus  
and no Sagittarius with Capricorn out of sight, if it is there at all. 
 
1 52 1 Les deux malins de Scorpion conioints  

MI SCORPION EXTENSIONAL IS NOT DIMENSIONAL  
{the vignette with the black scorpion facing the sheep over the golden mean]  
thus putting paid to all those ‘new agers’ who go on about various 
“dimensions” and “ascension” with the word “shift”  

EXCLUDES UNDISCLOSED. (Includes what has already been disclosed, ie: 
stated in these texts)  

 
C+F+SKELETON  
Virgo is an upside down female and October is a skeleton 
1 82 1 at St John the Divine in New York 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DJGXJi2mG16Q%26t%3D89s&h=sAQEEtEbw

